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Preface 
 

This report – the development of a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model for NOx emission 

reducing solutions is the result of my graduation project. The research that corresponds to 

this project is conducted at a large contractor which is active in the field of infrastructure, 

utility- and housing-construction. In the period of February 2020 till August 2020, this thesis 

was written in accordance with the master course Construction, Management and 

Engineering at the Technical University in Eindhoven. Within this period, the world was and 

is at the moment of writing affected by the COVID-19 virus. For me, this led to fewer 

attendance at the company and less physical meetings with the company and university 

supervisors. However, the efficiency was not affected due to adaptability and empathy of 

both instances. 

 

Before I started with my research proposal, I had difficulties in finding an interesting topic 

and company. I had different topics in mind, however, I did not succeed in finding a perfect 

fit. Suddenly, the news was exploding with regulations, facts and shortcomings of the 

construction industry regarding NOx problematics in the Netherlands. In the beginning of 

this period, this were hard times for companies. For me, it was the irrevocable moment that 

I wanted my graduation project to have a contribution to the industry regarding this current 

situation. Firstly, because the subject deeply interested me and everyone was talking about 

it, and secondly, due to the fact that my thoughts were that companies were in the urge to 

invest time, money and labor in this topic. Overall, the research topic in this thesis and the 

selected company, Heijans, were the perfect fit! 

 

The difficulty of this project was that the reduction of NOx in construction is relatively new 

across in the industry. Therefore, there are very little literature, examples, and practical 

references available. This sometimes led to difficulties, but with the help I received, on 

professional and personal level, I succeeded in finishing this thesis. Therefore, I want to 

thank my company supervisors Willem van Dijk, Don Bremmers and others for the time and 

energy invested in my project. Last, but definitely not least, I want to thank my parents and 

brother Bertha, Jos, and Joost Verheijen and girlfriend Iris Gubbels for supporting and 

motivating me during my graduation report. 

 

After this project, I can close the university book and move on to the next one. I hope that 

reading this thesis will be interesting and motivating for you and that it will stimulate the 

reduction of NOx emissions in the construction industry! 
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Summary in English 

Developments regarding sustainability and emission performance of buildings are highly 

associated with the nowadays construction industry. In most cases, (new) law and regulations 

determine the standard, however, companies often have the ambition to perform above the 

legal standard. This research anticipates to this by the development of a Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model that is able to identify NOx reducing solutions in an early stage of a utility 

construction project based on overall performance of criteria. The required model input is 

available in the initiative phase, thus, at that moment, it could be determined which NOx 

reducing solutions are the best fit for a specific project in a very early stage of a project. By 

means of the AERIUS calculation, it is determined whether a project meets the emission 

requirements defined in the “Programma Aanpak Stikstof” (PAS), which is in force since a 

judgement of the Council of State at the 29
th 

of May 2019. The reducing solutions which are 

the result of the model developed in this thesis can be applied to ensure a project will meet 

these requirements.  

The sudden judgement of the Council of State has resulted in an instant stop for several 

construction projects that were in development. Although a permit was already granted, 

these kinds of projects had to apply for a permit again. After this judgement, contractors 

should examine projects through the AERIUS Calculator to calculate the NOx deposition in 

Natura 2000 areas to determine whether the critical deposition values are exceeded or not. 

In case of exceeding this threshold, NOx reducing solutions have to be introduced to ensure 

that the critical NOx deposition value is not exceeded.  

In the construction industry, there is a need to efficiently deal with these reducing solutions 

because these always will result in higher costs, additional labor, and other difficulties. 

However, the cheapest solution is often chosen in practice, but this is not always the best 

possible solution. Therefore, a Multi-Criteria Assessment model with several criteria is 

proposed in this thesis. These criteria include different aspects such as NOx and CO2 

emissions, costs, electrification and others that influence the performance of reducing 

solutions. 

Since each construction project is different, there is a need for a specific set of reducing 

solutions per project. The model developed in this thesis determines criteria weights based 

on project specific characteristics of a project. In most situations, Multi-Criteria Assessment 

models are complex environments which are controlled and used by experienced decision-

makers only. Therefore, the intention of this model is to ensure that every employee should 

be able to use the model without any specific knowledge. To achieve this, the model is set up 

in such a way that users only have to fill in a pre-defined list of questions which eventually 

result in the output of the model.  

The development of the model requires background information of different topics. In the 

literature research, attention is paid to the characteristics of NOx, impact on human health, 

and environment. Furthermore, the emission sources are reviewed and the current situation 
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regarding the NOx problematics in the Netherlands is discussed. Additional interest is given to 

the resurrection of the PAS policy; what has changed after 2019, and the consequences for 

the current construction industry. Complementary, an analysis of the AERIUS Calculation is 

performed to ensure all relevant elements are covered. Lastly, NOx reducing measures in 

construction, transportation and industry are provided as far as identified by this research.  

In this thesis, several similar models are evaluated and discussed to bring in usable theories 

of other researchers. In addition, interviews were conducted internally and externally to 

identify relevant project-specific information and reducing solutions. Based on the acquired 

information at that point, a flowchart is developed and the most crucial steps of the model 

are presented. This flowchart, combined with previous gained knowledge in this thesis led to 

the Proof of Concept of the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model.  

To be able to test the model, a project that was executed after the judgment of the Council of 

State was selected. The project-specific information of this project is used as input for the 

proposed model, and afterwards, it is tested whether the outcome of the model reflects the 

experiences of the project in practice. According to the first output, the model parameters 

were adjusted to increase the reliability of the model. It was found that the model can be used 

during the development phase of construction. However, at this experimental stage, the 

model is highly based on assumptions, and therefore, future research is required to adjust the 

reference framework to actual executed projects.  
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Summary in Dutch  
 

Ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot de duurzaamheid en emissieprestaties van gebouwen 

zijn hedendaags niet meer weg te denken uit de bouwindustrie. In veel gevallen bepalen 

(nieuwe) wet- en regelgevingen de standaard, maar vaak hebben bedrijven ook de ambitie 

om boven de norm te presteren. Dit onderzoek speelt hierop in door zich te richten op het 

ontwikkelen van een Multi-Criteria Assessment Model dat in een vroeg stadium van een 

utiliteitsproject de stikstof (NOx) reducerende maatregelen identificeert op basis van overall 

prestaties van criteria. Door het gebruik van dit model kan er al in de ontwikkelingsfase 

worden bepaald wat de beste reducerende maatregelen zijn voor een specifiek project. Als 

middels de AERIUS berekening bepaald wordt dat niet wordt voldaan aan de nieuwe versie 

van het Programma Aanpak Stikstof (PAS), dat sinds 29 mei 2019 door de Raad van State is 

bepaald, kunnen de reducerende maatregelen uit dit model worden toegepast zodat een 

project wel zal voldoen.  

 

De abrupte uitspraak van de Raad van State heeft ertoe geleidt dat er talloze bouwprojecten 

in ontwikkeling stil zijn komen te liggen en deze moesten opnieuw worden vergund. Na deze 

uitspraak dienen aannemers bouwprojecten te toetsen middels de AERIUS Calculator. Deze 

berekent de stikstofdepositie in Natura 2000 gebieden en geeft aan wanneer de kritische 

depositiewaarde wordt overschreden. Is dit het geval, dan dient er middels reducerende 

maatregelen te worden aangetoond hoe er toch kan worden voldaan.   

 

Vanuit de bouwsector is er de behoefte om zo efficiënt mogelijk om te gaan met deze 

reducerende maatregelen, aangezien deze altijd extra kosten, arbeid en andere problemen 

met zich mee zullen brengen. Hoewel er in de praktijk vaak voor de goedkoopste oplossing 

wordt gekozen, wil dit niet zeggen dat dit altijd de beste keuze is. In dit onderzoek is er 

daarom een Multi-Criteria Assessment Model ontwikkeld dat verschillende relevante criteria 

meeneemt bij het maken van een weloverwogen keuze. Dit houdt in dat verschillende 

aspecten zoals NOx- en CO2-emissies, kosten, elektrificatie en andere criteria worden 

meegenomen om de prestaties van maatregelen te bepalen.  

 

Gezien de verscheidenheid in bouwprojecten is er voor ieder project behoefte aan een 

andere set van maatregelen. Het model dat voor deze thesis ontwikkeld is berekent 

wegingen per criteria op basis van project specifieke eigenschappen, met als resultaat een 

set van reducerende maatregelen op maat. In veel gevallen zijn Multi-Criteria Assessment 

modellen complexe omgevingen welke alleen aangestuurd kunnen worden door ervaren 

decision-makers. De intentie voor dit model is dat iedere werknemer het moet kunnen 

gebruiken zonder specifieke kennis. Om dit te bereiken is het model zo opgesteld dat de 

gebruiker enkel een vragenlijst hoeft in te vullen om de output uit het model te laten 

voortvloeien.  

 

De ontwikkeling van het model in deze thesis vereist de nodige achtergrondinformatie. In 

het literatuuronderzoek is er daarom aandacht besteed aan de karakteristieken van NOx en 

de impact op gezondheid en milieu. Daarnaast zijn de emissiebronnen uitgebreid beschouwd 
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en wordt de huidige situatie in Nederland met betrekking tot de problematiek uitgelegd. 

Daarbij wordt er aandacht besteed aan de totstandkoming van het PAS, wat er veranderd is 

na 2019 en wat de gevolgen zijn voor de huidige bouwsector. Aanvullend is er een analyse 

van de rekenmethode toegevoegd, waarin de belangrijke eigenschappen worden besproken. 

Tot slot worden in het literatuuronderzoek de maatregelen voor de reductie van NOx in de 

bouw, transport en industrie benoemd voor zover deze zijn gevonden in de literatuur.  

 

In het onderzoek worden verschillende vergelijkbare modellen benoemt en onderzocht, 

zodat bruikbare delen van andere onderzoekers mee worden genomen in dit onderzoek. 

Verder zijn er intern en extern interviews gehouden om relevante project-specifieke 

informatie en reducerende oplossingen te identificeren. Op basis van deze opgedane kennis 

is er een flowchart ontwikkeld, met hierin de cruciale stappen die de werking van het model 

beschrijven. Dit gecombineerd met de resultaten van de interviews en de kennis uit het 

literatuuronderzoek heeft geleid tot een Proof of Concept van het Multi-Criteria Assessment 

model.  

 

Om het model te testen is er binnen Heijmans een project uitgekozen dat na de uitspraak 

van de PAS is uitgevoerd, waardoor de maatregelen met betrekking tot reductie van NOx 

bekend zijn. De project-specifieke gegevens van dit project zijn in het model ingevoerd, om 

te kijken of er gelijkwaardige resultaten uitkomen. Aan de hand hiervan zijn model 

parameters gewijzigd en is het model gefinetuned om zo de betrouwbaarheid te verhogen. 

Het blijkt dat het model kan dienen als indicator in de ontwikkelingsfase. Echter, er is meer 

onderzoek nodig om het referentiekader van het model aan te passen op daadwerkelijk 

uitgevoerde projecten. Het model is op dit moment nog veel gebaseerd op aannames.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Chapter one introduces the research topic by starting with background information (1.1.) 

followed by a brief introduction of the subject (1.2.). After that, the research problem (1.3.) 

and the research objective (1.4.) are formulated. Both the research problem and research 

objective result in the formulation of the research questions (1.5.). Then, the research 

limitations (1.6.) are formulated. Lastly, the first chapter closes with the research design and 

reading guide (1.7). 

1.1. Background 
About 81 million people are added annually to the huge world population of 7.8 billion 

people (WorldOmeter, 2019). The impact of the increasingly growing population has direct 

consequences to the world's environment; financial crisis, climate change, and increasing 

conflicts produced by the uncertainty that grips governments and institutions. The extent of 

these issues makes people lose control, which results in people, companies, and 

governments having difficulties in tackling the consequences of the growing world 

population. On top of that, people seem to desire more from the planet in terms of 

increased consumption, desire for good quality of life, and depletion of non-renewable 

resources that again create a wide range of environmental, social, and financial issues of life 

in the twenty-first century (Kilber, 2012). The construction industry has a high contribution 

to economic development. Unfortunately, due to the largeness of the construction industry, 

it has a significant impact on the environment and society (Gan, 2015). A reduction of 80% in 

GHGs emissions by 2050 is fundamental, as suggested by IEA, to decrease the impact of the 

building sector on the environment (IPCC, 2014). These numbers are shocking, and the 

industry is obliged to find solutions for reducing the environmental impact of the 

construction sector as a whole, especially when taking international regulations such as the 

Paris Agreement, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and other European 

sustainability laws into account. Nevertheless, several researchers are skeptical about the 

feasibility of these environmental regulations (Bodansky, 2016; Rogelj, 2016; Loewe, 2015).  

 

Often, the decisive factor for decision making is based on minimal costs in the construction 

industry. On the second position after costs, other aspects are influencing the potential of an 

individual decision, but the main focus is on costs. Furthermore, think of technical, social, 

and environmental aspects could have more value other than the lowest price. Therefore, it 

is of great importance to work with tools and applications that can help companies to get a 

better understanding of the different properties that come along with a decision in, for 

example, sustainability. Shevchenko et al. (2008) researched multi-attribute analysis of 

investment risks in construction, including technical, constructional, political, financial, 

ecological, and legal aspects into account. In the field, Chang et al. (2018) explored Chinese 

construction enterprises’ attitude towards the performance of various aspects of 
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sustainability to identify those aspects the firms perceive to be most and least important. It 

points out that very little attention is paid to holistically investigate economic, technical, 

social, and environmental aspects of sustainability in the construction industry. Methods 

which cover a set of specified criteria and attributes are used to divide decisions into 

smaller, understandable parts and additionally, such methods integrate these parts into a 

meaningful solution. When exploring this in the literature, regarding the construction 

industry, very little information can be found. The construction industry should therefore 

pay more attention to Multi-Criteria Decision Methods (MCDM) which cover different 

criteria and attributes for decision making in complex situations which occur very often in 

the construction industry. 

 

Environmental regulations and restrictions are set up in order to reduce impact of society on 

planet earth. On global levels, the construction industry only has little contribution to the 

environment compared to other industries. However, this does not alter the fact that the 

construction industry can be neglected. It is an arduous challenge to achieve environmental 

goals with its consequences when relying solely on the free market mechanism (Zhang J. H., 

2018). Therefore, environmental regulations are rising to make sustainability targets 

achievable. The purpose of environmental regulations is to correct negative externalities and 

that, consequently, environmental regulating does remedy market failure.  

 

On the other hand, it burdens companies with additional costs. Generally, firms that comply 

with the regulations face higher production costs and reduce the competitiveness of their 

products in foreign markets (European Commission, 2009). As defined by Amann et al. 

(2011), further actions towards a more sustainable environment will place a higher demand 

on economic resources, especially at times when an economic crisis is facing. Strict 

environmental regulations thus financially harm companies, and therefore, it is interesting 

to explore their attitude towards this. 

 

1.2. Brief introduction of the topic 
In the Netherlands, the entire country is facing problems due to high nitrogen oxide (NOx) 

emissions. The government introduced the PAS policy (Programma Aanpak Stikstof) which 

was implemented since 2015 to tackle high levels of nitrogen emission. Recently, on the 29
th

 

of May 2019, there was a burdened day in the Dutch business world because the PAS was no 

longer accepted as the base for granting permissions for activities that could cause NOx 

emissions near Natura 2000-areas. According to this change, ongoing projects sustained 

delays. Projects that were still in the preparation phase also experienced delays because 

these projects often had to be changed in order to apply for a permit. The Dutch Economic 

Institute for Construction (EIB) predicted a shrinkage of 6 billion euro for the construction 

industry and ABN Amro claimed that a reduction of 70,000 jobs are in danger (ABN Amro, 

2019).  

 

Due to a newly introduced calculation method for NOx emissions, the construction industry 

has to find the best possible solutions to reduce NOx in the construction industry. The 
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construction industry is noticing a high unfamiliarity with these measures and solutions, and 

therefore, there is a need to develop a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model which is the primary 

goal of this thesis. Construction companies should make a substantiated distinction between 

several relevant criteria, instead of selecting the least expensive solutions for a particular 

case. In many situations, this process is executed by human assessment, and therefore, 

there is a need for tools and applications that make an intelligent assessment without 

human preference.  

 

The construction process exists of different stages, and the industry is expecting that the 

realization phase is responsible for nearly all the NOx emissions in the construction industry. 

Therefore, the scope of this research is the realization phase in utility construction. In this 

thesis, properties related to the building specifications, and project-specific information such 

as project location, duration, construction site information, and number of transportation 

movements are considered. 

 

The Netherlands is not the only country with excessive amounts of NOx pollution, as can be 

seen in figure 1. As stated by de Wit et al. (2016), 55% of European countries exceed the 

critical level of NOx deposition. Besides that, it should be noticed that NOx produced in the 

Netherlands can be exported towards surrounding countries by transportation through air. 

Additionally, TNO (2019) concluded that in the Netherlands, there is an export of 

approximately 90% of the total NOx to surrounding countries. However, the exact number is 

based on the calculation method and another important note is that the density of the 

population in the Netherlands is very high compared to other countries. Mainly due to this 

high density, the Netherlands is positioned as the highest polluter in this diagram. Based on 

the CIA World Factbook, the Netherlands’ density in terms of the number of people per unit 

of area is ranked 4
th

 of all European countries (Indexmundi, 2019). Additionally, the 

Netherlands has growing numbers in export, and this results in higher numbers of 

environmental impact, especially in a very dense country.  

 

 

    Figure 1: Total emission density in kg N/Ha of NOx in Europe (Eurostat, 2019; CEIP, 2019) 
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1.3. Research problem 
Problems arise in different kinds of business areas due to the upcoming trend of 

governments that are implementing sustainability in their society to satisfy international 

regulations or agreements. All these industries have to undergo an economic, social, 

technological, and environmental shift for meeting future requirements. Waiting for the 

market to adapt to the situation at their own pace will never reduce the environmental 

impact to the desired level. Therefore, governmental bodies have to enforce environmental 

regulations, which is the case in the Netherlands.  

 

As mentioned in the introduction, NOx emissions by different industries are resulting in 

biodiversity problems in Natura 2000-areas. This thesis focusses on the Netherlands, 

concerning the changed calculation method that results in considerable problems in terms 

of not permitted projects across the construction industry. On top of that, new projects that 

have started preparations after the changed calculation method have to introduce NOx 

reducing measures to be eligible for a permit. It should be noted that projects which already 

started construction at this point were not affected. The Dutch Government applied 

restrictions towards all industries that are polluting the environment with NOx, while the 

construction industry only produces a little amount of NOx compared to other industries 

(Remkes, 2019). Several sources concluded that there is a massive shrink in turnover and 

jobs within the construction industry. This shrinkage is due to the number of postponed 

projects that have to be permitted again. Subsequently, these projects have to undergo 

substantial changes that will affect NOx emissions resulting in decreasing emissions. 

 

Solutions that lead to decreased levels of NOx emission should be implemented to overcome 

the situation, when in fact, the construction industry is noticing a high unfamiliarity with 

solutions that reduce NOx emissions in the realization phase of utility construction as 

reviewed in several articles (Elting, 2019; Opten, 2019; Dongen, 2019). Thus, there is a high 

demand for a clear set of variables and factors that produce and reduce NOx during 

construction, since the industry does not have fully identified the possibilities. Additionally, 

there is a need to develop a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model that includes different criteria 

for identifying the best possible measures for a specific project. The construction process 

exists of different stages, and the industry expects that the most effective measures are in 

the realization phase, which therefore is the focus of the thesis. In the realization phase of 

construction, there is a high use of different modes of transport, non-road mobile machinery 

and other equipment which result in high NOx emission values. The realization phase is 

selected because NOx emissions arise mainly due to the combustion of fossil fuels (RIVM, 

2019). It should be noted that the model will be used in the initiation phase of the 

construction process, to reduce emissions in the realization phase. The model will be able to 

identify the criticalness of the project with regard to NOx emissions. This has to be identified 

in an early stage of the construction project in order to reduce NOx emissions later on in the 

realization phase.  

 

The main problem is that the presence of a set of variables and factors which produce or 

reduce NOx in the realization phase in utility construction is missing. Subsequently, when 
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there is a set of measures, it is very complex to make the most efficient decisions based on 

different criteria. At the moment, there are no tools, applications, or calculations methods 

for making a holistic decision in which cost is not always the decisive factor. However, the 

so-called AERIUS-calculator in the Netherlands is a tool which guides as basis for granting 

permissions. This tool calculates the deposition of project emissions, however, this is 

different to the proposed model in this thesis due to the fact that the Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model has to be executed before the AERIUS-Calculation, to reduce emissions 

that are entered in the AERIUS-Calculation. According to the regulations, the legal barriers 

are project-specific, which means that every project differs in terms of allowable emission. 

Therefore, it is hard to create a standard for ‘all’ projects. Thus, there is a need to develop a 

calculation method for defining the most suitable solutions based on a set of defined criteria 

for a particular project.   

1.4. Research objective 
According to the new regulations for NOx emissions in the Netherlands, this thesis explores 

which factors and variables in the realization phase do result in NOx emission in utility 

construction. The second objective is to develop a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model which 

will be used in the initiative phase of a project. This will help contractors to make the most 

suitable set of measures based on relevant criteria to reduce NOx emissions in the 

realization phase. In the proposed model, it should be able to adjust project-specific 

parameters and values according to project and company ambitions. The proposed model 

will support the decision-makers in a very complex situation. 

1.5. Research questions 
To achieve solutions for the above-mentioned research objective, the following research 

question must be answered: 

 

How could the selection of NOx reducing solutions in the realization phase of utility 

construction be optimized? 

  

The following sub-questions are defined for working towards a complete answer of the main 

question. 

 

1. What is the state of the current situation regarding NOx problems in the 

Netherlands? 

a. What are the problematics of extensive NOx pollution on national and 

European level? 

b. How are regulations defined in the Netherlands? 

2. What variables and factors influence the emission of NOx for contactors? 

a. Which solutions are known for reducing NOx? 

b. What are the main NOx polluters in a construction project? 

3. What is the most suitable Multi-Criteria Assessment Model according to the use-case 

in this thesis? 
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4. How can project-specific information be included in the Multi-Criteria Decision 

Method? 

5. How can the gathered information be combined into the selected Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model? 

 

1.6. Research limitations 
The research limitations are defined to ensure that the research scope will not be too broad 

and comprehensive. 

 

6) This thesis focusses only on utility construction in the realization phase, thus, only 

aspects related to the actual building of a project are considered in this thesis. 

However, the project will be used in the initiative phase, to prevent unnecessary 

emissions in the realization phase.  

6) It is important to note that the model developed in this thesis is not for determining 

whether a project satisfies the requirements for granting authorization. This is 

performed by using the AERIUS Calculator. However, when it points out in the AERIUS 

Calculation that a project exceeds NOx deposition limit values, the proposed model in 

this thesis can be used for identifying a set of most suitable reducing solutions for this 

project.  

6) After the Multi-Criteria Assessment model is developed, insights on how to reduce 

NOx emissions are made particularly clear. The model deals with construction 

methods and main building specifications. However, the proposed model does not 

take detailed amendments in design or materials into account.  

6) The result of this research is a Proof of Concept (PoC) of a Multi-Criteria Assessment 

Model that helps companies in making the best decisions concerning the variables and 

factors that can be selected to reduce NOx emissions in utility construction. 

6) Based on time restrictions and the novelty of the theme, the set of variables and 

factors will never be complete. Due to new techniques and knowledge additional 

measures will arise. Therefore, the model is never complete and it should be enriched 

by future users to ensure up-to-date output.  

6) The model developed in this thesis will only support the NOx emission reduction 

process. Although measures for reducing NOx can be quite similar for reducing other 

polluters such as CO2 and fine particles.  
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1.7. Research design and reading guide 
The research is divided into three main parts, starting with the literature research and 

followed by qualitative research. After the literature research is completed, attention is paid 

to the preparation of the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model and the information that will be 

used in the model. These two activities can be executed simultaneously with the qualitative 

research. The last main part, which requires both the information of the literature and the 

qualitative research, consists of the development of the Proof of Concept. In this last stage, 

all the previously gathered information is combined leading to the development of the PoC. 

Then, the proposed model is tested by applying a test-case. The research model is shown in 

figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It should be noticed that at the start of every chapter, a little introduction is written to guide 

the reader through the chapter in a few sentences. The thesis starts with chapter 1, the 

introduction. The required information before the actual start of the thesis is given in the 

introduction. Chapter 2 includes the literature review, where attention is paid to the current 

situation of the problem. Then, in chapter 3, the methodology is explained and a review of 

potential methods is performed. In this chapter, the outcomes of the qualitative research 

are discussed. The preparation of the method that will be used for the development of the 

Proof of Concept is covered, and subsequently, in chapter 3, the Proof of Concept is 

developed. Additionally, a test case is included to fine-tune the model. Then, in chapter 4, 

the conclusion, recommendations, discussion and future research are written. 

Figure 2: Research model 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
 

Chapter two starts with introducing the main characteristics of NOx (2.1.). Within this 

paragraph, the consequences for the environment and human health are discussed. 

Additionally, the main emission sources in the European Union are identified and more 

attention is paid to the three largest NOx polluting sector shares. Hereafter, light is shed on 

the situation in the Netherlands. The next paragraph elaborates on the legislation that 

corresponds to nitrogen emission and authorization procedures in the Netherlands (2.2.). The 

history of the PAS, the PAS policy in the period between 2015-2019, and the current policy is 

reviewed. Additionally, the standards and limit values are listed, after which the consequences 

of the new policy for the construction industry in the Netherlands are expressed. 

Subsequently, the next paragraph implies measures and approaches that could include 

fundamental aspects which can be used in the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model developed in 

this thesis (2.3.). The last paragraph of the literature research indicates how MCA’s are used 

in environmental decision making (2.5.) and this chapter closes with a short summary (2.6.) 

 

2.1. Characteristics of NOx 
Approximately, the atmosphere exists of 80% harmless non-reactive nitrogen gas (N2). This 

state of nitrogen is not dangerous for the environment, but the problems arise when the atom 

of N2 oxidizes and transforms into reactive oxides of nitrogen compounds (NOx) (RIVM, 2019). 

In the field of air pollution, NOx is often used as a general term for describing all polluting 

nitrogen oxides. It is a fact that NOx is no specific substance, but that it is an umbrella term 

for nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which both are actual substances 

that are polluting the environment. However, NO is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas 

that is way less toxic than NO2. On the other hand, NO2 is a brown/red colored gas that 

irritates and has a strange smell (Trevi, 2007). Only a fraction of reactive NOx in the 

environment is required as a nutrient for nature. The amount that is required as a nutrient is 

produced by the ecosystem itself. However, due to all the human beings on earth, a 

tremendous over-sufficiency of NOx is emitted to the environment.  

 

Nitrogen monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and ammonia (NH3) are substances that are 

often mentioned when discussing nitrogen problems. Ammonia is a compound of nitrogen 

and hydrogen which is harmful to the environment. It is used for the production of artificial 

fertilizer, detergents, and coolant for large cooling systems. Additionally, it appears in animal 

fertilize due to the fact that animals consume protein. The agriculture industry is responsible 

for more than 90% of the total NH3 emission in the Netherlands (InfoMil, 2020).  
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Humans are able to observe NH3 due to its biting smell and exposure to high concentrations 

of ammonia can affect the mucous membrane or the respiratory organs. In such situations, it 

people can experience strong eye irritation. However, this only will occur when people are 

exposed to extremely high concentrations. Besides the possible consequences for human 

health, excessive amounts of NH3 in the environment also results in biodiversity problems 

(RIVM, 2019). Even though the deposition of ammonia is quite similar to NOx deposition, from 

now on, the primary focus of this thesis is on NOx. Newly built construction projects do no 

emit NH3 anymore in the construction process nor the usage phase. NH3 only occurs in cases 

of internal and external offset, which will be introduced later on in this thesis.  

 

2.1.1. Consequences to the environment and human health 

When a particular substance precipitates on the ground, it is called deposition. Deposition can 

occur in two forms, namely dry deposition (through the air) and wet deposition (through the 

rain). Nitrogen deposition includes the reactive form of NOx to precipitate on the soil that then 

will be absorbed by vegetation (TNO, 2019). An excess of NOx in the environment results in a 

negative effect on biodiversity. The result of this adverse effect is that plants that generally 

grow well on soil with high nutrition levels suppress plants that grow on soil with low levels of 

nutrition. In the Netherlands, more than half of the nature areas exceed the critical level with 

more than 10 kg N/ha, which is approximately two or three times the acceptable level (CLO, 

2018). Therefore, it can be concluded that the excessive levels of NOx in nature areas are 

threatening the biodiversity of these areas in the Netherlands. Besides that, NOx emission 

results in acid rain, eutrophication, and smog. The process of water that is overly enriched 

with minerals and nutrients resulting in extreme growth of algae is called eutrophication 

(Chislock, 2018). These negative externalities both result in adverse effects on aquatic 

ecosystems and damage to forest, crops, and other vegetation (EEA, 2018).  

 

Additionally, NOx influences ozone concentrations in the environment due to its part in the 

photochemical air pollution process (figure 3). This kind of air pollution is strongly influenced 

by sunshine (UV, ultraviolet light) and several substances (VOS, NOx, CO, and CH4). The 

photochemical reactions that are the result of this reaction ensure that ozone (O3) is being 

formed. In this process, NOx is acting as a catalysator, and at deficient concentrations of NOx, 

the formation of ozone (O3) is reduced to a minimum. Eventually, the absence of NOx could 

lead to the decomposition of ozone. 

However, these conditions do not 

occur on the mainland but only on 

oceans. Thus, NOx is the most crucial 

component of photochemical air 

pollution (Campu, 2018; CLO, 2013) 

and pays therefore a crucial role in the 

composition of ozone, which is 

harmful for the environment. 

Besides the effects on the 

environment, NOx also is a threat to Figure 3: Photochemical smog formation diagram (X-engineer, 2020) 
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human health. As explained earlier, nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 

together are the umbrella term NOx.  When nitrogen is emitted to the environment by, for 

example, combustion processes in fossil fuel engines, it combines with oxygen atoms resulting 

in nitrogen monoxide (NO). This substance is not considered to be hazardous to health at 

average concentrations. However, when NO transforms into nitrogen dioxide by reacting with 

oxygen or ozone in the air, exposure may affect human health. Inhalation of higher than the 

average environmental levels of NOx can cause respiratory problems, particularly in sensitive 

individuals such as asthmatics (SEPA, 2020). Indirectly, NOx is responsible for the negative 

externalities of ozone, because NOx is the catalysator for the production of ozone. High 

concentrations of ozone can cause sickness and also respiratory problems, and due to 

increased UV, numbers in skin cancer are increasing. The environmental consequences of high 

ozone are that plants, water bodies, wind patterns, and materials are affected in a negative 

way (CLO, 2011). 

 

2.1.2. Emission sources NOx 

In the literature, it points out that there are the two primary sources of NOx emission; fossil 

fuel combustion (electricity and transport), and biomass emissions from soils of terrestrial 

ecosystems (Denman, 2005). The European Environment Agency determined that the 

combustion of fossil fuels is by far the dominant source of NOx emissions. Duncan et al. (2015) 

also declare that a family of trace gases, nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2), is primarily 

emitted to the atmosphere during fossil fuel combustion (Duncan, 2015).  

 

In figure 5, the sector shares of nitrogen emissions are presented. In this diagram, it becomes 

clear that several sectors moreover contribute to NOx emission. The literature indicated that 

the combustion of fossil fuels is the largest polluter because all sector shares that are shown 

in figure 5 contribute regarding the combustion of fossil fuels. On top of that, additional 

emissions are added, and that will eventually result in the presented diagram. In the next 

paragraphs, attention is paid to the polluters in figure 4 that have a relationship with the 

research topic (1) road transport, and (2) commercial, institutional, and households.  
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Road transport 
In the current society, road transport ensures the movement of people and wares, supports 

economic development, and provides opportunities for employment. However, this sector is 

responsible for high environmental impact, although technology and efficiency improve. The 

European Environmental Agency (2016) states that the EU annual limit value for NO2 is still 

widely exceeded across Europe, mainly at roadside locations. To reduce the adverse effects 

on the environment and human health, which were defined earlier on, EU emission standards 

for exhaust emission have become increasingly stringent for both light- and heavy-duty 

vehicles. Vehicle manufacturers respond to this by decreasing emission limits and introducing 

innovations such as emission-control systems like exhaust catalysts (EEA, 2016).  

 

A vehicle produces three types of emissions: exhaust emissions, abrasion emissions, and 

evaporative emissions. Abrasion emissions are due to mechanical abrasion and corrosion of 

vehicle parts and evaporative emissions are due to vapors escaping from the fuel system. Both 

of these are not interesting for this thesis and will therefore be excluded. Exhaust emissions 

are produced in the combustion process of several fossil fuels such as petrol, diesel, natural 

gas (NG), and LPG. It should be noticed that the extent of pollution highly depends on which 

type of vehicle and fuel is used (EEA, 2016).  

 

It is essential to first distinguish the different types of emissions standards that were 

determined by the European Union. The EU defined six classes, as presented in table 1. The 

years that are mentioned in table 1 are for new-type approvals for a type of car after that 

particular year. According to table 1, it is worth mentioning that the year in which the standard 

is implemented is different per type of vehicle and fuel. The standard distinguishes five main 

categories, namely passenger cars (N1), light commercial vehicles <1,305kg (N1-I), light 

commercial vehicles 1,305-1,760kg (N1-II), light commercial vehicles 1,760-3,500kg (N1-III) 

and trucks and busses (N2+N3). The standard shows the allowable emission per kWh per type 

Figure 4: European sector share of nitrogen oxides emissions (EEA, 2011) 
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of fuel. Within this standard, vehicles are not allowed to exceed the levels of CO, HC, HC+NOx, 

NOx, PM, and PN. It should be noted that the regulations define different emission limits for 

compression ignition engines (diesel) and positive ignition engines (gasoline, NG, LPG, 

ethanol). On top of that, the regulations diverse according to the year of manufacturing. 

Therefore, it was chosen to not present the tables for emission limits per stage class due to 

the complexity. However, diesel vehicles have stricter limits for CO and are allowed to have 

higher NOx emissions (DieselNet, 2020). 

 

 

 

                                                  Table 1: Emissions classes for vehicles in the European Union (DieselNet, 2020)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EEA indicates that the extent of the emission not completely depends on the amount of 

nitrogen in the fuel. In addition, they declare that the air-fuel mix ratio has a high contribution 

to the NOx emission in fuel combustion engines. High (motor) temperatures and oxidation 

rich conditions result in higher NOx formation during combustion (EEA, 2018). In an average 

combustion engine, the ratio of NO and NO2 that is being released fluctuates between 90-

97% NO and 3-10% NO2 (Trevi, 2007). It should be considered that the produced NO is nearly 

harmless for the environment and human health. However, NO can transform in the 

hazardous gas NO2 in a short period, and therefore, the term NOx is used for describing the 

combination of these gasses, which both are (in)directly bad for human health and 

environment.  

 

As stated by the EEA (2018), several researchers and organizations elaborated on the fact that 

the transportation industry has drastically reduced its impact on the environment. Table 2 

shows the impact on the NOx reduction of heavy-duty engines and passenger vehicles after 

the implementation of Euro classes. Based on this, it can be concluded that tightening the 

emission regulations for emissions of road transportation is effective, and it can be assumed 

that we are heading in the right direction regarding NOx of this sector. Despite this, the sector 

road transport is still producing high NOx emission due to its enormous size. 

 

 

 

 

 

Euro class Valid for vehicles after year X 

Euro 1 >1992 

Euro 2 >1995 

Euro 3 >1999 

Euro 4 >2004 

Euro 5 >2009 

Euro 6 >2013 
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Table 2: NOx emission reduction per Euro class (ICCT, 2016) 

 

It is worth mentioning that the chart of figure 4 is originating from 2011 and that the most 

effective Euro class was implemented in 2014. Therefore, the chart will look different than 

presented in figure 5. More recent data representing sector shares concerning NOx emission 

is not available, but road transportation certainly still has a substantial contribution to the 

overall NOx emissions.  

 

Commercial, institutional and households 
NOx emissions of this sector share are defined as emissions principally occurring from fuel 

combustion in the services and household sectors (EEA, 2018). They indicate that the 

production of NOx in this sector share is due to the transportation of people and goods. 

Xu et al. (2019) researched the impact of household characteristics on NOx emissions. They 

found that the composition of a household strongly correlates with household NOx emissions. 

Additionally, they found that the type of house also has an impact on the NOx emission; rental 

houses seem to have higher NOx emissions (Xu, 2019). 

 

The World Health Organization also confirms that this sector share is estimated to produce a 

significant share in the NOx emission. They declare that household’s coal and biomass stoves 

emit high levels of CO and NOx. Additionally, they declare that the use of kerosene as a 

household’s fuel in cookstoves or kerosene lamps generates high levels of CO, NOx, and SOx 

(WHO, 2016). However, it should be noted that there is a minimal appearance of kerosene 

and coal western Europe. Nevertheless, small scale biomass stoves are an increasing trend in 

the western society.  

Euro 

level 

Heavy-duty engine Passenger vehicle 

NOx 

emission 

limit 

% 

reduction 

from 

previous 

regulation 

Year of 

implementati

on for new 

type-

approvals 

NOx 

emission 

limit 

% 

reduction 

from 

previous 

regulation 

Year of 

implementa

tion for 

new type-

approvals 

3 5.0 g/kWh  2000 0.5 g/km  2001 

4 3.5 g/kWh 30% 2005 0.25 g/km 50% 2006 

5 2.0 g/kWh 43% 2008 0.18 g/km 28% 2011 

6 0.4 g/kWh 77-80% 2014 0.08 g/km 56% 2015 
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Figure 5 indicates the decrease of NOx emissions from this sector share in the EU over recent 

years. It is worth mentioning that the majority of the pollution of the commercial and 

institutional sector is due to transportation. Decreasing the pollution in this sector is quite 

similar to regulation for road transport. The Economic Commission for Europe indicates that 

for the reduction of air pollution of this kind of industries, the following measures can be taken 

(UNECE, 2013):  

 

• Regulatory instruments that can target access to different parts of the infrastructure 

of the transportation network (city centers) 

• Speed limits 

• Decisions on land-use planning 

• Influence on the development of urban areas along transit axes 

• Promotion of modal shifts in a way that less favors pollution options, like public 

transport 

 

The decrease in the NOx emissions of households can be supported by the following measures 

(WHO, 2016): 

 

• Cleaner technologies increase access to cleaner household fuels (LPG, biogas, ethanol, 

electricity) 

• Discontinuing of dirty fuels (coal and kerosene) 

• Solar Electrification (solar panels for powering household electronics) 

• Improved housing designs (improved insulation, design for more efficient 

cooling/heating systems)  

 

Figure 5: Nitrogen oxide emissions from the commercial, institutional and 

household sector in the European Union (EU-28) 1990-2016 (Statista, 2020) 
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2.1.3. The situation in the Netherlands 

TNO (2019) analyzed the NOx deposition values in the Netherland and in their research, they 

declare that it is possible to measure dry deposition in vegetation and soil. Dry deposition is a 

process in which substances are transported to ground levels by air movements (turbulence), 

where after it is absorbed by soil. Moreover, wet deposition can be explained by substances 

which dissolve in rain. However, measuring NOx with dry deposition methods is very costly 

and therefore is rarely used. On the other hand, wet deposition is easy to measure, but 

because this only occurs at several locations in the Netherlands, this is firmly location 

dependent. Due to this, it is impossible to develop a regional map, including deposition values 

of NOx, based on only measurements. Due to these measurement limitations, calculation 

models are being used for estimating NOx deposition values across entire countries. These 

models are based on the best available data about emission sources and how emissions 

spread in the atmosphere (taking weather into account). For validating the outcomes of the 

models, several manual measurements are executed. In the end, these models are used to 

identify the effects of specific measures and innovations, resulting in a better understanding 

of which emission is responsible for which deposition. As stated by TNO (2019), there are 

several models available for the calculation of NOx deposition in the Netherlands. They 

indicate that OPS, EMEP, and LOTOS-EUROS are conventional models, whereby OPS is used in 

figure 6 (TNO, 2019).  

 

Within the field of air quality, two different types of emission can be distinguished: 

background concentrations and local emissions. Background concentrations include the 

concentrations as a result of urban, industrial emissions, and foreign sources (that portion of 

the measured ambient levels that is not attributable to emissions within the study area 

(Thompson, 1991)). On top of that, there are local emissions, which are emissions from road 

traffic, agriculture, and other local emission sources. 

 

As can be seen in figure 6, the total amount of N deposition is expressed in mol/ha/year. In 

the field of chemistry, mol is a unit of measurement, which makes it simple to make 

voluminous and mass calculations of a particular substance, and therefore, this is an often-

used unit for NOx. However, the illustrations show the total amount of N deposition, which 

embraces ammonia (NH3) and NOx, both wet and dry. According to figure 6, it is worth 

mentioning that the accuracy of the prognoses is approximately 70% as indicated by RIVM 

(2020).  
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Several researchers reviewed the outcomes of the models as mentioned above for calculating 

N deposition in the Netherlands (Klein, 2019; Velders, 2018; Schaap, 2018). They found that 

the total N deposition across the Netherlands is estimated between 20-23 kg/N/ha. It should 

be noted that there are substantial regional differences in N deposition, varying from less than 

14 kg/N/ha and more than 50 kg/N/ha. These differences are effectuated by the spatial 

variations in emission sources and weather influences. Remarkable is that the Netherlands is 

emitting twice as much N as the deposition value. Additionally, the export in the Netherlands 

is four times as much as the import. Both the TNO (2019) and the University of Wageningen 

(2019) indicate that the import of nitrogen in the Netherlands is approximately 8.0 kg/N/ha.  

 

In figure 6, the total N deposition is presented, though, it is interesting to get more insight in 

which sectors in the Netherlands lead to these high levels of N deposition. Velders et al. (2018) 

specified the contribution of different sectors to N deposition that is shown on the map (Table 

3). According to the results in this table, it can be concluded that the construction industry has 

minimal contribution to the nitrogen problematics. However, the construction industry 

indirectly also influences industry, the energy industry, road traffic, other traffic, and 

households. Therefore, it was decided by the Council of State that all commercial industries 

that cause nitrogen emission should contribute to the reduction process, where cost-

effectiveness should be considered.  

 

Figure 6: Dry and wet deposition N in mol/ha/year 2018-2030 in the Netherlands (RIVM, 2020) 
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Table 3: Contribution to N deposition in the Netherlands per sector, 2017 (Velders, 2018) 

 

It is important to note that the numbers in table 3 are deposition values, which are different 

from emission values since other factors influence the deposition. Unfortunately, there is no 

specific data in the Netherlands, which is directly comparable to the European sector shares 

for NOx emission, which are presented earlier on. The NOx emission in the Netherlands in 

2017 is presented in the chart in figure 7. In this presentation, the contribution of traffic and 

transport is obvious. It is worth mentioning that in figure 7, the construction sector (Bouw 

(industie)) share is near zero. This is due to the fact that construction-related NOx emissions 

are considered under construction (industry) and that the largest emitters in the construction 

industry; traffic, transport, and non-road mobile machinery are added to the main sector 

share traffic and transport. 

Source Nitrogen deposition 2017 
Mol/ha/year % 

Industry 20 1 

Refineries 5 <1 

Energy industry 5 <1 

Waste disposal 5 <1 

Road traffic 105 6 

Other traffic 40 2 

Agriculture 765 46 

Households 110 7 

Construction and Commerce, services and government 10 <1 

International shipping 70 4 

Import 520 31 

Ammonia from sea 45 2 

Total 1,655 100 

Figure 7: NOx emission in the Netherlands, 2017 (Emissieregistratie, 2017) 
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In figure 8, the sector share of the non-road mobile machinery of the construction industry 

(orange) is presented. The size of this share indicates that the construction industry has a large 

contribution at this point. Therefore, it is interesting to pay more attention to this part later 

on in this thesis, because additional progress can be made in this sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It should seriously be considered that models that are used for determining the data and 

information have mutual differences and that therefore the emission and deposition values 

of nitrogen in the Netherlands are comparatively inaccurate. Therefore, different industries 

in the Netherlands call these numbers into question because they are restricted based on 

inaccurate information. Therefore, several industries conducted field measurements to NH3 

and/or NOx values and concluded that the effect of their ‘own’ measures seemed to be 

different from the results of the methods. Therefore, companies, instances, and organizations 

are paying much attention to which sector is responsible for which emission. However, the 

results mentioned above are only based on the best available information at this time. 

 

2.2. Legislation 
In the first chapter of this thesis, the legislation in the Netherlands is briefly introduced. An 

excess of NOx in the environment harms the environment and human health. Therefore, in 

the Netherlands, a nature permit (natuurvergunning) or a similar permit covering particular 

activities such as agriculture, housing, road construction, and industry is required. The 

approval for such permits was based on the PAS policy (Programma Aanpak Stikstof). The PAS 

policy was implemented in 2015 and is used until the 29
th

 of May 2019.  

 

Figure 8: NOx emissions per sub category of non-road mobile machinery (TNO, 2018) 
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Before explaining the current legislation, it is first necessary to understand the previous 

legislation and regulations thoroughly. Therefore, chapter 2.2.1. goes more in-depth into the 

history and the motivation of the PAS. The information required for explaining the situation 

concerning the PAS policy is retrieved from official publications in the Netherlands.  

 

2.2.1. History of ‘Programma Aanpak Stikstof’ (PAS) 

Before the implementation of the PAS policy in 2015, the most common way of granting a 

nature permit was through offset (saldering). There are two different types of offset, namely, 

internal and external offset. Internal offset includes that companies reduce emissions levels 

within the company resulting in no additional NOx emission during an activity. External offset 

means that the rights of NOx deposition by a particular company can be sold to new, changing, 

or expanding activities or projects. The NOx deposition values of a particular new activity must 

be compared with the relevant reference scenario. This reference scenario is the last 

permitted situation after the date Habitat Directive came into force. At that time, this was on 

the 10
th

 of June 1994 and the 24
th

 of March 2000.  When a new environmental permit was 

granted after one of these dates, the NOx deposition values may never increase compared to 

the first permitted situation. It should be considered that, however the requirements in the 

new permit were, the lowest deposition values always remain for offset procedures.  

 

Natura 2000 
Around 2007, governments were facing a tremendous task. European nature areas were in 

terrible shape, due to decades of uninhibited nitrogen pollution. The solution was found in 

the largest coordinated network of protected areas in the world; Natura 2000. The Natura 

2000 is a network of core breeding and resting sites for rare and threatened species and 

some rare natural habitat types which are protected in their own right. It stretches across all 

28 EU countries, both on land and at sea. The aim of the network is to ensure long-term 

survival of Europe's most valuable and threatened species and habitats, listed under both 

the Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive (EU, 2019). 

 

Situation in the Netherlands 
The Netherlands’ problem was that the total available area is limited, resulting in scarcity for 

new urban developments. Often, Dutch government and policy-makers had to consider 

whether to protect sensitive natural areas or to stimulate economic development. Before 

the PAS policy was introduced, a framework for Ammonia and Natura 2000 was 

implemented. According to this, governments could grant permits for polluting activities 

near Natura 2000 areas. However, the Council of State decided in 2008 that this framework 

was not adequate. 

 

Then, several policy-makers recommended that the impact of NOx should be examined with 

a programmatic approach. After introducing this approach in the Crisis and Recovery Act 

(Crisis- en herstelwet), the assignment for the development of the PAS policy was 

incorporated in the Nature Protection Act (Wnb) in 2010. At this time, the policy intended to 

cover an integral region and sector exceeding approach for reducing nitrogen deposition 
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values in sensitive Natura 2000 areas. At that time, the government set two primary goals 

for the PAS policy. The first goal was the improvement of nature- and water conditions. The 

second goal was that due to the reduction of deposition values of NOx and the enhancement 

of nature, so-called room for deposition (depositieruimte) was made for new activities and 

developments that cause NOx deposition.  

 

In 2010, the Parliaments’ Second Chamber approved the provisional VPAS (Voorlopig 

Programma Aanpak Stikstof). The basic features were defined within this interim policy, and 

a programmatic approach for NOx problematics was described. At this stage, the 

instruments for nature recovery and reasonable authorization were determined. Then, in 

2011, the perspectives for ecology and room for developments were identified for all 133 

Natura 2000 areas. It was investigated whether a Natura 2000 area had the potential to 

improve or not. Additionally, attention was paid to the cost of this, and sufficient room for 

new developments was the outcome. Then the final DPAS (Definitief Programma Aanpak 

Stikstof) was introduced in 2011. According to this version, the policy was tested for all 133
1

 

Natura 2000 areas, and it was investigated whether the proposed measures and conclusions 

of area analyses were feasible and whether they were operable. Finally, in 2015, the PAS 

policy was set in Dutch legislation and regulation.  

 

  

                                                        

1

 In 2011 there were 133 Natura 2000 areas, currently, in 2020 there are 166  (Rijkswaterstaat, 2020). 

2007

2008

Framework Ammonia 
and Natura 2000 

Rejection framework 
Ammonia and Natura 2000 

Programmatic approach 
introduced in 

Crisis- and Recovery Law

2010

2010

Assignment to develop PAS in
 Nature Protection Law (Wnb)

2010

VPAS
(Voorlopig PAS) 

2011

Identifying perspectives for ecology
and room for developments

2011

DPAS
(De!nitief PAS)

2012

Testing, validating and 
adjusting PAS

PAS policy set 
in Dutch legislation

2015

Figure 9: Timeline development PAS policy 
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2.2.2. PAS policy 2015-2019 

The Netherlands’ situation regarding nitrogen problematics is a complex, national problem 

that will not be solved when tackling the problem only on area-level. Because NOx is emitted 

from several resources and because it transfers itself through the air, the problems are 

nationwide, resulting in an integral approach; the PAS policy. NOx emissions can only be 

reduced successfully, and space for new developments can only be created when there is a 

joint and integral approach, applicable for all governmental bodies on a regional and a 

national level. 

 

Since the introduction of the policy in 2015, the following framework with limit and threshold 

values was set up: 

• Activities with NOx deposition <0.05 mol/ha/year do not require a permit or 

announcement.  

• Activities with NOx deposition >0.05 and <1.00 mol/ha/year had to announce the 

activity. 

• Activities with NOx deposition >1.00 mol/ha/year are required to apply for the Nature 

Protection Act (Wnb).  

 

In the first stage of the procedure, it should be investigated whether an activity could 

significantly affect Natura 2000 areas. With significance, it is meant that the consequences of 

a new activity or project the hampers conservation objectives, which were defined in the 

Nature Protection Act (Wnb). The conservation objectives are defined to ensure the 

conservation and enlargement of nature areas and improvement of the quality of living areas 

and populations. However, to determine whether the N deposition of an activity has a 

significant negative effect on a Natura 2000 area, a calculation tool was designed; the AERIUS 

calculator.  

 

The final version of the AERIUS Calculator was introduced in 2015, and the tool is being 

updated with more recent and accurate information to produce reliable output. The AERIUS 

calculator determines the NOx deposition in Natura 2000 areas, which are the result of 

economic activities. The output of this calculation method is useful for determining if an 

activity has significant adverse effects, but additionally, it is used when an activity only 

requires an announcement. All requests and announcements were considered, even when 

they were below limit and threshold values. Because the government monitors all emitting 

activities, even when a permit is not required, a realistic view of the total NOx emission can 

be determined. Competent bodies use AERIUS Register for monitoring the area of 

development. In AERIUS Register, results of the AERIUS Calculator are imported. Furthermore, 

there is AERIUS Monitor, which gives more insight into the results of the PAS. It indicates the 

trend of the NOx deposition and the available room for deposition and development. In this 

tool, the expected future situation and distribution across the country per industry is included. 

In Appendix A more attention is paid to how the AERIUS Calculation method is constructed.  

 

Within the process of determining whether the consequences are significant, the scope is 

broader than that particular activity or project. The consequences of other activities and 
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projects, apart from the specific project that is calculated, are additionally used for calculating 

total NOx deposition. It was a fact that activities could proceed when their emission was below 

1.00 mol/ha/year, without applying for the Nature Protection Act. However, for these 

activities, a so-called room for deposition (depositieruimte) was set aside. When 95% of this 

room was filled with activities, the limit and threshold value were set down to 0.05 

mol/ha/year. The result was that all activities which emitted more than 0.05 mol/ha/year had 

to apply for a Nature Protection Act until next year.  

 

As mentioned earlier, activities below 0.05 mol/ha/year do not require an announcement or 

permit. For these projects, the AERIUS calculation only had to be saved. Activities between 

0.05-1.00 mol/ha/year had to make an announcement, and all activities above 1.00 

mol/ha/year had to apply for the Nature Projection Act (Wnb). All activities with higher 

emission than 0.05 mol/ha/year had to conduct an appropriate assessment (passende 

beoordeling). This assessment is in accordance with the Nature Protection Act (Wnb) and 

serves as the basis for granting nature permits and permit free procedures. These activities 

were only authorized when there was no doubt about harming the defined conservation 

goals. The main objective of the appropriate assessment was to exclude this doubt by 

answering the following questions: 

 

• What are the conservation objectives for the species and habitat types in the Natura 

2000 areas? 

• Are these objectives accomplished, and when not, does it require much effort to do 

so? 

• What effect does the initiative have on the species and habitat types in the Natura 

2000 areas? 

• Do other activities have consequences for habitat types and species? 

• Do natural characteristics of Natura 2000 area are harmed when taking the 

objectives and the state of concertation of that area into account? 

 

After the PAS policy was implemented, there often were difficulties in granting permits due 

to excessive amount of NOx deposition. For example, an individual project is resulting in NOx 

emissions in an already overloaded Natura 2000 area (an area that exceeded the critical NOx 

deposition values). It is hard for the initiator to support the statement with sufficient certainty 

that additional NOx emission for his new project is not further exceeding NOx deposition 

values. Projects could be authorized with this procedure, even when it was determined that 

there is NOx deposition in Natura 2000 areas (determined by the AERIUS Calculator). The 

room for deposition can be explained by this kind of NOx deposition. The PAS policy, on the 

one hand, is intended to recover nature areas that are sensitive for NOx deposition. On the 

other hand, the PAS policy creates room for deposition for new activities that emit NOx.  

 

The decrease of deposition by source measures and the autonomous decrease of deposition 

results in lower NOx deposition values. The ‘leftover’ deposition, thus the deposition that is 

saved by taking measures, is used for granting permits for new projects or activities. It is worth 

mentioning that only a portion of this leftover is used for new developments because 

otherwise, a reduction of deposition values will never be achieved. 
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2.2.3. PAS policy after 2019 

On the 29
th

 of May 2019, the Council of State determined that the PAS policy was no longer 

accepted for granting authorization for activities that emit NOx. The main reason for rejecting 

the PAS policy was that, based on this policy, the effects of measures were predicted in 

anticipation of the future. The result was that the effects of the specified measures were not 

apparent, and they could not be determined with certainty on forehand. Therefore, the most 

crucial argument of the Council of State was that an approval for a permit was based on the 

potential of measures, and it could not be determined with sufficient certainty whether the 

expectation of measures was reliable. Besides, the PAS policy does not make a difference 

between conservation measures, appropriate measures, autonomous developments, and 

protection measures in line with the Habitat Directive. The positive consequences of 

protection measures may only be considered by making an appropriate assessment for a 

nitrogen emitting activity. The other positive consequences of measures may only contribute 

to the assessment of the state of nature conservation, thus not with an appropriate 

assessment. Additionally, the expected benefits of these measures, in terms of lower 

emissions and the protection of sensitive nature areas, should not be based on only 

expectations, which was the case in the PAS policy. The impacts of the PAS source measures, 

recovery measures, and autonomous developmental could not be determined with certainty 

due to less knowledge or experience. Therefore, the Council of State decided there may not 

be any reasonable scientific doubt. Summarized, a sound explanation of the PAS policy was 

missing, and therefore, it was necessary to review current substantiations for decisions and 

activities regarding NOx emission. 

 

To get more grip on how the authorization procedures are constructed and the relations 

between different elements, figure 10 was developed.  The first step includes gathering 

information about emissions per source. Because the realization and usage stages are part of 

a project, the NOx emission must be monitored per phase by making two different AERIUS 

calculations. At this step, the technical possibilities that eventually result in a reduction of NOx 

should be considered. The AERIUS calculator then calculates whether the emissions of that 

project results in a deposition of NOx in nearby Natura 2000 areas. When the result is that 

there is no sign of NOx deposition (<0.00 mol/ha/year), a nature permit (natuurvergunning) is 

not required. When the deposition value is >0.00 mol/ha/year, the next step in granting a 

nature permit is internal offset. In Appendix A, a comprehensive analysis of the AERIUS 

Calculation is included with main characteristics of the calculation method.  

 

An example of step 2, internal offset, is that dwellings are built on a specific location where 

former used dwellings/buildings were located. To determine whether NOx deposition is 

increasing in the new situation, a deviation calculation is made between the current 

deposition value (the value that is permitted) and the new deposition value. It should be noted 

that the results of this calculation should be considered in step 3. These results could 

substantiate in advance if an individual activity has a significant adverse impact on Natura 

2000 areas or not. Even though the AERIUS calculator indicates that the project results in 

temporary or very insignificant NOx deposition, it can be decided in step 3 that the significant 

adverse effects are excluded in the preliminary ecologic examination. At this point, the current 
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Figure 10: Framework (Rijksoverheid, 2019) 

state of conservation of the concerned habitat species in the Natura 2000 is considered. When 

the affected areas are burdened extensively with NOx, the preliminary ecology examination 

will not be sufficient to exclude the new activity's adverse effects in advance. However, when 

new activities can exclude significant adverse effects, and when the internal offset is not used 

in the preliminary ecology examination, it is not required to apply for a permit. Regardless, 

when the internal offset is used in the examination, it is required to apply for a nature permit 

at this point. When it is not possible to exclude adverse effects in advance, one should move 

forward to step 4.  

 

When significant adverse effects of NOx deposition cannot be excluded, it is required to test 

whether the deposition leads to the degradation of the natural characteristics of these areas. 

It must be judged if the deposition is posing a risk for the conservation objectives that were 

determined for each Natura 2000 area. Competent bodies judge the situation according to an 

appropriate assessment. When there is no risk for the conservation objectives, the initiator 

can apply for a permit (step 4). 

 

There might be a situation in which there is no other possibility then harming Natura 2000 

areas. The last option for this kind of project is to pass the ADC-test. However, not every 

project qualifies for this test. For passing the ADC-test and granting a permit, a project should 

meet the following requirements: 

• There are no other alternatives 

• There is a binding reason with the public interest for granting the project a permit 

(labor, national health, national economic interests) 

• The damage to vulnerable species must be compensated by the development of new 

nature areas inside or outside the Natura 2000 area 
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2.2.4. Overview standards 

The Dutch air quality is contaminated with several polluters originating from different 

industries. Legal standards (Table 4) have therefore been set up as the compromise between 

feasibility and health. Since 2008, the air quality guidelines of the European Union 

(2008/50/EG) are in force. These guidelines include standards for concentrations of 

contaminating particles. However, in that time, the Dutch government requested to postpone 

the guidelines for NO2, and the European Commission approved this. They decided that the 

Netherlands had to ensure that their emission values were below the standard in 2015 when 

the PAS policy would be introduced. The legal standards are directly originating from 

European guidelines, and in the Netherlands, these can be distinguished into four groups 

(InfoMill, 2020): 

• Limit values, which must be achieved in a specific period 

• Alert threshold, after these values are passed, the government directly has to take 

measures 

• Information threshold, after exceeding this threshold, vulnerable groups have to be 

warned (regarding ozone) 

• Critical deposition value, when this value is exceeded, there is a risk that the quality of 

the habitat will be affected significantly  

 

According to the European Directives, the standards and values are guiding within the field of 

NOx emissions. Within these directives, a distinction is made between national emissions caps 

in both NH3 and NOx. Subsequently, NOx emission values are given, which are derived from 

European Directives and are included in the Dutch Environmental Protection Act (Wet 

Milleubeheer). 

 

Table 4: Legal standards nitrogen according to European Directives 

Substance Standard  Type 
NH3 National emission cap 

 

2020-2029: -13% of emissions 2005 

2030: -21% of emissions 2005 

EU-NEC and 

UN-ECE 

Directive NOx National emission cap 2020-2030: -45% of emission 2005 

NO in air, 1990-2017 

(annual average) 

40/60 µg/m3
1

 limit value EU Air 

Quality 

Directive Hourly average, <18 times a 

year 

200 µg/m3 

Hourly average, monitored 

three sequential hours in 

area larger than 100 km2
 

400 µg/m3 

Critical deposition value Varying from 6 till >34 kg 

N/ha/year, location dependent 

EU Bird and 

Habitat 

Directive 

                                                        

1

  Due to the postponement, the Netherlands had to be below 60 µg/m3 NO2 till 2015, after 2015 below 40 

µg/m3 annual average NO2 
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2.2.5. Consequences for the construction industry after 2019 

In the introduction, it is mentioned that the consequences of the PAS policy (after 2019) are 

reaching nationwide through several industries. However, this part only focusses on the 

consequences of a changed policy regarding nitrogen emissions in the construction industry. 

In the Netherlands, it is expected that 18,000 construction projects are affected as the result 

of restrictions provided by the government (Cobouw, 2019).  

 

First, a distinction between irrevocable and not irrevocable decisions, permits, and activities 

must be made. According to the Council of State, the rejection of the PAS policy does not hurt 

irrevocable decisions in any way. On the other hand, not irrevocable decisions decision, 

permits, and activities have to comply with the legal framework of the Nature Protection Act 

(Wnb). This applies to both existing and future permits. The new regulations require that for 

each activity, the significant consequences to Natura 2000 areas due to the contribution of 

NOx emission have to be evaluated. The significant consequences are significant when they 

exceed the critical deposition value of a specific habitat in the affected Natura 2000 areas. 

Then, an appropriate assessment has to be conducted to discuss the consequences of a 

particular activity in a Natura 2000. After the assessment, it can be concluded whether the 

activity does (not) endanger the Natura 2000 area's natural characteristics. When it can be 

concluded with certainty that the activity does not affect Natura 2000, the Nature Protecting 

Act can be granted for this activity, after which the activity can be executed. However, when 

a specific activity is damaging the natural characteristics of a Natura 2000, despite the 

mitigating measures, the last option that the activity will grant authorization is after passing 

the ADC-test. When an activity does not qualify or meet the test requirements, there is no 

other alternative for granting a permit, so the activity cannot continue (Angeren, 2019). 

 

Before determining the consequences for existing activities, three groups have to be 

categorized first: (1) activities with a permit that was granted before the Habitat Directive 

came into force, (2) activities that had an appropriate assessment before the PAS policy, and 

(3) activities which granted a permit based on the PAS policy. Activities in groups 1 and 2 do 

not experience any consequences; however, activities which granted a permit based on the 

PAS policy before 2019 have to endure a different procedure. The activities that belong in 

group 3 have an exemption of the Nature Protection Act within the PAS policy. The PAS policy 

was designed so that all activities that led to a nitrogen deposition below 1.0 mol/ha/year in 

Natura 2000 areas did not have to apply for the Nature Protection Act. Because the 

appropriate assessment that was conducted for this group of activities in that time was not in 

line with the Habitat Directive, a new authorization must be granted. Additionally, a new 

appropriate assessment is required, and there is a high possibility that an appropriate 

assessment will lead to new insights. According to these new insights, competent bodies can 

decide whether the Nature Protection permit can be granted.  

2.3. Measures and approaches for reducing NOx 
To gain more insight into measures and approaches that can be applied to reduce NOx in the 

construction industry, other industries are reviewed to identify possible reducing solutions. 
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On forehand, it can be concluded that specific measures for the construction industry are not 

as extensively discovered as in other industries. For example, the agriculture industry has put 

much more effort into reducing NOx than the construction industry. This is mainly because 

the number of measures and approaches is accompanied by the extend of NOx emission per 

sector. It should also be considered that measures and approaches for reducing CO2 and fine 

particles are applicable for reducing NOx. Since emissions have a common cause in general, it 

is therefore of great importance for construction companies to deploy an active attitude 

towards these topics. When a contractor has the capability to reduce these emissions to zero, 

they will have a massive advantage in tendering procedures.  

 

The chairman of the advice report about NOx emission in the Netherlands mentioned that the 

reduction of NOx emission should be integrally approached, from the perspective of circular, 

energy-neutral and nature-inclusive transition (Remkes, 2019). In their report, they indicated 

the most important steps:  

 

• Prevent NOx emission in the realization and usage phase 

• When prevention is not realistic, use green energy, without NOx emission for 

production processes and equipment and machinery on the construction site 

• If both of the steps mentioned above are not realistic, the focus should be on maximal 

reduction of the remaining NOx emission in the realization and usage phase 

 

To achieve positive results according to the above-mentioned steps, companies should 

provide scope for applying individual measures. Besides, they must distribute the lead to 

parties or departments that could stimulate the use of measures and make decisions that 

reduce NOx emission.  

 

The Dutch organization ‘Bouwcampus’ was the initiator of the so-called event 

‘Versnellingstafel Stikstofverlaging Bouw’. This meeting was arranged shortly after that 

authorization procedures according to the PAS policy were rejected. Construction and 

engineering companies, universities, and other relevant organizations were present during 

this meeting. The main objective was to give insights on measures and approaches that can 

be taken in the short- and mid-term. 

 

In their overview, it was discovered that several measures and approaches could result in a 

significant reduction in the construction industry in the short-term. They indicate that smart 

building logistics can reduce the number of high polluting trucks and vans, resulting in an 

estimated reduction of 45-70% (TNO, 2018). Additionally, it was found that industrial building 

drastically reduces emissions. Industrial building components that are entirely composed in a 

factory and are assembled on the construction site reduce transportation efforts and labor, 

resulting in lower NOx emissions. Subsequently, they state that it is essential to design and 

construct lightweight buildings. Light buildings require less earth movement, lighter 

foundations, fewer crane movements and smaller equipment can be deployed.   

 

In addition, they mention that the use of a diesel generator should be prevented; alternative 

energy sources should r these. An alternative for diesel generators could be a green electricity 
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net connection or solar panels during the realization phase. This should be accomplished from 

the first start of a construction project. In most cases, requesting utility facilities can take a 

while; therefore, only due to close collaboration with public utilities can this be realized. 

Another alternative is green hydrogen; however, this is a solution that currently is being 

explored. In the future, it is expected that green hydrogen will replace fossil fuels in the traffic 

and transportation industries (van der Burg, 2019). Besides, it is recommended to forbid pellet 

and biomass stoves, which are already discussed earlier in this thesis. 

 

Another primary source of emission is non-road mobile machinery. Within a construction 

project, the focus should be on new types of electrical non-road mobile machinery. Remkes 

et al. (2019) indicate that when managers and project leaders take these measures and 

approaches into account during the work preparation, high reduction of NOx emission can be 

achieved. 

 

Logistics have a significant contribution to NOx emission in the construction industry. To 

reduce on-site NOx emission, contractors could use transshipment hubs on a certain distance 

near the construction site. Contractors can transport materials to this hub, and subsequently, 

with electric vehicles, the last part of the trip towards the construction site is proceeded. 

Transportation hubs can be used for materials, equipment and people. Transshipment hubs 

can be compared to the principle of carpooling.  

 

The combustion of fossil fuels results in the emission of NOx. Therefore, attention should be 

paid to the operating hours of vehicles, non-road mobile machinery. It is recommended to 

minimalize operation time, and the first step in this is to make employees aware of the 

importance of this. Furthermore, start-stop systems can be used for vehicles, equipment, and 

machinery to reduce stationary operating time. The TNO researched the potential of reducing 

stationary time. In their research they monitored four different types of machinery for several 

weeks, and they found that the idling time was varying between 18-57% of the total operation 

time. When users reduce the stationary time of non-road mobile machinery, it will save 10% 

fuel and CO2 emission. Depending on the machine and situation, it is possible to decrease the 

NOx emission up to 50% (TNO, 2018).  

 

For vehicles, is recommended to only use EURO 6 diesel engines because they have 

significantly lower emission than other standards. However, in practice, it is not always 

realistic to only use EURO 6 engines because they are for example not available at the moment 

that they are needed. Therefore, it is of great importance to incorporate this in the work 

preparation. In addition to the engine performance, contractors should obligate the use of 

catalysts and innovative nitrogen filters for all used building equipment (Bouwcampus, 2019).  

 

VolkerWessels recently developed the NoNox-filter for the Netherlands as a solution to the 

emission of construction equipment. The filter ensures that up to 99% of the exhaust gasses 

are being converted into not-harmful substances. The scope of the NoNox-filter is limited to 

stationary non-road mobile machinery, such as diesel generators, drilling rigs, pile-driving 

installations, or cranes. On the construction site, workers only have to connect a hose of the 

NoNOx-filter to the exhaust of the polluting engine. The system is tested on various locations 
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by authorized air measuring services and is conform NEN and ISO standards. In a likely manner 

but less efficient, VolkerWessels is developing a NoNox-filter for moving non-road mobile 

equipment (Cobouw, 2020).  

 

When the case allows it, NOx could be captured on the construction site by building under a 

temporary roof or using construction fencing, which is threatened with titanium dioxide 

(TiO2). Inorganic photocatalysts, such as titanium dioxide, have been exploited and shown to 

be a relatively cheap and effective way of removing organic poison compounds and pollutant 

gasses from both air and aqueous environments. It was found that a clear TiO2 surface, which 

is exposed to sunlight, enables the removal of NOx from the atmosphere by oxidation to 

nitrates (Dalton, 2002). In figure 11, a schematic overview of the NOx removal process is 

shown. The technique is also explored in road surfaces by integrating titanium dioxide in air 

purifying concrete. Concrete paving absorbs the NOx, which is rinsed away by rain afterward. 

The air-purifying stones are 50% more extensive, however, the NOx levels were 25-45% 

decreased compared to conventional paving (Brouwers, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dutch Planet4You has been investigating the potential of using bamboo on a construction 

site to absorb emitted NOx during, and possibly also in the usage phase. Bamboo can absorb 

NOx, CO2 and fine particles and store these mainly in the plant’s roots. Due to the extremely 

fast growth speed and because bamboo absorbs 200 times as much NOx, CO2, and fine 

particles than regular trees and plants, it is excellent for this use case. The bamboo can be 

planted in plant trays, and after the project is finished, it can be used at other construction 

sites. However, factors such as project duration and transport should be included in a 

calculation for determining whether the measure has a positive contribution (Planet4You, 

2019).  

Figure 11: Schematic showing NOx removal process  
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For reducing NOx emission in the construction industry as a whole, it is essential to prioritize 

the urgency and the coordination of reducing NOx emission over construction projects. 

Construction companies should review NOx emissions of the realization and the usage phase 

together. Remkes et al. (2019) indicates that companies should assign employees to the task 

of controlling the organization, implementation, and performance of measures and 

approaches for reducing NOx emission of construction projects. Competent employees should 

enforce the measures and approaches throughout the company and project, in order to make 

sure that the importance of the subject is understand by all employees.  

 

Market-based instruments are often used for reducing the environmental pollution. In the 

construction industry, where there is a main contractor with its sub-contractors, these 

instruments could be used likewise. The main contractor is responsible for the NOx emission 

of its sub-contractors; therefore, sub-contractors should be stimulated by the main contractor 

to have the ambition to reduce NOx emission in the construction process. Examples of such 

stimulations are: 

 

• A contract will only be awarded when a sub-contractor can prove that they are actively 

taking measures for reducing NOx emission 

• Pre-defined quotas for NOx emission during a project are distributed amongst sub-

contractors, and they have to pay a fine or tax to the main contractor when they do 

not meet the quotas 

• Developing a reward system with high rewards for high NOx reduction 

 

To further elaborate on market-based instruments, urgency from the initiator direction is also 

expected. Nowadays, project initiators can require contractors to realize projects with zero 

CO2 emissions or projects without a gas connection. In this way, contractors are stimulated 

and have to seek measures, methods, and processes to realize a project with such a 

requirement. In the field of NOx emission, a time is coming in which project initiators are 

requesting contractors for zero NOx emission projects. This is not a measure that directly 

reduces NOx emission However, it is a market-based instrument that forces the entire 

construction industry to perform actions 

 

In the usage phase, most projects do not emit NOx anymore because new projects are not 

provided with a gas connection anymore. According to the Gas Act in the Netherlands, gas 

suppliers have the assignment to ensure that new built projects with a gas use below 40 m3/h 

do not qualify for a gas connection (RVO, 2018). However, municipalities and provinces can 

make exceptions, but these have to be substantiated extensively. This means that no 

measures can be taken to reduce NOx emission according to the combustion of gas for new 

buildings in the usage phase. New buildings are provided with hybrid heat pumps, full electric 

heat pumps, infrared panels, or district heating systems, all producing energy (heat) without 

the combustion of fossil fuel. However, it is worth mentioning that the used energy should be 

green energy; otherwise, fossil fuels are still used as energy source and air is polluted during 

energy production. 
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Transport 
In transportation, NOx emissions are high due to the combustion of fossil fuels. The European 

Automobile Manufacturers’ Association explained that an engine running at high temperature 

tends to emit less CO2, but more NOx and a lower engine temperature will result in more CO2, 

but less NOx. However, this is not a consideration for the user, but for engine manufactures. 

Kröcher (2018) explained that the most efficient process to reduce NOx emission from lean 

exhaust gases is a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) with ammonia. Before these only were 

used in stationary industries, SCR systems are now installed in all vehicles. The major limitation 

is the threshold temperature of >200 °C for the injection of the urea solution in hot exhaust 

gasses, which is above the exhaust temperature for several type of engines (Kröcher, 2018). 

In addition, other engine techniques can be used to reduce NOx, but these are not interesting 

to discuss since these are not applicable in the construction industry.  

 

Besides technical improvements in vehicles, significant progress can be made by reducing 

transportation demand. Reducing the volume of traffic and the travel distance profoundly 

influences the total NOx emission of a specific project. Additionally, improving fuel efficiency 

also can contribute to NOx emission reduction. Examples are:  

 

• Body and chassis developments for reduction of aerodynamic drag, type rolling 

resistance, and vehicle weight. 

• Prevent unnecessary cargo. 

• Developments as multivalve combustion systems, exhaust recirculation, reduction of 

friction in gasoline and diesel engines, and direct injection diesel engines.  

• Improvements in the performance of catalysts. 

 

In the construction industry, reducing vehicle weight and rolling resistance can further be 

improved by more efficient transport. Unnecessary transport with loaded vehicles consumes 

more fuel and produces thus more NOx. When the vehicle age increases, an increase in NO2 

emission and other polluters is the result. To prevent this, owners should ensure the 

replacement of aged catalytic converters. However, in most cases, this is not considered 

because owners are not willing to invest in this because the costs are quite high (AEA 

Technology Environment, 1998). 

 
Industry 
In the industry sector, it is worth mentioning that most installations and plans are fixed on a 

specific location. Due to high production rates and the largeness of the sector, the amount 

of NOx emission is therefore high. Often used measures in this sector are so-called ‘end-of-

pipe’ technologies which are applied on the back end of a process. Below, several end-of-

pipe technologies are summarized; however, these measures are very costly and not directly 

operable in the construction. The construction industry differs because it is a more dynamic 

industry that only is fixed at a specific location for a short-term period with dynamic 

equipment. However, these techniques can be more useful in the prefab construction 

industry or production facilities for construction materials. The following end-of-pipe 

technologies can be used to reduce NOx: 
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• Catalytic destruction: a technique to decompose NO2 in N2 and O2. The reaction is 

strongly exothermic, and produced heat must be removed. However, it is not often 

used due to high capital costs 

• Alternative catalytic destruction: combustion of the off-gases in the presence of 

methane 

• Neutralization with sodium hydroxide: NO and NO2 are absorbed to form sodium 

nitrate 

• Non-selective catalytic reduction (NSCR): hydrogen, natural gas or naphtha reacts 

with NOx and the free oxygen in the tail gases over platinum, rhodium or palladium 

catalyst, and the NOx is reduced to N2 

 

(AEA Technology Environment, 1998) 

 

2.4. Multi-Criteria Assessment 
This paragraph will emphasize the importance of Multi-Criteria Assessment in the field of air 

pollution and construction. In these industries, decision making is often a very complicated 

procedure, mainly because these decisions have to be based on environmental, social, and 

economic features. Therefore, Multi Criteria Methods are preferred over cost-benefit analysis 

(CBA) in these situations because CBA translates all criteria in monetary terms, while multi-

criteria methods measure in physical units or qualitative scales. It is worth mentioning that an 

MCA is not always to select the best possible decision, but it is also used to increase the 

understanding of individual decisions in a way that facilitates multiple criteria (Kiker, 2005). 

The outcomes of an MCA offer flexibility to the decision-maker by providing the best-selected 

solutions combined with the performance according to the defined criteria. As defined by 

Mavrotas et al. (2006), MCA is an increasingly used method in decision situations where a set 

of alternative actions (0 = 1. . ^) are evaluated along with multiple criteria (_ = 1. . ^) 

measured on different quantitative and qualitative scales in order to select the most desired 

one(s). Each criterium is appointed with an optimization direction, towards a minimum or a 

maximum. The desired performance is fixed in a matrix (^ ∗ #), which is usually called the 

evaluation matrix (Mavrotas, 2006).  

 

A paper written by Kiker et al. (2005) conducted comprehensive literature research by 

evaluating available literature for applying MCA techniques in environmental projects. Their 

paper is a generalized framework for decision analysis to stress fundamental components in 

environmental decision making (figure 12). They indicate that the success of decision making 

in complex situations is highly dependent on the degree of implementation of the 

components, people, process, and tools. As presented in figure 12, the correct combination 

of people is the first crucial element (black lines for direct involvement, dotted lines for less 

direct involvement). However, However, the three mentioned groups' roles can intersect; all 

of the three are essential in collecting the largest amount of information to support the 

decision process. Subsequently, the process is presented in the middle of the framework. They 

indicate that emphasis should be given to designing a flexible structure that can cover local 

concerns while still producing a structure that provides the required output. The process is 
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divided into two underlying themes; the first part generates choices, success levels, and 

preferences. The second part methodically prunes not feasible alternatives by applying screen 

mechanisms followed by detailed ranking (decision analysis techniques). As shown in figure 

12, the last part of the framework is tools. Decision analysis tools help generate the preference 

of stakeholder groups and individual judgments into organized structures that can be linked 

to other tools. Besides, these tools can help to provide graphical techniques to convert 

gathered information in structured, understandable formats (Kiker, 2005).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, it is very reasonable to expect that the presented framework by Kiker et al. (2005) 

may vary on detail level for this research. However, the basic elements are included in the 

figure, therefore, this could be used as a guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Synthesis of decision-making ingredients (Kiker, 2005) 
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2.5. Summary 
The literature research in chapter two provides the required information to answer the first 

research question of this thesis. It points out that exceeding NOx deposition limits in an 

environment is caused by human actions. Both on national and European level problems are 

arising. However, the Netherlands is designated as one of the largest polluters regarding 

NOx emission of Europe. This is mainly due to the high population density and large 

agriculture industry for such a small country. However, this over-sufficiency of NOx results in 

negative effects on biodiversity but has relatively no effect on human health.  

 

Besides that, the previous and current legislation is identified in this chapter. It was found 

that before 2019, the PAS policy was less strict than after 2019 due to changed limit and 

threshold values that came in force after the judgment of the Council of State. Before 2019, 

activities with deposition values <0.05 mol/ha/year were excluded from any actions. 

Activities with deposition values between 0.05 – 1.00 mol/ha/year were required to make an 

announcement at the municipality and activities above 1.00 mol/ha/year had to apply for a 

Nature permit. The major modification of the PAS policy after 2019 is that all activities have 

to prove in terms of an AERIUS calculation whether an activity results in any (>0.0 

mol/ha/year) NOx deposition in Natura 2000 areas. Subsequently, all these projects have to 

apply for a Nature Permit. Shortly after the implementation of the Council of States’ 

judgment, it resulted in commotion for the most polluting industries in the Netherlands; 

agriculture, transportation, and construction. However, the Council of State summarized 

that all polluting industries were restricted and therefore, the process of applying a permit 

for an activity in the construction industry had changed. It is expected that 18,000 

construction projects are affected by delays, additional costs, and revoked permits (Cobouw, 

2019). 

 

Several solutions to reduce NOx were found, within and without the construction process. 

However, it should be noted that solutions originating from other industries are less 

applicable in the construction industry. Nevertheless, it is vital to gain knowledge about 

these, since they may provide insights for reducing solutions in the construction industry. 

The main polluters in a construction project remain unidentified at this point, and more 

attention to these will be paid in the interviews later on.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
First, chapter 3 starts with the introducing the methodology. Next, the conceptual 

framework is proposed and the method is described by explaining how each research 

question will be addressed (3.1.). Then, the evaluation of different Multi-Criteria Assessment 

theories is discussed (3.2.1.). Based on the results, the proposed Multi-Criteria Assessment 

model for this thesis is explained (3.2.2.). Subsequently, the differences between the AHP 

model and the proposed model are reviewed (3.2.3.) and the model assumptions are 

discussed (3.2.4.). In paragraph 3.3., the results of the interviews and literature are 

presented, starting with presenting the key findings of the interviews (3.3.1.). Subsequently, 

the results of the interviews (3.3.2.) are discussed and it is explained how this information is 

translated to elements of the proposed model (3.3.3.). Then, the Proof of Concept is 

presented (3.4.1.) step-by-step and a test-case (3.4.2.) is included to test the Proof of 

concept.  

3.1. Introduction 
The literature research in chapter 2 indicates that changes have to be implemented in current 

processes and traditional ways of working to reduce NOx emissions in the construction 

industry. It was found that the most efficient measures to reduce NOx emission can be taken 

in the realization phase of the construction process. Due to the combustion of fuel engines, 

this phase designated as the determining phase, since other construction phases do not result 

in any NOx emission. Companies can benefit when they have high performance in reducing 

NOx since measures and approaches for reducing NOx go hand in hand with measures for 

reducing CO2. Project initiators are requesting builders and designers more and more to 

minimalize emissions, eventually, leading to projects with zero emission. Therefore, it is of 

high importance that the construction industry as a whole is active in finding solutions for 

reducing these emissions with all their negative externalities. Construction projects will need 

a different approach. In current practice, companies will gradually implement measures to 

reduce NOx during a project. According to this current approach, unexpected costs, time and 

processes are rising throughout the project. This is not desired; therefore, it is far more 

effective when NOx reducing solutions can be predicted on forehand for a specific project.  

 

It is essential to first investigate the variables, factors, sources, and measures of NOx emission 

before developing a new approach that can predict NOx reducing solutions based on project-

specific information. This information is identified by conducting literature research and semi-

constructed interviews. Unfortunately, only very little academic literature is available with 

regard to this topic. Therefore, this thesis' primary goal is first to identify the pollution 
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environment, including the variables, factors, and measures that can be taken to reduce NOx 

emission during construction. 

 

To predict the most suitable NOx reducing solution decisions, a Multi-Criteria Assessment 

Model will be developed. This system will provide users with all topics that influence NOx 

emission, and additionally, these will be presented with supplementary information indicating 

the performance per criteria.  

 

However, this paragraph continues with explaining more in detail how each research question 

of this thesis will be addressed.  

 

1. What is the state of the current situation regarding NOx problems in the Netherlands? 

a. What are the problematics of extensive NOx pollution on national and 

European level? 

b. How are regulations defined in the Netherlands? 

 

The first part of this thesis covers how much the actual NOx emission of different industries 

is, both on national and European levels by performing literature research. Complementary, 

emphasis is put on other industries in comparison to the construction industry. Additional 

attention is paid to the extent of NOx emission in the Netherlands by reviewing several 

governmental documents. On top of that, this research needs to identify the main 

characteristics of the NOx calculation method AERIUS and related regulations provided by the 

Dutch government. General information of this is retrieved from official publications, and with 

additional information of Heijmans, a summary with key elements is developed (Appendix A).  

 

2. What variables and factors influence the emission of NOx for contactors? 

a. Which solutions are known for reducing NOx? 

b. What are the main NOx polluters in a construction project? 

 

The identification of the variables, factors, sources, and measures that influence NOx 

emissions is an indispensable part of this research. Literature research is conducted to identify 

this information party. Since there is very little information available in the literature, 

qualitative research has to be conducted. Qualitative research is used to understand concepts, 

thoughts, and experiences within the industry to gather in-depth insights on the topic (Keller, 

2019). This qualitative research is conducted in terms of semi-structured interviews (SSI). The 

interviews will follow a guideline with several fixed questions that are questioned to each 

respondent. Besides, predefined questions are set up for each respondent accordingly to 

his/her field of operation. During the interview, the conversation could lead to supplementary 

questions and allowing both the interviewer and the respondent to go in detail when required. 

The interview should lead to additional information about variables, factors, sources, and 

measures on NOx in the construction industry.  

 

For the proposed Multi-Criteria Assessment Model, it is interesting to incorporate questions 

about which project-specific information has impact on the NOx emission during the 

realization phase. In the company of Heijmans, several employees with relevance to the topic 
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are interviewed. On top of that, an independent construction perspective is included in the 

semi-constructed interviews to surpass the conventional view of a contractor. Therefore, an 

external company is selected which is active in the field of green construction and has 

experience in the implementation of electrical equipment in the construction industry.  

 

When the interviews are finished, the results will be recorded, and together with the 

information already identified in the literature review, a comprehensive overview of variables, 

factors, sources, and measures is the result. Therefore, it should be noted that this part will 

be revised several times in this chapter. After this information is clear, the results will be 

implemented in the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model. It is worth mentioning that within the 

process of identifying this information during literature research and qualitative research, 

additional attention is paid to other industries. However, it pointed out that techniques of 

other industries are not as extensively explored, and the techniques that are known in other 

industries have implementation barriers in the construction industry.  

 

3. What is the most suitable Multi-Criteria Assessment Model for reducing NOx in the 

realization phase? 

 

At this point, it is essential to emphasize the underlying method or theory that should be used 

as a starting point for the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model. It should be noted that a ready-

to-use method does not exist, and therefore, the focus is on finding the most suitable method 

which can be adjusted for the aim of this thesis. According to the use-case of this model, it 

could be the case that more than one method has to be used for the Multi-Criteria Assessment 

Model. To find the most suitable method, several system requirements for the purpose of this 

thesis are determined in advance and based on these, the best method will be selected.  

 

4. How can project-specific information be included in the Multi-Criteria Assessment 

model? 

 

Subsequently, it is crucial to develop a model in which project-specific information determines 

the weight of predefined criteria because each project differs, and therefore, the weights 

differ for each project likewise. Employees with very little knowledge about the topic and 

model should be able to enter the model's project-specific information. Therefore, a user-

friendly model has to be developed by using the information of the evaluated Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Models and project specific information. After selecting a method or methods, it 

should be explained how the information requirements of the different aspects should be 

generalized. A list of questions has to be developed to give the information that specifies the 

particular project. These questions do consist of open and multiple-choice questions to ensure 

the model input is as accurate as possible.  

 

5. How can the gathered information be combined into the selected Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model? 

 

The last part of this thesis consists of combining all the gained information of previous 

research questions. All this information results in the development of a Proof of Concept of a 
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Multi-Criteria Assessment Model for reducing NOx emissions in the realization phase of utility 

construction.  The method will be developed in Microsoft Excel and requires manual input for 

project-specific information. During the development of the Proof of Concept, the model 

developers have to define importancies of project-specific information to determine weights.  

Based on the weights that are determined based on the project-specific information, the 

model will ensure that the most suitable measures for this specific project is selected. The 

subsequent output does include a scoring based on measurable criteria.  

 

3.1.1. Conceptual framework 

In figure 13, the conceptual framework of this thesis is presented. This paragraph will discuss 

the strengths and weaknesses of each step, and how these will be addressed.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the first step, information is gathered about problematics in and regulations of NOx. In 

the Netherlands, this is widely discussed and a lot of information is available on these topics 

which makes it possible to extensively investigate this part. However, the extent of these 

problematics and regulations differ across the world and interest in this topic in other 

countries is lesser compared to the Netherlands. Therefore, information of other countries is 

only used to gain more insight on the topic, since this thesis is written and will be used in the 

Netherlands.  

 

Within the second step, all variables and factors that influence NOx emission are being 

identified. The variables in this part can be divided in three categories; different type of 

emission sources, biggest polluters, and reducing solutions. In the literature, attention is 

paid to all of these, however, the information that is available is not sufficient for developing 

the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model. Therefore, interviews within the company have to be 

Figure 13: Conceptual framework 
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conducted to ensure this information is complete or to confirm findings. However, the 

literature research and results of the interviews can have inconsistencies, therefore, it is 

essential to discuss the outcomes of both before using this information in the model. It 

should be noted that these variables are dynamic since they will alter throughout time due 

to more knowledge and technological developments on the topic. 

 

The next step is investigating which method or theory qualifies for the purpose of this thesis. 

According to the findings in at this stage, it could be concluded that existing theories or 

methods do not fit in this situation and that an own developed model would be a better fit 

for this research. To address this, on forehand, several system requirements are defined to 

test whether the evaluated theories are appropriate for this research. However, Multi-

Criteria Assessment theories are widely used in recent researches, therefore, it is expected 

that suitable solutions do exist. 

 

In step 4, it is determined how project-specific information is included in the model. It is 

essential that the model input covers all topics, therefore, the questions have to be defined 

carefully. To address this, the list of questions has to be reviewed several times with experts 

in the company. As defined earlier on, the model has to be user-friendly, which means that 

unexperienced users could use the model without any pre-knowledge. To provide this, the 

model has to be set up in such a way that after model development, users only have to 

answer questions in open or multiple-choice format. In addition, the model will be locked, 

except the questions sheet. This ensures reliability of the model since users with less 

knowledge of the model are not able to adjust essential elements of the model. 

 

The last step is developing the Proof of Concept. However, since a ready-to-use method 

does not exist, it is essential to ensure that the model produces the desired outcome. 

Therefore, only a small part of the model is developed and tested before enriching the 

model with all gathered information. According to the project-specific information, 

importancies have to be defined by the model developers to ensure that project-specific 

information results in weights which are used to determine the best possible reducing 

solutions for a particular project. It should be noted that the determination of importancies 

only has to be executed once. However, this part requires human effort and it thus can be 

defined as subjective. To address this, the importancies are determined and reviewed 

several times with company expertise. Additionally, it ensures that unexperienced model 

users do not have to perform this step, which reduces subjectivity to a minimum. To ensure 

consistency, the reasoning for subjective decisions by the model developers is supported in a 

document. This part of the model has to be reviewed frequently, and then, this document 

can be used to identify the reasoning of the previous review.  

 

Since the model reliability cannot be guaranteed after model development, a test-case is 

used to check the outcomes of the model. It should be noted that the method used in this 

thesis is able to produce reliable outcomes. However, it is obvious that the outcomes are 

highly dependent on the input of the model, and since the input is partly based on 

assumptions, the model should be evaluated as experimental. These assumptions have to be 

made because companies have little experience in this field due to the novelty of the theme. 
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Therefore, it is important to apply the model to several projects after they are executed and 

test whether the outcomes of the model match with practical experiences in that project. 

According to the results of this, the model has to be adjusted and reviewed to increase 

reliability of the model. 

 

3.2. Multi-Criteria Assessment Model 

3.2.1. Evaluation of Multi-Criteria Assessment theories 

The identification of the most suitable Multi -Criteria Assessment theory for this research is a 

crucial part of this thesis. Therefore, several theories are explored and reviewed to be able to 

select the most suitable theory which meets the requirements of this study. Again, it could be 

the case that a ready-to-use theory does not exist and that a model specifically for this use 

case has to be developed. Before performing research in finding a theory that meets the 

requirements, it is important to define several system requirements which are required for 

the purpose of this research: 

 

1. The system must be able to calculate weights according to project-specific 

information.  

2. The system should be able to prioritize groups of alternatives. 

3. The system should allow imprecise and precise input.  

4. The system should be scalable and flexible, in terms of additional added information 

after the model is developed.  

5. The system should be able to deal with a high level of complexity.  

 

A huge amount of systems and deviations of systems are already explored and applied in real 

practice. Table 5 presents a set of several relevant and well-known decision systems with their 

advantages and disadvantages. Based on the main characteristics, three systems are selected 

and reviewed more in-depth. Then, the best system will be selected and it is explained how it 

should be used or adapted for the purpose of this research 
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Table 5: Multi-Criteria Decision systems (Velasques, 2013; Mateo, 2012; Xu, 2015) 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Multi-

Attribute 

Utility Theory 

 “An expected utility theory that can decide the best course of action in a given 

problem by assigning a utility to every possible consequence and calculating the 

best possible utility” (Konidari, 2007) 

Taking uncertainty into account, can 

incorporate preferences 

Requires a lot of exact input 

Analytic 

Hierarchy 

Process 

 “A theory of measurement through pairwise comparisons and relies on the 

judgments of experts to derive priority scales” (Saaty, 1980) 

Easy to use, scalable, ability to 

combine groups or clusters of 

elements, allows qualitative and 

quantitative data 

Data-intensive, correlation between 

criteria and alternatives, inconsistencies 

in judgment and ranking 

Fuzzy Theory  “An extension of classical set theory that allows solving a lot of problems related 

to dealing the imprecise and uncertain data” (Balmat, 2011) 

Allows imprecise input, encompass 

complexity 

Difficult to develop, require numerous 

simulations before real-world adoption,  

Data 

Envelopment 

Analysis 

 “A linear programming technique to measure the relative efficiencies of 

alternatives” (Thanassoulis, 2012) 

Measures relative efficiencies of 

alternatives, multiple in- and outputs, 

uncover relationships 

Does not deal with imprecise data, 

sensitive results based on in- and output 

Goal 

Programming 

“A pragmatic programming method that is able to choose from an infinite number 

of alternatives” (Velasques, 2013) 

Capable of large-scale problems, 

produce infinite alternatives 

Need to be used in combination with 

other methods to weight coefficients 

which raise the complexity of the model 

PROMETHEE “Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations is an 

outranking method” (Behzadian, 2010) 

Easy to use, does not require the 

assumption that criteria are 

proportionate 

Not able to assign weights 

 

 

FAHP   “An extension of the AHP model, FAHP is used for determining the weights of the 

criteria and then ranks the determined methods by AHP” 

Handles multiple criteria and performs 

qualitative and quantitative data, 

eliminates artificial limitations.  

High complexity and inability to 

accommodate uncertainty and 

imprecision with perceptions to extract 

numbers 

TOPSIS  “An approach to identify an alternative which is closest to the ideal solution and 

farthest to the negative ideal solution in a multi-dimensional computing space” 

(Qin, 2008) 

Simplicity, rationality, 

comprehensibility, computational 

efficiency, logic representation of 

human choice 

Ranking reversal, correlation between 

criteria, uncertainty in obtaining the 

weights by objective or subjective 

methods 
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After taking the system requirements and table 5 into account, the theories that are 

mentioned below were selected as the three most suitable theories at this point. Each theory 

is explained shortly and basic characteristics are marked to create an overview of the most 

suitable system. 

 

1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP): 
The overall advantages of AHP over other methods is its flexibility and intuitive appeal 

to decision-makers (Ramanathan, 2001). The comparison form is straightforward and 

the pairwise comparison decomposes a decision problem into consistent parts. The 

importance of criteria becomes clear (Macharis, 2004). Besides that, the system is able 

to combine qualitative and quantitative data (Wedley, 1990). The system supports 

group decision making through consensus by calculating the geometric mean of 

pairwise comparisons (Zahir, 1999). The technique is able to derive scales where 

measures do not exist (Millet, 2002). AHP systems and variants are considered as the 

most reliable MCDM methods (Kasperczyk, 2011). However, the interpretation of the 

criteria weights is a pitfall (Belton, 2001) and additionally, the artificial limitation of 

the use of the 9-point scale can be a disadvantage because it sometimes can be hard 

to decide which score should be given to a certain criteria.  Besides that, setting up 

such a system can be a time-consuming task (Kasperczyk, 2011).  

 

2. Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP):  
Fuzzy research approaches can be identified as problems related to ambiguous, 

subjective, and imprecise judgments (ScienceDirect, 2020). FAHP is an advanced 

analytical method developed based on the traditional AHP system. This system is giving 

a better representation of linguistics and vague patterns than AHP (Mateo, 2012). 

FAHP is similar to AHP, however, this system determines the weight of the criteria by 

decision-makers knowledge, and rankings of the alternatives are determined by AHP 

(Naghadehi, 2009). The preliminary process of assigning weights raises the complexity 

of the system and the priority of weights can be zero, resulting in a criterium that is 

neglected by the method (Alavi, 2011).  

 

3. Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS):  
This system is based on the concept of measuring the distance from two hypothetical 

solutions: negative-ideal solutions and positive-ideal solutions. Panda et al. (2018) 

conducted comprehensive literature research on this system and their main findings 

were that the method is focused on decision-makers’ preference and choice. The 

system is flexible in the definition of the choice set and it is applicable to both 

qualitative and quantitative data. However, the representation creates confusion to 

calculate the dominance among alternatives. Another disadvantage of the method is 

the risk determination of the decision-maker while giving different input ratings. 

Additionally, TOPSIS is not decisive in the rank reversal issue while adding a new 

alternative, thus the model is not flexible at this point and the model has high 

complexity (Panda, 2018).  
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Table 6 presents the results of the review regarding the most suitable Multi-Criteria 

Assessment theory. The performance per system requirement is defined for each theory to 

be able to select the most suitable method. It points out that the Analytic Hierarchy model is 

the best fit because it has the best performance.  

 

                    Table 6: Results MCA theories review according to defined system requirements 
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AHP - + + + + 

FAHP - - + + + 

TOPSIS - - - + - 

 

3.2.2. Proposed Multi-Criteria Assessment Model 

At this point, it can be concluded that there is no ready-to-use model for this thesis. However, 

the Analytic Hierarchy Process includes elements that can be implemented. Before it can be 

determined which elements of the AHP model can be used in this research, it is crucial to 

understand the AHP model fully. Therefore, the AHP model is explained briefly (Appendix C) 

to understand the theory before using elements of the AHP in the model that is developed for 

this thesis.  

 

The goal of this part is to introduce the proposed Multi-Criteria Assessment Model that is 

developed for this thesis. The three main model steps (1) weight determining system, (2) 

selection and normalization of weights, and (3) weighted sum method are further explained 

below. It should be noted that a more in-depth explanation with examples and equations is 

included in chapter paragraph 3.4.1., where the Proof of Concept is demonstrated. Hereafter, 

the differences between the explained AHP model in Appendix C and the proposed model in 

this chapter are expressed. 

 

Weight determining system 
In the AHP model, the pairwise comparison matrix and the 9-point scale are used to identify 

the criteria’ weights. However, as indicated earlier, subjective human experience can evaluate 

and assess these decisions in different ways, leading to discrepancies in the systems’ output. 

Therefore, decision-makers’ expert knowledge is required for determining the weights to 

produce reliable input. In other words, the usability of the model decreases because only 

experts can use the system. Besides that, when two expert decision-makers with knowledge 

of the topic will use the AHP model and its pairwise comparison matrix to develop a decision 
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support system, the results could diversify because every decision-maker has their own view 

and expertise. To deal with this, a weight determining system that uses of the 9-point scale is 

proposed in this thesis. The system consists of a set of predefined questions and predefined 

answers and is comparable to multiple-choice questions, with flexibility in the number of 

answers.  

 

A database with questions and answers has to be developed based on the earlier identified 

variables, factors, and sources. Each question has a direct or indirect relation with the set of 

criteria, which is indicated by the 9-point scale. Thus, each possible answer per question 

requires the developers of the model to give scores for the importance of each criteria for that 

specific answer. It should be noted that these scores in the importancy matrix only have to be 

entered once during model development. In the case where an inexperienced user uses the 

model, this user only has to select a predefined answer on a predefined question, and he or 

she can neglect the importancy matrix where the importancy per criteria per answer is 

defined. Subsequently, the weights of the criteria are automatically calculated and normalized 

so they can be used later on by the model.  

 

As explained, the model developer has to define importances per criteria, per answer, per 

question. These importances are included in the importancy matrix and together with the 

given answers by the user these determine the fundamentals for the weights. This is a time-

consuming task, and several assumptions have to be made. However, when this task is 

completed, it does not require any attention during regular use of the model. In a standard 

AHP model, this task has to be conducted every time the model is used, therefore the AHP 

method is not suitable for this case. An important remark to this system is that not all 

questions have the same weight. In the field of NOx emissions, the Pareto principle is 

applicable. The Pareto principle states that for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come 

from 20% of the causes (Bunkley, 2008). More precisely, in the construction process, several 

types of equipment are mainly responsible for the largest part of NOx emission. Therefore, 

this thesis aims to identify these biggest polluters and apply the Pareto principle subsequently.   

Due to this characteristic, it was decided to make a distinction between questions that 

determined by other relevant project characteristics and biggest polluters since the most 

substantial part of NOx emission is the result of a group of several machines used in the 

construction process. The questions should be set up in such a way that they give the required 

input for calculations to identify the extent of the usage of these biggest polluters. Then, the 

calculated project can be compared to a reference parameter. However, this part will be 

further explained later on.  

 

The result of this weight determining system is a set of weights which reflects the project in 

terms of project-specific requirements that influence the main goal, reduction of NOx. In this 

way, each project will have different weights of criteria, according to the given answers by the 

user.  

 

One could state that the development of the importancy matrix can be interpreted as 

subjective, however, all the information in this is based on expert knowledge and reviewed 

from different perspectives. On top of that, a reasoning matrix (Appendix E) will be developed 
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to declare the extent of importance intensities. Therefore, the level of subjectivity is reduced 

to a minimum. Such a system will increase the usability of the tool because users with no 

expert knowledge can now use the system by simply answering the questions with predefined 

answers.  

 

Selection and normalization of weights 
The next step in the model is the selection and normalization of weights, in such a way that 

they can be used later on in the weighted sum model. This step is not included in the AHP 

model, however, in the proposed model, it is required for making the results of the weight 

determining system interpretable and reliable for the weighted sum method. After the 

questions are filled in, the model performs calculations in order to compute the weights per 

criteria. There are two types of questions; Importancy Matrix (IM) questions have an influence 

on the importancy matrix, while Biggest Polluters (BP) serve as input for several calculations 

which subsequently determine weights for machinery that is responsible for the largest part 

of NOx emission.  

 

The procedure for the biggest polluters compared to the importancy matrix is slightly 

different. For the biggest polluters, calculations are performed to compute a value that can 

be compared to a reference value. On forehand, the model developers have to define 

importancies per criteria, similar to the importancy matrix. In this way, the model is able to 

calculate a factor that is multiplied with the importances per criteria. In the end, the total 

weight per criteria is summed up and normalized to equal a total of one. According to the 

Pareto principle, the weights of the importancy matrix (20%) and the biggest polluters (80%) 

are converted to one individual weight per criteria. This is the last step of the normalization 

procedure.  

 

Weighted sum method 
The last execution of the model is the weighted sum method, which can be seen as a separated 

element of the model. The only connection with previous parts is that the weighted sum 

method uses the normalized weights, which are the final result of the selection and 

normalization of weights. These values can be defined as the priority of the particular criteria 

in relation to the goal, which is the reduction of NOx. The last step of the AHP method includes 

a weighted summation method similar to the one used in this model.   

 

Before the model can perform the weighted sum method, the model developer must give 

scores for the performance of alternatives per criteria. Thus, the performance of each criteria 

for each alternative (reducing solution) has to be entered into the model before executing. It 

should be noted that this only has to be performed once. When the model developer wants 

to add new alternatives, it is straightforward to apply. In addition, each criteria has its own 

unit, for example, the performance on a scale of 1-100, percentages, euro’s, or any other 

desired by the model developer. It does not differ which unit the score of a particular 

alternative has. The only constraint for this is that the units for criteria should be the same, 

simply because they can be compared to each other. In this thesis, a distinction is made 

between different clusters of alternatives to ensure the final results will be well-arranged and 

obviously. 
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The weighted sum method multiplies the score of an alternative by the weight for that criteria 

and this is executed for all criteria per alternative. In the end, these values can be summed up 

and ranked. The alternative with the highest value is the best option based on the calculated 

weights for this project and the alternatives' performance. Because of this characteristic, it 

should be determined carefully whether an intensity or score in the importancy matrix, 

biggest polluters, and weighted sum method has to be high or low for the desired outcome of 

the model.   

3.2.3. AHP model and proposed model 

The main difference between the AHP model and the proposed model in this research is that 

in the AHP model, weights for criteria over criteria have to be determined by the decision-

makers. In the proposed model, the system will be enriched with project-specific information, 

and by using the importancy matrix and built-in calculations, the model calculates weights for 

different criteria.  

 

In the AHP model, a 9-point scale is used to define the importance of one criteria over another. 

Every single time the model is being used, this process has to be performed by the decision-

maker. It was chosen to eliminate this step because it is undesirable to force unexperienced 

users to do something they have no knowledge about, which eventually reduces the usability 

and reliability of the system. In the proposed model, the user-friendliness of the model is 

significantly higher because simple open and multiple-choice questions have to be answered, 

and the model developer is only using the 9-point scale during the development of the model. 

 

As already mentioned, the AHP model requires giving rates based on the 9-point scale to 

determine the weight of one criteria over another. In the AHP model, these weights are 

included in the pairwise comparison matrix. However, this matrix is not used in the proposed 

model since the weights of one criteria over another are not determined manually but they 

are based on project-specific information. 

 

When the pairwise comparison matrix is filled in, the AHP model uses an option score matrix, 

including the performance of an option or alternative for a specific criteria. The option matrix 

is included in the proposed model because this table indicates the performance of each 

reducing solution per criteria, which is similar in the AHP model and the proposed system. 

After all, the required input of these is the same in both theories. The next step in the AHP 

model is calculating the global score, which is calculated by multiplying the option score for 

an option or alternative with the weight per criteria. The result is a value per criteria, and the 

sum of all these values per option or alternative is the global score. This process is the so-

called weighted summation method (Fishburn, 1967). In the proposed model, as in the AHP 

model, the last step is ranking these global scores in order to be able to select the option or 

alternative with the best total performance.  
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3.2.4. Model assumptions 

During the development of the model in this thesis, several assumptions had to be made. This 

section gives a clear overview of all the assumptions made:  

Questions  
The questions used in the model do all have a direct relationship to the defined criteria. 

However, some questions have a less direct relationship, which is expressed by the 

importance intensity. For the extent if this research, the number of questions is sufficient since 

this thesis is for the development of a Proof of Concept. The number of questions will be 

expanded throughout time after the model is applied to several test-cases.  

Criteria 
For the scope of this research, the most important criteria are identified by literature research 

and interviews. It is evident that in practice, there are more criteria that do influence the 

research topic. Therefore, the assumption is made that for this Proof of Concept, seven main 

criteria are sufficient for the development of the model and after experiencing this model in 

practice, it can be extended with other relevant criteria.  

Model developers’ reasoning 
In the model, several decisions about questions, answers and most important, the importance 

intensities were made. All of these decisions were discussed with Heijmans in order to deliver 

the best possible solutions. As mentioned earlier, this topic is relatively new within the 

industry and due to this, there is no reference framework because this research started from 

scratch. Therefore, several assumptions for the importance intensities within this thesis have 

to be made. These importance intensities will be confirmed or dismissed after a certain period 

of time when the model is based on numerous reference projects and more knowledge is gain 

about the reducing solutions. However, to declare the model developers’ reasoning, Appendix 

E is developed. In this document, the reasoning for the importance intensity determining 

process is established.  
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3.3. Data collection 
In this paragraph, fundamental information for the Multi Criteria Assessment model is 

collected. First, main insights are presented according to the interviews. Subsequently, 

criteria are defined and discussed in order to prevent inconsistencies in the interpretation of 

criteria. Then, it is explained how this information is used in the proposed model.  

3.3.1. Key findings semi-constructed interviews 

For supporting this thesis, several semi-constructed interviews were conducted in the field. 

This chapter gives the main results of the complete interviews, which can be found in appendix 

B in Dutch. The respondents from different disciplines were selected in such a way that 

questions are approached from different point of views. The key findings are summed up 

below to create a quick overview of the most important statements. These findings are divided 

per respondent because a different view on topics was experienced during the interviews.  

 

Interview 1: Senior consultant authorizations  
 

i. Foundation work, groundwork, and cranes seem to be the most significant sources 

with regard to NOx emissions. The used equipment has a long lifetime, resulting in old, 

heavy-duty non-road mobile machinery with high emissions.  

ii. At this moment, it is expected that the relatively expensive electric machinery is not 

able to substitute conventional heavy-duty diesel machinery due to less engine power 

of electric engines.  

iii. Transport is not determinant in AERIUS calculations, only when the project is located 

very close to Natura 2000 areas.  

iv. Heijmans is developing a NOx filter for cleaning ambient air on the construction site.  

v. NOx emission can be calculated based on operating hours or fuel consumption. 

Calculations based on fuel consumption is, in most situations, more favorable in terms 

of emission. Both operating hours and fuel consumption are assumptions, and how 

these values are in real-life can be discussed.  

vi. In a combustion process, high combustion temperature will lead to lower CO2 and 

higher NOx emission. High NOx emissions often lead to higher CO2 emission.  

vii. Project size and complexity define the extent of required measures to reduce NOx.  

viii. Sub-contractors use much equipment, and therefore, it is hard to monitor all used 

equipment.   

ix. Source measures will have the best performance for reducing NOx (cleaner 

machinery), however, this requires a substantial investment. 

x. It will help to work more efficiently and revise current processes and corresponding 

impacts.  

xi. Turn around conventional thinking; use heavy equipment for small tasks and ensure 

these are not using full engine power. 

xii. The project initiators’ urgency is good in demanding high performance on the NOx 

reduction of a project.  
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Interview 2: Senior consultant authorizations  
 

i. The largest polluters during the realization phase are combustion engines with high 

operating hours (groundwork, pile-driving installations, and drilling rigs).  

ii. Non-road mobile machinery of stage 4/5 and vehicles with EURO 6 have virtually zero-

emission. 

iii. The availability of sustainable engines is a challenge.  

iv. Electrification of the vehicle and machinery fleet will lead to significant NOx reduction. 

v. Reducing emissions in transport can be realized by using EURO 6 engines and 

alternatives for diesel (electric and hydrogen). 

vi. Fuel additives reduce combustion engine emissions. 

vii. Transport hubs reduce transportation movements near the construction site. 

viii. There has to be a network connection when using green energy. This is dependent on 

the location and the local network infrastructure.  

ix. Energy generators can be fed with solar panels and batteries. 

x. NoNOx likely devices absorb NOx. 

xi. Solar panels can provide energy for site huts. 

xii. Building method and design are highly dependent on NOx emission. 

xiii. There are two kinds of NOx filters, ambient air filters, and tail-pipe solutions. 

xiv. Besides reducing measures, there are also compensation measures (nature recovery 

measures by planting absorbing plants or tackle biodiversity problems to counteract 

negative externalities of NOx emission). 

xv. The extent of the emission is dependent on the project type. Small fixed locations can 

be tackled easier than, for example, line-projects (infrastructure). 

xvi. In housing and utility construction, the realization phase is determinant, while in 

infrastructure, the usage phase is determinant. 

xvii. The availability of equipment is essential when using sustainable engines. 

xviii. The optimization of coordination in a construction project is crucial in reducing 

emissions. 

xix. Older non-road mobile machinery can be upgraded with NoNox-filters and battery 

packages. 

xx. The main contractor is responsible for sub-contractors; therefore, these should be 

carefully selected, considering that they meet our requirements. 

 

Interview 3: Senior buyer construction equipment  
 

i. Pile-driving installations and drill rigs are the largest polluters concerning NOx 

emission.  

ii. Zero NOx emission will be hard to achieve because the biggest polluters are not easy 

to tackle. 

iii. Trucks with EURO 6 engines produce limited NOx emission and fine dust. EURO 6 

diesels have reduced CO2 emission levels. 

iv. Hybrid trucks are diesels with battery packages and electric trucks are fully electric. 

However, these have limited range and heavy loads are a challenge.  
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v. Trucks driven by hydrogen is in development. When these are operable, they will have 

a broader range but refuel possibilities are limited. Production of hydrogen must 

happen with green energy, otherwise it is not sustainable.  

vi. Developments of transferring small excavators from diesel to semi-electric are 

ongoing. 

vii. Fabric delivered electric mini-cranes on battery packs are rising and seem to have 

potential based on their day production and loading facilities.  

viii. Charging electric vehicles in the field will be the largest challenge. 

ix. The construction industry is expecting that electrification of heavy machinery will not 

be the solution. Hydrogen based solutions have more potential. 

x. Battery packages can deliver energy next to network connections which leads to a 

smaller network connection and less fuel use for diesel generators.  

xi. Generators can be provided with energy of solar panels (hybrid generators) or 

hydrogen generators on formic acid. 

xii. Older construction equipment can be provided with after-treat systems (AdBlue 

injection). Hereby, the temperature (200-300 degrees Celcius), timing, and the amount 

of AdBlue is critical.  

xiii. VolkerWessels is developing a NoNOx filter, whereby several tail-pipes can be 

connected to a container which filters exhaust gasses. They struggle with temperature 

issues in the container.  

xiv. SCR systems on existing machines is a measure for reducing NOx of these.  

xv. Filtering units of ambient air and exhaust gasses are in preliminary phase and their 

performance is not clear yet. 

xvi. Using HVO (Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil) reduces CO2 up to 90%, unfortunately, there 

is no NOx emission reduction. 

xvii. Njordpower has developed an additive and they claim that a reduction of NOx up to 

50%, is achievable.  

xviii. An important remark with fuel additives is that the demonstrability is difficult.  

xix. Construction processes have to be revised, network connections are often realized too 

late, which obligate contractors to use diesel generators.  

xx. Approximately 20-25% of the used equipment is conform the latest emission 

standards.  

xxi. Heijmans has little electric equipment, such as compacters or and power cutters and 

often, electric mini-cranes are hired.  

xxii. Start-stop systems are a must for new engines, because it can significantly reduce fuel 

use. Some machines are equipped with a black box, but unfortunately, not all 

equipment is provided with this and thus a realistic view on the exact operating hours 

is not available. 

 
Interview 4: Skoon (Green energy storage solutions) CEO 
 

i. The most polluting sources of NOx emission are diesel generators and crawler 

excavators.  

ii. Complete electrification of construction projects is the solution to zero NOx emission, 

and several projects already succeeded in this.  
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iii. Electric trucks have high investment costs, but several subsidy funds are available. 

iv. Construction sites with a network connection can easily use green energy. 

v. Network connections use green energy to recharge big battery boxes and these are 

used for delivering energy to equipment on peak moments.  

vi. When there is no network connection, battery packs can be transported to the 

construction site or green energy can be produced on local level (solar panels). 

vii. A long term solution is hydrogen, however, this is still in development. 

viii. Our large battery packs (lifetime 20 years) are continuously monitored, to determine 

whether they still have the performance for high peak moments, or if it is better to use 

them for lower power levels on a longer term. 

ix. Within electrification, there are two solutions: using battery packs or using hydrogen. 

Both are included with an electric engine. 

x. Using titanium dioxide to react with filtered ambient or tail-pipe air will precipitate 

NOx from gas to powder.  

xi. Leading companies in this field are those who completely adjust their processes of 

energy management.  

xii. An ecosystem of battery packs should be developed (batteries on machinery, next to 

machinery and big battery boxes on the construction site).  

xiii. Preventing the use of fossil fuel combustion will erase CO2, NOx, SO2 and fine dust 

problems.  

xiv. Determinant project-specific requirements are: network connection or not, how much 

square meters are available and complexity of the construction site.  

xv. Information provision in the construction industry is of great importance because 

assumptions such as there is insufficient electrical equipment and it requires too much 

cables are then eliminated.  

xvi. At several projects we achieved to electrification up to 90%. 

xvii. Converting to full-electric is a high investment, therefore companies should retrofit old 

machinery to semi-electric. 

xviii. Retrofitting hydraulic machinery is easier than mechanical machinery.  

xix. When a network connection is needed for longer than a week, a battery pack is 

cheaper than using a diesel generator.  

 

3.3.2. Discussion interview results 

This main goal of this paragraph is to discuss the controversies between the different 

respondents which were interviewed. This is an important step before implementing this 

information in the model and other parts of this thesis.  

 

Biggest polluters 
Within the company of Heijmans, it points out that all respondents confirm that the biggest 

polluters regarding NOx emission are in the field of groundwork, cranes and pile-driving 

installations. However, Skoon declared that diesel generators and excavators are the most 

polluting sources. When taking the AERIUS calculations and documentation of Heijmans into 
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account, it pointed out that groundwork, cranes and pile-driving installations can be defined 

as the biggest polluters in the construction process regarding NOx emissions.  

 

Electrification 
In general, the view of employees of Heijmans is that electrification of the current 

construction industry has several difficulties, while Skoon has a different point of view. They 

explain that they were able to implement electrification on projects up to 90%. The way of 

reasoning of Heijmans is understandable, because they have little experience in electrification 

of the construction industry simply because their machinery has always been based on 

combustion processes. Evolving to a new way of working requires crucial changes to their 

trusted construction process to which they are familiar with. To overcome this threshold, 

electrification is included in the model because it has the ability to change the industry. On 

top of that, developments in the field of electrical machinery are ongoing, and machinery will 

have better performance throughout the years.  

 

In addition, the view of Heijmans is that the charging of electrical equipment on site is another 

implementation threshold. However, Skoon provides solutions for this and state explicitly that 

this is not a threshold. Therefore, it is assumed that in the current state and construction site 

set-up, this is a problem. However, Heijmans should adapt their construction site in order to 

be electrical-friendly. Subsequently, it will be easier to use electrical equipment and reduce 

emissions due to this.  

 

Transportation 
Based on the interviews, it was proved that transportation only has very little contribution to 

the NOx emission of a construction project. However, this is only the case when the latest 

EURO 6 engines are used. Nevertheless, it could still have significant impact when a project is 

located near Natura 200 areas, and therefore it is included in the model.  

 

Hydrogen 
Hydrogen is mentioned several times in the interviews. It seems to be the perfect solution for 

the industry regarding NOx emission reduction. However, at this moment, it pointed out that 

there are very few accessible working products and it is expected that it will take several years 

to make this innovation to a save and working product which is financial attractive. From now 

on, this part will not gain major attention since there are no available solutions in the industry.  

 

3.3.3. Model information 

This paragraph provides the link between information derived from literature and semi-

constructed interviews and the proposed model. First, it is crucial to determine which types 

of information are required in the model. According to the proposed conceptual Multi-Criteria 

Assessment model in paragraph 3.2.2., there are three types of information; project-specific 

questions, criteria, and reducing solutions.  
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However, it is first essential to further explain the distinction between project-specific 

questions having relevance with the importancy matrix (IM) and the biggest polluters (BP). 

Based on emission data of Heijmans, literature and results derived from the interviews, it was 

found that only several parts of the construction process are responsible for NOx emission. 

Due to this characteristic, it is essential that the model is able to identify the extent of these 

processes quite precisely, since they highly determine the NOx emission of a construction 

project. To achieve this, the Pareto principle is introduced and applied to the model. The 

Pareto principle states that roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes (Bunkley, 

2008). 

Since the first reported observation by Pareto, many other sociological, economic, political, 

and natural phenomena have been observed empirically to follow a similar pattern (Sanders, 

1987). It was indicated by Sanders (1987) that, generally, the 20-80 rule is applied when using 

the Pareto principle. However, situations do occur were 10-90 / 30-70 is used. For this 

research, it was decided to choose 20-80 rule to create a balanced contribution of questions 

in the importancy matrix and biggest polluters.   

According to the definition of the Pareto Principle, it was decided to make a distinction in 

weight between both sections by making the IM questions contribute for 20% and BP 

questions for 80%. In this thesis, biggest polluters can be defined as heavy machinery or 

processes in the construction industry that highly influence NOx emission. According to gained 

knowledge at this point, biggest polluters can be split up in three main categories; 

groundwork, cranes and pile driving installations. According to the STAGE classes of 

machinery, it is confirmed again that these biggest polluters contribute to a large extent of 

NOx emission since this heavy machinery often do have low stage classes and high NOx 

emissions. For this Proof of Concept, the extent of these categories is sufficient, however, the 

model can be enriched with additional categories in the future when desired.  

Project-specific information 
In this section, it is explained how project-specific information is included in the model. As 

explained above, it is crucial to identify the required information for performing calculations 

to determine the extent of NOx emissions as the result of biggest polluters. Besides that, 

interviews and literature research results show that factors such as location, construction site, 

and transport influence NOx emission. Furthermore, project characteristics such as 

sustainability ambition, complexity, and construction time and method relate to the extent of 

NOx reducing solutions. 

 

Therefore, it is concluded that within project-specific information, two groups can be 

distinguished; biggest polluters and other relevant questions. These other relevant questions 

are defined as Importancy Matrix questions (IM). According to the interviews and reviewed 

literature, different clusters of questions were identified, with each cluster containing IM and 

BP questions. 
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The first cluster is location since the NOx reducing solutions are highly dependent on the 

location of a project. Due to literature corresponding to the AERIUS calculator and information 

in the interviews, the following three questions were defined for determining location-

bounded aspects of the project; 

 

1. How close is a project located near Natura 2000? (IM) 

2. What is the distance from the first main roadway to the construction site? (IM) 

3. How can the project location be described? (IM) 

 

Furthermore, it pointed out in the interviews and literature that project characteristics do 

influence the extent of NOx reducing solutions. It was found that the type of construction for 

a specific project determines which type of crane is being used. Besides that, the duration and 

number of workable days in a project were found to be important due to the dissemination 

of emissions. Subsequently, in the interviews, it was stressed that the reduction of NOx is 

highly correlated with CO2 reduction. Therefore, it is vital to identify what the ambition of the 

project is regarding CO2 reduction. On top of that, it pointed out that the complexity and the 

number of sub-contractors of a project increases NOx emission. A complex environment 

increases traffic movements due to less available space on the construction site and is often 

correlated with high-rise buildings, thus, crane use will increase. The number of sub-

contractors raises transportations movements as well, and on top of that, more construction 

equipment will be used during construction. Moreover, the interviews proved that area 

development involvement could eventually reduce NOx emission due to compensational 

measures in the developed area. In addition, a high project ambition regarding emission 

reduction influences the implementation of NOx reducing solutions in a similar way. According 

to this gathered information, the following project-specific questions were defined: 

 

4. What is the type of construction? (BP) 

5. What is the construction time in years? (BP) 

6. What is the number of workable days during the project? (BP) 

7. To which extent is the correlated reduction of CO2 important? (IM) 

8. What is the complexity of the project? (IM) 

9. How many sub-contractors are involved? (IM) 

10. Does Heijmans is involved in the area development? (IM) 

11. What is the project ambition related to emissions during construction? (IM) 

 

In the next part, the projects' building specifications are identified with the main focus on the 

required information for calculating the extent of biggest polluters. Therefore, it is essential 

to include questions that identify the size of the building such as gross square meters. On top 

of that, it is essential to check whether it is a high-rise building or not since this influences 

crane use and the type of crane used. Additionally, the type of foundation profoundly 

influences NOx reducing solutions as pointed out in the interviews due to heavy, old, and 

polluting machinery which is required for this task. Since NOx emission is dependent on 

operating hours of combustion engines, the duration of the ground piling installation has to 

be determined by including pile length in the calculation. By implementing questions about 
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the basement of the building, the number of excavated m3 ground could be calculated. 

Likewise, it is crucial to know how many cranes are being used to determine the crane 

production. Lastly, information about the weight of the building should be included in terms 

of the weight class of the structure and façade elements since interviews and literature 

pointed out that the higher the weight of the building, the higher the NOx emission. To obtain 

this information, the following questions were set up: 

 

12. What are the gross square meters of the building? (BP) 

13. What are the gross square meters of the ground floor? (BP) 

14. Do the gross square meters are equal on the upper floors? (BP) 

15. Is it correct that the following type of crane is used in this project? (BP) 

16. What type of foundation is used? (BP) 

17. If ground piles are used, specific the pile length. (BP) 

18. What are the gross square meters of one basement floor, and how many levels? (BP) 

19. How many stationary cranes will be used during the project? (BP) 

20. What is the weight class of the structure of the building? (IM) 

21. What is the weight class of façade elements? (IM) 

 

If the answer to question 14 is “yes”, the model assumes that the project is high-rise and that 

a stationary crane is used. In a case where the answer is “no”, it is assumed that a mobile 

crane is used. To confirm this, a check (question 15) is included for determining the correct 

type of crane.  

 

The following cluster of project-specific questions is defined as the construction site. The 

results of the interviews and literature review indicate that electrical equipment is an effective 

solution for reducing NOx. Using electrical equipment requires a power connection or battery 

packs to charge. However, in some cases, a power connection on the construction site is not 

realized directly from the start. In such situations, electrical equipment is replaced by for 

example diesel generators and other equipment with combustion engines. Besides, it was 

found that reducing solutions often require space on the construction site. For example, solar 

panels, NOx filters, and battery installations require storage on site. Therefore, it is necessary 

to identify the free available square meters for reducing solutions on site. The following two 

questions were defined for the construction site: 

 

22. Is there a power connection from the first start of construction? (IM) 

23. What is the percentage of available square meters on the construction site? (IM) 

 

The last cluster of questions if defined as transportation. According to information retrieved 

from AERIUS, three main groups of transportation can be identified. Namely, lightweight, mid-

heavy, and heavy vehicles. It is essential to acquire information about whether the 

transportation movements of each class are below or above the average number. Therefore, 

the following three questions were defined: 

 

24. How may single transportation movements with lightweight vehicles (passenger cars 

and vans <3,5 tonnes) a year? (IM) 
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25. How many single transportation movements with mid-heavy vehicles (trucks 3,5-20 

tonnes) a year? (IM) 

26. How many single transportation movements with heavy vehicles (trucks >20 tonnes) a 

year? (IM) 

 

In figure 14, an overview with the required project-specific information is presented in which 

the Pareto Principle (20/80-rule) is defined. According to interviews, literature research and 

gained knowledge of Heijmans, it could be concluded that ground work, cranes and pile-

driving installations are associated as biggest polluters. The machinery used in these processes 

has an enormous NOx emission compared to other polluters in the construction process. In 

figure 14, several arguments are given regarding the high emission originating from biggest 

polluters. In general, the project-specific information for biggest polluters is used to perform 

calculations in which the employment of ground work machinery, cranes and pile-driving 

installations is determined. On the other hand, relevant project characteristics are 

implemented in the model to determine the weights of criteria based on these aspects.  

 

 

Criteria 
Before developing the model, it is essential to identify and explain the criteria that influence 

the primary goal; the reduction of NOx of a construction project. It was decided to use the 

same criteria for all questions, despite the fact that in some cases, the defined criteria do not 

have any relation to a particular question. The model is set up in such a way that it is possible 

to exclude criteria for a question, without increasing the importance of other criteria. Because 

of this feature, the model is able to use the same criteria for all questions and alternatives, 

which makes the model easier to develop and use.  

 

In table 7 below, the criteria which were derived from semi-constructed interviews and 

Figure 14: Overview project specific information 
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literature are shown. It was decided to include additional information of a situation in which 

the importancy intensity (II) in the importance matrix and the scoring (S) in the weighted sum 

method have high values. Obviously, when the II and S are low instead of high, the definition 

will be reversed. In this way, it is easier for model developers to define these parameters, and 

subsequently, it ensures that the model will be used consistently. Therefore, it is highly 

recommended to use this table to determine importances and scores when developing or 

making iterations to the model.  

 

Table 7: Definitions of used criteria (II=importance intensity, S=score in weighted sum method) 

Criteria Definition 

C1 NOx reduction The importance of the reduction of NOx in a specific 
situation 

II = high In this situation, it is important to reduce NOx 

S = high This measure has a high ability to reduce NOx 

C2 CO2 reduction The importance of the reduction of CO2 in a specific 
situation 

II = high In this situation, it is important to reduce CO2 

S = high This measure has a high ability to reducing CO2 

C3 Electrification The importance of the possibility to implement 
electrical equipment in a specific situation 

II = high In this situation, there is a high potential of using 

electrical equipment 

S = high This measure is fully electrical 

C4 Investment cost The degree of investment costs for measures to reduce 
NOx in a specific situation 

II = high In this situation, the investment costs to reduce NOx are 

high 

S = high This measure is the cheapest solution to reduce NOx 

C5 Operational cost The degree of operational costs for measures to reduce 
NOx in a specific situation 

II = high In this situation, the operation costs to reduce NOx are 

high 

S = high This measure is the cheapest solution to reduce NOx 

C6 Power connection The importance of having a power connection on the 
construction site as early as possible 

II = high In this situation, the project requires a network 

connection as early as possible 

S = high Electrical measures score high 

C7 Free space required The importance of having free space on construction 
site for NOx emission reducing solutions 

II = high In this situation, it is desirable to have much free space 

on the construction site  

S = high Measures which require much space score high 
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NOx reducing solutions 

According to the reviewed literature and the interviews, several categories of NOx reducing 

solutions were identified. The next paragraph presents the reducing solutions that are 

obtained by the results of the interviews and literature review.  

 

Non-road mobile machinery 

The literature pointed out that reducing the operating hours and idle time of machinery can 

reduce up to 50% of NOx emission. This is quite a simple measure, however, additional 

attention to this has to be paid during the construction process. Furthermore, it was identified 

in the literature and during the interviews that the STAGE class of machinery highly influences 

the extent of NOx and CO2 emission, therefore, these are indispensable in this model. In 

literature is mentioned several times that equipment without a combustion engine, thus 

electrical equipment, eliminates all types of air pollution. Black boxes could be used to 

monitor equipment to achieve higher performance in reducing operating hours and vehicle 

emissions.  It pointed out during the interviews that, especially for biggest polluters, the main 

reason for the extent of this pollution is that old machinery has a higher emission. Heavy duty 

machines have a long life-time and are expensive, therefore these are not replaced by newer 

types frequently. Lastly, old machinery has the potential to increase performance in terms of 

lower emission by retrofitting these. To capture emissions, NoNox filters could be installed to 

exclude emitted combustion gasses of NOx. Likewise, but with lower performance, SCR 

systems could be used to reduce NOx and CO2 emission of engines by using AdBlue as an 

additive to the exhaust gases. Besides back-end solutions, combustion engines could be 

retrofitted by adding batteries and an electrical engine. The result is a hybrid engine with 

lower air pollution since the combustion engine is party replaced by an electrical engine.  

Therefore, the following reducing solutions were defined: 

 

1. Minimize operating hours 

2. Stage 1 machinery 

3. Stage 2 machinery 

4. Stage 3 machinery 

5. Stage 4 machinery 

6. Stage 5 machinery 

7. Electrical machinery 

8. Equip black boxes for managing operating hours and performance on equipment 

9. Prevent the use of old machinery 

10. Retrofit old machinery with NoNOx filters 

11. Retrofit old machinery with SCR (AdBlue) 

12. Retrofit old machinery with battery 

 

Transportation 

In the interviews, it was indicated that transportation only has little contribution to NOx 

emissions, however, this does not mean that this part can be neglected. Projects that are 

located closely to Natura 2000 areas could use transshipment hubs for the last part of the trip. 

In this way, traffic with combustion engines drives to the hub and from there, electric vehicles 

are used to continue the trip to travel materials or people in an environmentally friendly way. 
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Additionally, the transportation of heavy materials and equipment by trucks has a significant 

contribution to NOx emission. In the interviews and literature, it is declared several times that 

electrical trucks and hybrid trucks reduce NOx emission, however these are still under 

development, and problems arise with the drivable range, charging issues, and the high 

investment costs compared to conventional trucks. The most straightforward way to reduce 

the impact of transportation on NOx emission is to reduce travel volume and distance by 

implementing smart logistics. Furthermore, the usage of electrical vehicles (vans and cars) for 

the transportation of people and small materials and equipment reduces the impact of NOx. 

However, the interviews pointed out that it is quite expensive to replace the current vehicle 

fleet since they are not yet at the end of their life-time. On top of that, electric vehicles are 

more expensive compared to conventional vehicles. However, it was stated several times in 

the interviews that the NOx and CO2 emissions of conventional vehicles with EURO 6 engines 

are very low. As a result, the following reducing solutions were defined: 

 

1. Use transshipment hubs 

2. Hybrid trucks 

3. Electric trucks 

4. Reduce traffic volume 

5. Reduce travel distance 

6. Electrification of vehicles 

7. Conventional vehicles with EURO 5 heavy-duty engines 

8. Conventional vehicles with EURO 6 heavy-duty engines 

9. Conventional vehicles with EURO 5 regular engines 

10. Conventional vehicles with EURO 6 regular engines 

 

Energy 

In the literature and during the interviews, it was indicated that the availability of green energy 

is essential for reducing NOx. When green energy is available, green equipment and solutions 

could be implemented. A green energy connection from the start of construction is required 

to prevent the use of other polluting energy sources. However, at this moment, it is not 

possible to prevent any use of combustion engines on the construction site. Therefore, during 

interviews, several improvements on the energy source of diesel engines were introduced. To 

improve the performance of diesel engines in terms of reduced emissions, fuel additives could 

be used or diesel could be replaced by Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO). To increase 

electrical equipment usage, generators with solar panels and battery packs could be used for 

the charging of other electrical equipment or to absorb peak voltages. When the energy 

provided by solar panels is not sufficient, the generator will switch to a combustion engine. 

On top of that, generators based on hydrogen or formic acid could replace the use of diesels, 

however, these are quite expensive and not fully explored at the moment of writing. During 

the interviews, it pointed out that site huts are quite polluting due to the required electricity 

for heating, cooling, and other use. Therefore, providing solar panels on top of the roofs of 

site huts to make them self-sufficient is an ideal solution. Battery packs are helpful to decrease 

the threshold for using electrical equipment. Since heavy equipment in combination with a 

power connection often does not work due to high peak voltages, battery packs could 

eliminate this problem. They provide a buffer that can deal with peak voltages. These battery 
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packs could be charged by a green power connection or green energy producers on site. The 

following reducing solutions are the result: 

 

1. Use green energy connection from start construction 

2. Use fuel additives (Njordpower) 

3. Use HVO instead of diesel 

4. Use electrical generators with solar panels and battery package 

5. Use generators based on hydrogen 

6. Use generators based on formic acid 

7. Provide site huts with solar energy 

8. Use battery packs as an energy provider on site 

9. Develop an ecosystem of battery packs on site 

 

Filtering and absorption 

In the interviews and literature, it was indicated that several solutions do exist for capturing 

emitted NOx during the construction process. In the literature, it was stated that titanium 

dioxide has the capability to transform NOx polluted air into powder by a photochemical 

reaction. Therefore, two solutions were developed by using titanium dioxide on building 

screens or roofs. Besides that, bamboo seems to be a solution for the absorption of NOx, CO2, 

and fine particles because the tremendous growing speed. It could be used as a building 

screen during construction by planting bamboo in boxes. In this way, the bamboo could be 

used several times for different projects. In the interviews, it was stated that air filters for NOx 

are rising. At the moment of writing, stationary filters for stationary non-road mobile 

machinery are available. A distinction is made between filters directly connected to the 

tailpipe of machinery and filters for ambient air. Besides that, in a similar way as bamboo, 

construction projects could use nature recovery solutions through compensational measures. 

For example, the development of a green area that cleans the air throughout the life-time of 

the building. However, the following reducing solutions were defined: 

 

1. Temporary roof with titanium dioxide 

2. Temporary screens with titanium dioxide 

3. Bamboo 

4. NoNOx filters 

5. NOx filter ambient air 

6. Nature recovery solutions (compensation) 

 

 Construction method 

The general method or concept used for a construction project seems to have a correlation 

with the extent of NOx emission according to interviews and literature. To illustrate, circular 

building leads do different use of building materials and the way of working. Therefore, this is 

included as a measure to reduce the NOx emission of a project. In the same way, energy-

neutral buildings could lead to different methods and materials, positively impacting the NOx 

emission of a project. On the other hand, lightweight construction can drastically reduce NOx 

emissions due to lighter equipment and often a shorter construction time. Similarly, industrial 

building and prefabrication result in decreased NOx emissions on-site due to a faster and more 
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efficient construction process. The following construction methods are defined as reducing 

solutions: 

 

1. Circular building 

2. Nature-inclusive transition  

3. Lightweight construction 

4. Industrial building and prefabrication 

 

Market-based instruments 

The results of the interviews and literature review pointed out that the reasoning and 

ambition of companies are essential for reducing NOx emissions in a construction project. 

Therefore, it is vital to only work with partners with the same ambition and actively involved 

in reducing NOx. To be able to select these, it could be valuable for contractors to develop a 

reward system for contractors during tendering procedures. This raises the ambition of sub-

contractors regarding NOx emission reduction and ensures that all parties are aware of the 

importance of NOx in a specific situation. On top of that, it could be useful to distribute quotas 

for emission per sub-contractors. When they exceed their quota, they have to pay a fine or 

implement reducing solutions to meet the requirements. The following reducing solutions 

were defined: 

 

1. Only select contractors who are actively involved in reducing NOx 

2. Reward system for sub-contractors 

3. Distribute quotas for NOx emission per sub-contractor 

3.4. Results 

3.4.1. Proof of Concept Multi-Criteria Assessment model 

According to the proposed model as explained in paragraph 3.2.2., the flowchart (figure 15) 

was developed to indicate the main features of the Proof of Concept of the Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model. Additionally, the model is explained by conducting a step-by-step tutorial 

and this will be clarified by using screenshots and corresponding equations. It should be 

noticed that the sequence of the flowchart will be followed. Before introducing background 

information about the sheets, it is important to notice that on top of every sheet in the Excel 

file, an information tab is included to ensure that the user exactly knows which cells he or she 

has to edit. Cells and information that should remain unchanged are locked with a password, 

which is only known by the model developer.  

 

The flowchart in figure 15 indicates the links between different elements of the model, as 

described earlier on. The colors indicate who has to conduct that particular step as indicated 

in the chart. Besides that, it is indicated on top of each action to which sheet in the model 

this action refers to. It can be concluded that only two steps require the input of an 

unexperienced user. The first step by this user is answering the predefined questions, where 

the second and last step is defined as revising the end result and selecting the most suitable 

alternatives for this specific project. It should be remarked that the ranking, as provided by 
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the model, is not always the best selection. Therefore, unexperienced users must review and 

assess the final results to make a well-considered conclusion. 
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Figure 15: Flowchart Multi-Criteria Assessment Model 
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For this tutorial of the Proof of Concept of the Multi Criteria Assessment Model, factions of 

the model are demonstrated. It should be noted that all numbers in the presented tables 

and figures are fictional since only a fraction of the model is being used. Furthermore, the 

correct use of dots and commas in screenshots of the Excel model is incorrect. 

Unfortunately, the operating system that is used for developing the model it is not able to 

adjust this setting. However, this does not affect the method with its corresponding 

equations. A comprehensive report of the full model including a test-case is shown in 

appendix D. 

 

1) Sheet 1: “START” 
 

The first page gives the user an introduction to each sheet in the workbook (Figure 16). This 

improves the usability of the model and prevents users to look up information in this report 

when using the model.  

 
  

Sheet 1: 
Questions

Sheet 2: 
Project specific 
information

Sheet 3: 
Importancy 
matrix  (20%)

Sheet 4: 
Biggest 
Polluters (80%)
Sheet 5: 
Weight per 
criteria

Sheet 6: 
Normalization

Sheet 7: 
Weighted sum 
method
Sheet 8: 
Criteria

RESULTS

Project inforation

Project:
Date:

[Naam]
[Project]
[Datum]

Name advisor

The total importance intensity per criteria is not ready to use and has to be normalized into a 
usable format. Additioally, IM and BP weights have to be combined. To do this, normalization is 
techniques are used. Subsequently, the result is a weight per criteria based on the given answers 
with a total of 1.
All measures for reducing NOx in utility construction are gatherd at this page. Scores have to be 
defined for the performance of criteria per measure. This is already performed, however, the 
decision maker is free the add new measures and edit scores.

In this sheet, the results will be calculated. The measure with the highest total score is the best 
solution based on the given project specific information.

Multi Criteria Assesment Model for NOx reducing measures in 
utility construction

READ THIS INFORMATION BEFORE EDITING THE MODEL

Questions with predefined answers have to be answered by the decision maker. Only answers 
available in the dropdown menu can be selected. 

This sheet contains the fundamental information of the model. Questions and answers can be 
edited at this sheet and will be replaced at all other locations in the model. Questions and 
answers can only be changed on this sheet, therefore, cells on other pages referring to this page 
will be locked. 

This sheet performs calculations bases on the give parameters to the BP questions. The outcome 
of these calculations is a value which is compared to a reference value. Weights are given per 
criteria for each biggest polluter. 
This sheet calculates total importance intensity per criteria based on the given answers. Green 
rows indicate the selected answer, and red rows can be neglected. Below the table, the total 
imortance intensity per criteria is given. 

All IM questions have an importance intensity for the defined criteria. At this sheet, expert 
knowledge is used to determine these once. Thus, for normal use of the model this sheet can be 
neglected. This page will only be used when the model developers or management want to 
reiterate the given weights at a certain point. 

The definitions of criteria are summed up at this page. Places in the model where criteria names 
are shown refer to this page. 

Figure 16: Sheet 1: "START" 
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2) Sheet 2: “Questions” 
 

The user should give predefined answers to predefined questions by using the drop-down list 

as shown in figure 17. Several questions require additional information to ensure that the user 

will be able to answer the question correctly. A distinction is made between importancy matrix 

(IM) and biggest polluter (BP) questions. In most cases, BP questions are open questions in 

which a number has to be entered which are used to perform calculations later on. The model 

consists of 11 BP and 15 IM questions, which are at sufficient for this Proof of Concept. 

 

It should be noticed that this entire sheet is locked, except the green cells where the answer 

is given. In addition, all green areas have to be filled in and no empty answers may occur, 

otherwise the calculation will return an error later on. After each question ($%)  , an answer 

indicator (-./	with - = 1. . ^) is shown to ensure that the model can read which answer ('() 

is given to that question. When -./= 1, the model recognizes that the first answer is given. 

However, this number is not interesting for the user and therefore, this part is hidden and 

not visible in figure 17. In the Excel model, it is explained in the sheet information how the 

answer indicator and additional information can be unhidden by using the administrator 

password. 

  

 

 

 

Answers Additional information answers

IM 1 How close is the project located near Natura 2000? <5 km
IM 2 What is the distance from the first main roadway to the 

construction site?
<200m

IM 3 How can the project location be described? urban "urban" = in a city / "sub-urban" = in a village / "outside city limits" 

BP 4 What is the type of project? prefabricated "prefabricated" = structure  + façade elements prefab / "semi-
prefabricated" = structure OR façade elemtens prefab / "traditional 
construction" = other

BP 5 What is the construction time in years (answer may be decimal to be more accurate) 2,5 years
BP 6 What is the number of workable days during the project? 361 days
IM 7 To which extent is the correlated reduction of CO2 important? medium importance
IM 8 What is the complexity of the project? medium complexicity 
IM 9 How many sub-contractors are involved?  10-25
IM 10 Does Heijmans has involvement in the area development? no
IM 11 What is the project ambition related to emissions during construction? below medium performance

BP 12 What are the gross square meters of the building? 43084 m2
BP 13 What are the gross square meters of the ground floor? 5508 m2
BP 14 Do the gross square meters are equal on upper floors? yes

Location

Project

Building specifications

Questions

Figure 17: Sheet 2: "Questions" 
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3) Sheet 3: “Project specific information database” 
 

The sheet serves as the project specific information database, due to the fact that this is the 

place where questions and answers can be added or adjusted. At this sheet, no equations are 

used because this page is only used to refer to. The advantage of developing it as such is that 

this information only has to be filled in once, preventing errors throughout the model caused 

by inconsistencies. Therefore, this sheet has to be handled carefully by the model developer. 

 

It should be noted that there is an option to give the model user the possibility to choose from 

unlimited answers. However, these have to be programmed on forehand by the model 

developer. In the sheet information that is included in the Excel file, it is indicated which 

elements of the model should be adjusted to make the model operable after the addition.  

 

When adding a new question with new answers ($%'(), a new row has to be added in the “1. 

Questions” sheet and data validation has to be applied to the green cell in order to create the 

dropdown list. Next, an ‘if-rule’ similar to the existing ones should be developed to make the 

model response a number for the given answer. Subsequently, a new question tab has to be 

added in the importancy matrix or in the biggest polluters sheet and the information about 

the question should be linked to “2. Project specific information tab”. In addition, the model 

developer has to enter importancy intensities (01/,34,56)) for the importancy matrix or for the 

intensities for biggest polluters (08/,56,) in the grey areas. Then, a new tab including the new 

question and answers has to be implemented in the “5. Weight per criteria” tab. Another ‘if-

rule’ has to be applied in order to only show the row which is related to the corresponding 

answer given by the user. The answer indicator (-./) is guiding for this. The next step is 

performing conditional formatting to ensure the selected row will highlight in green. Lastly, 

the equations in “6. Normalization” have to be enriched in such a way that they incorporate 

the new added question with its answers. 

 

  

Answer 1 Answer 2 Answer 3
IM 1 How close is the project located near Natura 2000? >10 km 5-10 km <5 km
IM 2 What is the distance from the first main roadway to the construction site? <200m 200-500m >500m
IM 3 How can the project location be described? outside city limits sub-urban urban

BP 4 What is the type of project? prefabricated semi-prefabricated traditional construction
BP 5 What is the construction time in years (answer may be decimal to be more accurate) <OPEN>
BP 6 What is the number of workable days during the project? <OPEN>
IM 7 To which extent is the correlated reduction of CO2 important? low importance medium importance high importance
IM 8 What is the complexity of the project? low complexicity medium complexicity high complexicity
IM 9 How many sub-contractors are involved? <10  10-25 >25
IM 10 Does Heijmans has involvement in the area development? yes no
IM 11 What is the project ambition related to emissions during construction? below medium performance medium performance towards zero emission

BP 12 What are the gross square meters of the building? <OPEN>
BP 13 What are the gross square meters of the ground floor? <OPEN>

Project

Questions

Building specifications

Answers
Location

Figure 18: Sheet 3: "Project specific information database" 
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4) Sheet 4: “Importancy Matrix” 
 

In the importancy matrix, the model developer indicates the importance intensity (01/,34,56) 

for each question ($%) and each corresponding answer ('() per criteria (*+). The importance 

intensity is filled in according to the 9-point scale as described in the sheet information in the 

Excel file. In some cases, it should be noted that a criteria does not has any relation to the 

given answer. In such case, the importance intensity should be defined as 1 for all answers. In 

this way, the total criteria for this question is excluded and does not affect the calculation. 

Furthermore, scores are given from 2-9, with equal importance (1), weak importance (3), 

essential importance (5), demonstrated importance (6), absolute importance (9) and 

intermediate values. 

 

An example of the reasoning in this matrix is as follows: The closer to a Natura 2000 area, the 

higher the impact of NOx emission originating from the relevant project. Thus, “<5 km” is has 

a higher share than “>10 km”. For the model developers, it is highly recommended to take the 

explanation of criteria in paragraph 3.3.3. of this thesis into account, for ensuring consistency 

within the process of determining importancy intensities. Another remark is that during the 

process of determining the importancies, the model developers should only review the 

importancy of the particular criteria that they are reviewing, to prevent correlation with other 

criteria.  

 

After the model developers have completed the table by entering values in the grey areas for 

all IM questions, the model will convert the importance intensities (01/,34,56) into normalized 

importance intensities (71/,34,56) to equal a total of 1.  

 

The corresponding equation for the normalization is as follows:  

 

71/,34,56 = 	
01/,34,56
∑ 01/,34,56	

(1) 

 

Figure 19: Sheet 4: "Importancy Matrix" 
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      5) Sheet 5: “Biggest polluters” 
 

Besides the importancy matrix, the biggest polluters sheet is determining the weights for 80% 

according to the Pareto principle. Based on the interviews, literature, and company 

experience, it pointed out that groundwork, the use of cranes, and the manufacturing process 

of ground piles have a very high contribution to the total NOx emission of a construction 

project.  

 

Due to the nature of these processes, it was decided to make calculations to identify the 

production which thereafter can be compared to reference values in order to make an 

accurate weight determination for a specific project. In the “Questions” sheet, several 

questions are introduced in order to receive the required input for the calculations in this 

sheet.  

 

For each polluter, a reference production value (;%,=)  was determined and according to this 

value, the model calculates a factor (>%) by using the actual production value (;%) in this 

project. This is expressed in the following formula: 

 

>% =
;%,=
;%

(2) 

 

Subsequently, the weights per criteria per biggest polluter are calculated by multiplying factor 

(>%) with the importance intensities per biggest polluter per criteria (08/,56,). This requires the 

model developers to give importance intensities per biggest polluter per criteria (08/,56,) for 

the reference value.  

 

The above-mentioned steps are repeated for each biggest polluter. Hereafter, it is explained 

how the actual production values is calculated per biggest polluter. The first calculation that 

is performed is according to identify the actual groundwork production (;?"). 

 

 

The excavated m3 in this project is calculated by the following equation: 

 

;?" = @ABCD	(3 ∗ IJDK + 1) + gh@?=EFGH − @ABCDj ∗ 1,1 ∗ 1,5l (3) 

 

 

Figure 20: Sheet 5: "Biggest Polluters" – Ground work production  
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In this equation, it is assumed that each basement level (IJDK)  has a height of 3m1, and that it 

is required to excavate 1 meter beneath the lowest basement level. In the last part of the 

equation, the gross square meters (GSM) of the ground floor (@?=EFGH) minus the basement 

(@ABCD) are calculated. Regularly, the pit that will be excavated is a bit larger than the actual 

building. Therefore, the surface is multiplied with 1,1. Additionally, the depth is defined at 1,5 

meters. When the equation is executed, the production of groundwork is calculated (;?") and 

according to the computed factor, the importance intensities are calculated. 

 

The second biggest polluter is the crane use during the construction process. The basic idea is 

quite similar to the calculation of the groundwork. However, for the determination of the 

reference value for crane production, there is a question in the “Questions” sheet which 

determines the reference value for the cranes. The model user should define which type of 

construction project is used because every type of construction has a different reference value 

as shown in figure 20. It should be noted that the reference crane production is obtained from 

experiences within the company of Heijmans. Corresponding to the reference value, there are 

different importance intensities which have to be determined by the model developers. In this 

calculation, it is assumed that each shift is equal to one workable day of 8 working hours. The 

crane production (;L) is calculated by the following equation: 

 

;L = 	
@AFMJHMG?

g
*NMOD ∗ *"E=PH

QL=BGDC
l
	 (4)

 

 

 

Within the formula, the total gross square meters of the building (@AFMJHMG?) are divided by 

construction time (*NMOD), workable days (*"E=PH) and the number of cranes (QL=BGDC). According 

to the crane production, a factor is computed and multiplied with the importance intensities 

of that construction type similar as in the groundwork calculation. 

 
Lastly, an indicative calculation is performed for the ground pile work. In the “Questions” 

sheet, a question which determines which type of foundation is used to decide whether the 

calculation of ground pile work should be included or not. The production of ground pile 

work (;?R) is dependent on the pile length. Therefore, additional information about the 

production performance is obtained from Heijmans in order to make a more accurate 

calculation. This information can be found in the reference tab in figure 22. First, it is crucial 

Biggest polluters non-road mobile machinery

Ground work reference excavated m3 NOx 
reduction

CO2 
reduction

electrificatio
n

investment 
costs

operational 
cost

power 
connection

free space 
required

200,00 2,00 2,00 1,10 1,30 1,50 1,10 1,00

excavated m3 in this project
excavated m3 in this project 13388,70

factor 66,9435 133,89 133,89 73,64 87,03 100,42 73,64 66,94

Cranes reference crane production 
m2/shift

NOx 
reduction

CO2 
reduction

electrificatio
n

investment 
costs

operational 
cost

power 
connection

free space 
required

prefabricated 100,00 1,00 1,00 2,00 3,00 1,00 3,00 1,00
semi-prefabricated 75,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00

traditional construction 50,00 3,00 3,00 1,00 1,00 3,00 1,00 3,00

crane production m2/day in this project 143,22

prefabricated 1,43 1,43 2,86 4,30 1,43 4,30 1,43
semi-prefabricated

traditional construction

total 1,43 1,43 2,86 4,30 1,43 4,30 1,43

Ground piles
pile length (m1) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

production # piles per day 16 14 12 10 8 6 4
dead load buidling 10,00 kN/m2

variable load (utility) 4,50 kN/m2
pile load capacity 2000,00 kN/pile

total load buidling 624718,00 kN
# piles used 312,36 # piles
pile length 20 m1

In this project

Reference

Figure 21: Sheet 5: "Biggest Polluters" – Crane production 
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to determine the total load of a building (SNEN) by multiplying the gross square meters of the 

building (@AFMJHMG?) with the dead (SHA) and variable load (SK) of the project. According to 

information obtained from Heijmans, SHA = 10.00	oQ/#2 and SK = 4.5	oQ/#2 in utility 

construction.  

 

SNEN = @AFMJHMG? ∗ (SHA + SK) (5) 
 

The number of piles (;GFOA)  for a building is calculated by de total dead load of the building 

(SNEN)  and the pile load capacity (;JLBR). It should be noted that there are different types of 

piles, load capacities of soil and other variables that influence the number of piles. However, 

this is an indicative calculation which is an approach to indicate the number of piles at an 

early stage of the construction project. According to data from Heijmans, the pile load 

capacity is determined at ;JLBR = 2000	oQ/q0rs. At this point, the number of piles is calculated 

by dividing the total building load (SNEN) by the pile load capacity (;JLBR) which is shown in the 

following equation: 

 

;GFOA =
SNEN
;JLBR

	 (6) 

 

At this point, the number and length of piles that are required to support the building are 

known and it can be calculated how many days a pile driving machine is operable based on 

the pile production per day for that specific length. As reference value, it was decided to 

select one day. The model developers should determine importancies similar to groundwork 

and crane production. According to the computed factor, the weights per criteria then can 

be calculated. 

 

 

Now that the calculations for the biggest polluters are performed, the total weight per 

criteria can be summed up and then the total importance intensity per criteria for the 

biggest polluters is the result (089:9,56,). 

Figure 22: Sheet 5:"Biggest Polluters" – Ground pile production 
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6) Sheet 6: “Weight per criteria” 

 

To be able to translate the given answers of IM questions into weights per criteria, it is 

essential to create an overview with the normalized importance intensities (71/,34,56) based 

on the selected answers. Each colored cell (red/green) in the table contains an ‘if-rule’. The 

first row with its corresponding first answer (>10km) is explained in order to show the 

functions that are integrated in this table. Earlier on in the model, the answer indicator (-./) 

is determined, which indicates the answer given for a particular question. The corresponding 

‘if-rule’ for question 1, answer 1, and criteria 1 can be defined as: 

 

0u	-.v = 1; 	xℎs^	zTr{s = 	 71|,3|,5|; 	}xℎs~�0Äs	"blank" (7) 
 

The if-rule for the question 1, answer 2, and criteria 1 will look quite similar: 

 

0u	-.v = 2; 	xℎs^	zTr{s = 	 71|,3à,5|; 	}xℎs~�0Äs	"blank" (8) 
 

After the model user has given answers to all IM and BP questions in the questions sheet, the 

table will select one row per question with normalized importances per criteria. Below the 

table, a summation equation is used for calculating the sum of normalized importances per 

criteria (∑ 756).  

 

 

  

Questions

Answers NOx 
reduction CO2 reduction electrification investment 

costs
operational 

cost
power 

connection
free space 
required

1 How close is the project located near Natura 2000?
>10 km
5-10 km
<5 km 0,533 0,333 0,500 0,444 0,444 0,529 0,529

2 What is the distance from the first main roadway to the construction site?
<200m 0,125 0,125 0,267 0,222 0,444 0,222 0,222

200-500m
>500m

NOx 
reduction CO2 reduction electrification investment 

costs
operational 

cost
power 

connection
free space 
required

total 0,658 0,458 0,767 0,667 0,889 0,752 0,752

Criteria

Location

Figure 23: Sheet 6:"Weight per criteria" 
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7) Sheet 7: “MIN-MAX Normalization” 
 
At this point, weights of the importancy matrix and the biggest polluters are combined into a 

single normalized weight which is ready to use for the weighted summation method.  

 

First, weights per criteria of the biggest polluters (WAR,L6) have to be normalized. According to 

the importance intensities given by the model developer and the production for different 

biggest polluters in sheet 5, the normalized importance intensities per criteria of all biggest 

polluters is calculated (756). To ensure that that the weights numbers equal a total of 1, the 

following equation will be applied: 

 

WAR,L6 = 	
756
∑ 756	

(9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondly, weights of the importancy matrix, which account for 20% are normalized. According 

to sheet 6, it can be concluded that the total number of all normalized importance intensities 

per criteria (756) in the importancy matrix has a different range per criteria. This indicates that 

these values cannot be converted directly into weight due to the fact that they are not 

comparable. Because the total number of the normalized importance intensities per criteria 

(756) does vary per criteria, it is essential to use a scaling method in order to convert the 

normalized importance intensity into a value that is usable. By applying the MIN-MAX 

equation, the sum of minimums (71/,34,56) is defined as T, where the sum of all maximums 

(71/,34,56) is defined as U. For example, T is the sum of the lowest normalized importance 

intensities per criteria per question. The equation as presented below then applies a scaling 

method which uses the lower and the upper bound to determine a value in between (756). 

 

The general MIN-MAX equation can be defined as follows:  

 

&ã = 	
& − min(&)

max 	(&) − min(&)
(10) 

 

 

Figure 24: Sheet 7:"Normalization" – Biggest polluters 
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When applying the variables used in this model, the equation will be defined as follows: 

 

756′ = 	
7L6 − T

U − T
(11) 

 

After the MIN-MAX normalization is performed, the model applies another normalization 

technique in order to rescale all criteria to a total of 1. In this way, the criteria can be compared 

to each other, which is a prerequisite for the weighted sum method.   

 

WMO,L+ = 	
756′
∑ 756′	

(12) 

 

In formula 12, the total weight per criteria according to the importancy matrix (WMO,è,) is 

calculated which can be found in the figure below.  

 

At this point, the weights originating of biggest polluters and the importancy matrix both are 

normalized and ready to use. However, they still have to be combined according to the Pareto 

principle. In figure 26, the following formula is applied to calculate the total weight (WNEN,è,). 

 

WNEN,L6 = 0.2 ∗ 	WMO,L6 + 0.8 ∗ 	WAR,L6	 (13) 
 

 

Figure 25: Sheet 7:"Normalization" – Importancy matrix 

Figure 26: Sheet 7:"Normalization" – Total weight 
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8) Sheet 7: “Weighted sum method” 
 

The final part of the model in which the end results are presented is separated from previous 

sheets, as indicated by the flow chart (figure 15). This sheet contains a set of measures 

including their scores, resumed by the weighted sum method. Scores for each measure are 

included in the scoring matrix. The model developer has to enter scores (Figure 27) in the gray 

dark grey cells once for each criteria per measure (XYZ,56). In this process, the unit per criteria, 

should be the same. For example, “costs” can be expressed in euros, where “impact NOx” can 

be defined in percentages. It should be noted that the measures are clustered in groups, based 

on common characteristics to make it more distinctly for the model users.  

 

The weighted sum method uses the normalized weights, which are derived from Sheet 6. 

These total normalized weights per criteria (WNEN,è,) are the only connection with previous 

sheets. The weighted sum method multiplies the total normalized weight of a criteria (WNEN,L6) 
with the scores in the dark grey cells, given in the scoring matrix (XYZ,56). In the following 

equation, it is expressed how the total score per measure is calculated (XNEN,YZ).  

 

XNEN,YZ = 	êWNEN,56 ∗ XYZ,56 (14) 

 

Figure 27: Sheet 8:"Weighted sum method" – Scoring matrix 

NOx 
reduction

CO2 
reduction

electrificati
on

investment 
costs

operational 
cost

power 
connection

free space 
required Total

0,23 0,22 0,15 0,09 0,07 0,11 0,13 1,00
1.1 Minimize operating hours 3,00 3,00 0,00 5,00 5,00 0,00 0,00 16,00
1.2 Stage 1 machinery 1,00 1,00 0,00 5,00 1,00 0,00 0,00 8,00
1.3 Stage 2 machinery 2,00 2,00 0,00 5,00 2,00 0,00 0,00 11,00
1.4 Stage 3 machinery 3,00 3,00 0,00 4,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 13,00
1.5 Stage 4 machinery 4,00 4,00 0,00 3,00 4,00 0,00 0,00 15,00
1.6 Stage 5 machinery 4,50 4,50 0,00 2,00 5,00 0,00 0,00 16,00
1.7 Elektrical machinery 5,00 5,00 1,00 0,00 3,00 5,00 0,00 19,00
1.8 Equip black boxes for managing operating hours and performance on equipment 3,00 3,00 5,00 1,00 3,00 1,00 0,00 16,00
1.9 Prevent use of old machinery 3,00 3,00 2,00 1,00 1,00 3,00 0,00 13,00

1.10 Retrofit old machinery with NoNOx filters 3,00 3,00 3,00 1,00 2,00 0,00 0,00 12,00
1.11 Retrofit old machinery with SCR (AdBlue) 3,00 3,00 0,00 3,00 4,50 0,00 0,00 13,50
1.12 Retrofit old machinery with batteries 3,00 3,00 3,00 1,00 3,00 4,00 0,00 17,00

Wtot,cz

Measures
1. Non-road mobile machinery

NOx 
reduction

CO2 
reduction

electrificati
on

investment 
costs

operational 
cost

power 
connection

free space 
required Stot,mw

0,23 0,22 0,15 0,09 0,07 0,11 0,13 1,00
1.1 Minimize operating hours 0,68 0,66 0,00 0,47 0,34 0,00 0,00 2,15 6
1.2 Stage 1 machinery 0,23 0,22 0,00 0,47 0,07 0,00 0,00 0,99 12
1.3 Stage 2 machinery 0,45 0,44 0,00 0,47 0,14 0,00 0,00 1,50 11
1.4 Stage 3 machinery 0,68 0,66 0,00 0,38 0,20 0,00 0,00 1,92 10
1.5 Stage 4 machinery 0,90 0,88 0,00 0,28 0,27 0,00 0,00 2,34 5
1.6 Stage 5 machinery 1,01 0,99 0,00 0,19 0,34 0,00 0,00 2,53 3
1.7 Elektrical machinery 1,13 1,10 0,15 0,00 0,20 0,57 0,00 3,15 1
1.8 Equip black boxes for managing operating hours and performance on equipment 0,68 0,66 0,75 0,09 0,20 0,11 0,00 2,50 4
1.9 Prevent use of old machinery 0,68 0,66 0,30 0,09 0,07 0,34 0,00 2,14 7

1.10 Retrofit old machinery with NoNOx filters 0,68 0,66 0,45 0,09 0,14 0,00 0,00 2,02 8
1.11 Retrofit old machinery with SCR (AdBlue) 0,68 0,66 0,00 0,28 0,31 0,00 0,00 1,93 9
1.12 Retrofit old machinery with batteries 0,68 0,66 0,45 0,09 0,20 0,46 0,00 2,54 2

1. Non-road mobile machinery
Measures

Wtot,cz
Rank

Figure 28: Sheet 8:"Weigthed sum method" – Weighted sum method 
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The total score per measure (XNEN,YZ), which is the result of the weighted sum method 

indicates the performance based on the weights per criteria of a certain measure. The higher 

the score, the better the performance. In excel, a ranking function is integrated, which makes 

it easier for the user to check the performance of measures. Additionally, the performance of 

measures is indicated by colors, where green is the best reducing solution for this case.  

3.4.2. Test-case 

After the development of the model, a test-case was applied to check the performance of the 

model. The project-specific information required for this purpose is obtained from Heijmans 

and due to privacy reasons, it was chosen to not specifically name of the project. In this 

paragraph, the test-case is described first followed by a short discussion of the results.  

 

Test-case description 
Before presenting the main results of the test-case, it is important to give a brief description 

of the test-case first. The test-case is a real-life project that is recently completed by the 

company of Heijmans. The project is high-rise and located in an urban environment nearby 

Natura 2000 areas. Furthermore, the building was semi-prefabricated in an urban 

environment, resulting in high numbers for all types of transportation movements. Due to this 

it could be determined that the project has a high complexity. Furthermore, there was very 

little free space available on the construction site, thus storage of equipment and materials 

was not possible resulting in increased transport likewise. When taking this project-specific 

information into account, the project can be determined as critical regarding NOx deposition 

values.  

 

The construction time of the test-case project is extremely short (1.5 year) compared to the 

tremendous 38,000 gross square meters. This indicates that a high number of polluting 

activities are performed in a single calculation year in the AERIUS Calculation. In this project, 

more than 25 sub-contractors were involved due to the high ambition of delivering the 

construction project within the determined time span. Therefore, the ambition regarding the 

reduction of emissions was not as important as in general. Furthermore, the building is 

supported by ground piles, and during construction, a combination of mobile and stationary 

cranes was used. Lastly, a power connection was realised during the realization phase after a 

certain period of time making it possible to use green energy in the realization phase.  

 
Results test-case 
The corresponding results for this case are included in Appendix D. On forehand, it could be 

concluded that the project-specific information required for this purpose was straightforward 

to collect. Furthermore, the environment to gather this information in the model was 

experienced as user-friendly.  

 

As can be found in Appendix D, the results of this test-case are indicating the best set of NOx 

reducing solutions for this project. However, it was found that after adjusting the project 

parameters manually, the set of reducing solutions does not alter much. This characteristic 

can be explained by the fact that the total score per measure (XNEN,YZ) has a high variance. 
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Moreover, this could be explained since the scoring for measures is not fully explored within 

this research. During the determination of scores per measure per criteria (XYZ,56), several 

assumptions were made due to the abstractness of measures, which eventually could result 

in high variances in the end results. 

 

It can be concluded that the weights obtained from the importancy matrix do have little 

contribution. However, after answering the questions there is sufficient distribution of the 

weights per criteria. Therefore, it is assumed that the problem of the variance in outcomes is 

due to the scores per measure. 

 

However, after filling in the project specific information, the model performed each step 

without any errors or inconsistencies. After adjusting parameters manually, for example, to 

exclude the calculation of ground piles by selecting ‘shallow foundation’ instead of ‘ground 

piles’ in project-specific information, the model executes fully functional.   

 

3.5. Summary 
This methodology chapter focuses on developing a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model for NOx 

reducing solutions, starting by answering research question 3. The first step is to identify 

which underlying theory fits this research in the best possible way. Therefore, several Multi-

Criteria Assessment theories are reviewed on global level. On forehand, several system 

requirements are defined to review the theories on essential points that are indispensable in 

this research. According to the defined system requirements and the corresponding review, 

three theories; AHP, FAHP, and TOPSIS, are selected. It pointed out that the AHP theory is the 

best fit; however, several key elements have to be excluded from this research. Hereafter, the 

architecture of the proposed model is discussed with elements derived from the AHP theory. 

The model will consist of three main components; (1) the weight determining system, (2) 

selection and normalizations of weights, and (3) the weighted sum method. However, the AHP 

method is described briefly in Appendix C to gain more knowledge about the theory before 

using elements in this research. At this point, differences between the AHP method and the 

developed Proof of Concept in this research are discussed. From this point, the model 

developed in this thesis is labeled as the Multi-Criteria Assessment Model. 

 

The next step to complement the missing part of research question 2 is performed by 

identifying additional solutions, sources and relevant project-specific information. 

Additionally, research question 4 is processed by defining project-specific information for the 

proposed model. By conducting interviews within the company, several solutions and sources 

were found. More precisely, it was found that several construction processes (biggest 

polluters) are responsible for the most significant part of NOx emission. In other words, the 

biggest polluters are identified as groundwork, cranes, and ground piles. Due to their impact 

on NOx emission levels, the Pareto principle was introduced. The Pareto principle states that 

roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes (Bunkley, 2008). Therefore, a 

distinction in the model is made between the importancy matrix and the biggest polluters, 

whereby the importancy matrix is contributing 20% and the biggest polluters for 80%. 
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However, after the interviews, a link between interviews and information in the model is 

provided to declare how this is incorporated in the model.  

 

Lastly, research question 5 is answered by combining gathered information into a Proof of 

Concept of the Multi-Criteria Assessment model. The first step in this is converting project-

specific information into questions that provide weights for the defined criteria. As a result of 

this, a distinction is made between questions contributing to the importancy matrix and 

questions required for calculations performed for the biggest polluters. Step-by-step, the 

proposed model is explained by explaining the used formulas and processes, and additionally, 

screenshots are included to indicate how these are expressed in the model. In order to test 

how the Proof of Concept works in practice, two test-cases are performed. These are 

performed to test and fine-tune the model to ensure it produces the desired result.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

4.1. Main conclusion 
The structure of this report came into existence by answering the main research questions 

and related sub-questions. However, this report starts with literature research to gain more 

grip on the current situation regarding NOx problematics. Within this literature research, the 

characteristics of NOx are identified and associated with its consequences on human health 

and environment. Particularly, the previous and current legislation is explained thoroughly, 

since it is essential to understand the matter of the NOx problematics in the Netherlands. 

Furthermore, literature research is performed in the field of Multi-Criteria Assessment 

theories to create more understanding about this topic before starting to gather information 

for the proposed Multi-Criteria Assessment model in this thesis. Eventually, several theories 

were reviewed and the most suitable theory was selected for further development to the use-

case in this thesis. Subsequently, a proposed model is developed for selecting the best NOx 

reducing solutions for a particular project. 

 

In addition, interviews and literature research are conducted to identify input for the 

proposed model. This information could be split up in project-specific information, criteria, 

and reducing solutions. At this point, all previously gather information is combined into the 

Multi-Criteria Assessment Model, leading to a Proof of Concept. This PoC is a helpful tool for 

selecting the best possible NOx reducing solutions based on overall performance for a specific 

utility construction project. 

 

Below, an answer to the main research question is given by combining answers of the 

associated sub-questions. 

 

How could the selection of NOx reducing solutions in the realization phase of utility 

construction be optimized? 

 

First of all, this thesis starts to identify the characteristics of excessive levels of NOx in the 

environment. An oversufficiency of NOx is emitted to the environment, both on national and 

European level, caused by human beings living on the planet. These excessive amounts result 

in negative effects on biodiversity and has relatively no effect on human health. The EEA 

(2016) states that the annual limit value for NOx is widely exceeded across Europe and the 

Netherlands is estimated to be the largest emitter. Nevertheless, different industries, on 

national and European level face governmental restrictions to meet emission standards.  
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Due to the high emission levels in the Netherlands, several policies were implemented to 

reduce impact of NOx on the environment. Before the 29
th

 of May 2019, the PAS policy was 

in force. This policy ensured that only in extreme situations, a permit may not be granted due 

to excessive NOx emissions of a particular activity. However, due to the judgement of the 

Council of State in 2019, the legislation had changed and restrictions became tighter. By 

means of the AERIUS calculator, contractors have to determine whether an activity (project) 

results in the deposition of NOx in nearby Natura 2000 areas. When the result is that there is 

no sign of NOx deposition (<0.00 mol/ha/year), it is not required to grant a nature permit 

(natuurvergunning). When the deposition value is >0.00 mol/ha/year, additional NOx 

reducing solutions should be introduced to ensure that there is no NOx deposition in Natura 

2000 areas. However, this is often hard to achieve, and therefore, the following steps can be 

introduced; reducing solutions, internal offset, preliminary ecologic examination, appropriate 

assessment for conservation objectives, and the ADC-test. When an activity is not eligible for 

the ADC-test after previous steps are performed, it is not possible to permit this particular 

activity.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the first step for reducing NOx deposition values for authorization 

procedures is implementing NOx reducing solutions. It should be noted that several NOx 

reducing solutions do exist with a different performance for each solution. In addition, each 

construction project is different, indicating that every project requires a different set of 

reducing solutions based on that specific project. Therefore, this thesis proposes a Multi-

Criteria Assessment Model to support decision making regarding the most suitable NOx 

reducing solutions based on project-specific information and overall performance of the 

reducing solutions. 

 

Initially, literature research was performed to identify the best Multi-Criteria Assessment 

Model for the use-case in this thesis. It was found that the Analytical Hierarchy Process model 

shows common characteristics for the desired model, however, several adjustments had to 

be made in order to make it usable for this case. To start with, the model should be able to 

calculate weights according to project-specific information and it should allow precise and 

imprecise input. Moreover, it should be scalable and flexible and the model should be able to 

deal with a high level of complexity. According to these system requirements, a new model 

was proposed in this research, showing several common characteristics as in the Analytical 

Hierarchy Process. 

 

Subsequently, the model input such as project-specific information, criteria and reducing 

solutions are identified. The project-specific information is defined as the main input of the 

model. According to the reviewed literature and the knowledge gained during the interviews, 

it is concluded that there are several major NOx polluters in the construction process. 

Groundwork, cranes, and ground pile installations are responsible for a significant part of NOx 

emissions since these often are old machines with a long life-span which are not replaced 

frequently. On top of that, these kinds of equipment are included with high-powered engines, 

resulting in higher NOx emissions. Therefore, this group is defined as biggest polluters. The 

proposed model is set up in such a way that information required for the determination of 
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criteria weights is obtained by answering predefined questions. A distinction is made between 

importancy (IM) and biggest polluters (BP) questions. This characteristic has as consequence 

that two different weights are calculated by the model, one determined by IM questions and 

the other defined by calculations according to the biggest polluters. As defined earlier, biggest 

polluters do have an extreme contribution to the total NOx emission. Therefore, it was chosen 

to implement the Pareto principle (20/80-rule), indicating that BP weights account for 80%, 

and IM weights for 20% respectively. In general, IM questions are multiple choice questions 

which can be selected by a dropdown menu, while BP questions are open questions. The input 

of these open questions is used to perform calculations about the extent of the biggest 

polluters as identified. 

According to previous gained knowledge about project-specific information, biggest polluters, 

criteria and reducing solutions, a decision model is developed for selecting the best reducing 

solutions on overall performance. In the proposed model, project-specific information 

determines the criteria weights for a specific project. Besides that, each reducing solution has 

a particular performance per criteria. The determined weight per criteria is multiplied by the 

score per criteria of each reducing solution. To obtain the output, a sum function is used to 

calculate the total performance of each reducing solution. At this point, the solutions could 

be ranked and the best reducing solutions is selected automatically.  

Finally, a test-case is included to test the performance of the proposed Multi-Criteria 

Assessment Model. It pointed out that the model is experienced as user-friendly, with 

sufficient flexibility to adjust or add project-specific information. In the final worksheet of the 

model, the most suitable NOx reducing solutions of the test-case are presented. Additionally, 

the reducing solutions can be evaluated per criteria or per groups of criteria and information 

about weights and scores is presented in intermediate steps. This provides the users with 

additional information which can be used for other purposes. However, on the final sheet, the 

reducing solutions are categorized in the following clusters; non-road mobile machinery, 

transportation, energy, construction method, and market-based instruments. It should be 

noted that according to the overall performance of each reducing solution, the list is ranked 

and presented to the user. 

This research is the fist attempt to develop a Multi-Criteria Assessment model for NOx 

reducing solution. Therefore, the model is based on several assumptions, which indicates that 

future research is required before application in the construction industry. 

4.2. Scientific relevance 
To meet the sustainability requirements of municipalities and project initiators, contractors 

have to include new systems, innovations, and methods in their processes. It is indicated that 

there is significant pressure of NOx on biodiversity, and there is a growing body of evidence 

showing widespread impacts on semi-natural habitats (Emmett, 2011; ROTAP, 2012). The 

issue of high NOx deposition values is not location bound, it is recognized as a risk to 

biodiversity across Europe (DISE, 2011; EEA, 2014; Whitfield C. & McIntosh, 2014). To reduce 

impact on the environment, the industry is seeking solutions. In the current Dutch 
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construction environment, tools for calculating NOx deposition are available. However, there 

are no tools or models for selecting the best possible NOx reducing solutions based on project-

specific information, meaning that each project has a different set of solutions. Therefore, this 

thesis proposes a Multi-Criteria Assessment model for NOx reducing solutions in the 

construction process to decrease NOx deposition values in Natura 2000 eventually. A holistic 

approach that includes additional criteria on top of the conventional criteria such as emission 

reduction and costs is proposed. The model ensures that NOx pollution of a construction 

project can be reduced to a minimum, which is beneficial for the environment. On the other 

hand, contractors can benefit since they are able to identify the most suitable set of measures 

for a specific project.  

 

4.3. Practical relevance 
After the Council of State's judgment in 2019, contractors are under pressure in terms of 

problems during authorization procedures of projects due to exceeded levels of NOx 

deposition. At this moment, contractors have to assess NOx reducing solutions by using their 

knowledge and expertise. However, these assessments often have discrepancies, and every 

decision-maker will select reducing solutions according to their preference and knowledge. 

The proposed model in this thesis gives contractors the possibility to review a project that is 

exceeding NOx deposition values, determined by an AERIUS Calculation, with the most 

efficient NOx reducing solutions for a specific project. Users of the model do not require any 

knowledge about the topic since the model input only requires straightforward questions. In 

addition, the proposed model could be used in the early stages of a project to determine on 

forehand which reducing solutions could be applied during the realization phase of this 

project. Subsequently, the user can modify project parameters and check whether the results 

of the model change. More precisely, the design or project ambition could be reiterated, and 

at this point, the changed model outcomes could be reviewed.  

4.4. Discussion 

In this thesis, A Multi-Criteria Assessment Model for selecting the best NOx reducing solutions 

based on overall performance is developed. It should be noticed that the outcome of this 

model is not for determining whether a project is exceeding the critical deposition values. 

Therefore, the proposed model cannot be used for checking whether the project can apply 

for a permit. To grant project authorization at a municipality, the contractor has to use AERIUS 

Calculator to calculate the projects’ NOx emission. When the deposition values exceed the 

allowed limit, this model can be used to select the most suitable NOx-reducing solutions for a 

specific project.  

The proposed model includes several assumptions regarding importance intensities in the 

importancy matrix and the biggest polluters. More precisely, these values determine the 

extent of criteria weights in the model, and subsequently, the main results of the model are 

influenced by these. These intensities can be judged as subjective; however, they are 

determined by experts and they should be reviewed frequently to reduce subjectivity to a 
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minimum. During the determination of the intensities, reasoning tables were developed to 

substantiate particular assumptions and which could be helpful while reviewing intensities in 

the future.  

According to the test-case, it was found that the final results of the model are not altering 

sufficient based on the project specific information. This behaviour can be explained by the 

high variance of the total score per measure. However, the weights used in the last step of 

the model are diversified adequately and therefore the root of the problem is located in the 

scoring matrix. The purpose of this research is to develop a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model. 

However, a comprehensive identification of reducing solutions with its performances is not 

fully explored in this thesis. Therefore, assumptions to the performance of a score over an 

criteria had to be made and additionally, the reducing solutions are categorized quite 

abstractly. This results in a higher variance between the end-results, while the model is 

performing well on functional level.   

 

This thesis provides insights into the relationships between relevant project-specific 

information, criteria, and reducing solutions. However, due to the novelty of the theme there 

is only little knowledge and experience about this topic in the current construction industry. 

The reliability of the final results of the model should be taken into consideration due to a lack 

of exact data and knowledge about the relevance of particular criteria in relation to project-

specific information. Several model parameters determine these relevances, and 

subsequently, the criteria weights. At this point, it can be concluded that weights highly are 

based on assumptions, resulting in a less reliable model outcome. Therefore, future model 

users should review the model occasionally based on practical experiences to guarantee a 

higher reliability level.  

 

4.5. Recommendations and future research 

This research focused on the development of a Multi-Criteria Assessment Model, and 

therefore, this study has limited depth regarding the input of the model. Due to limitations in 

the authors' time and knowledge concerning different topics, future research should focus on 

the identification and performance of reducing solutions. More precisely, reducing solutions 

could be specified more in detail to ensure that the model can deliver exact output. To 

overcome the variance problem as explained in the previous chapter, model users could be 

more specific in terms of the provided reducing solutions. When there are three types of for 

example, hybrid trucks, then the performance of these can be entered manually and the 

ranking function should be implemented to only these three types, regardless of the rest of 

the model. In this way, the weights are used and the scoring variance is less due to more exact 

reducing solutions. Moreover, the model could be enriched with additional criteria; however, 

this raises the models' complexity.  

As mentioned before, this model cannot determine whether a project is exceeding deposition 

limit values since the AERIUS Calculator estimates this. Further research could lead to a project 
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indicator that rates the projects’ vulnerability concerning NOx emission. An indicator such as 

this could estimate the performance of a project, based on only project-specific information 

to identify in the initiative phase if the AERIUS Calculator results in difficulties due to exceeded 

critical deposition values in the realization phase.   

NOx emission is a part of air pollution, and nearly all reducing solutions for NOx have a high 

correlation with reducing CO2, ozone, and fine dust, it could be interesting to develop a model 

that covers the entire topic of air pollution. By applying this approach, the most effective way 

for reducing emissions as a result of the construction process is the result. However, this 

requires much effort and research since several different topics are coming together.  

Overall, the proposed model has the capability to identify NOx reducing solutions in early 

stages of the construction process. Contractors could use the proposed model to determine 

the best steps for reducing NOx emissions on forehand. However, further research is required 

to increase reliability and the level of detail of the model output. As final point, the 

architecture of the model is structured well, which improves functionality and makes it 

possible that the model could be used by every employee of the company.  
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Appendix A: Analysis AERIUS calculation 
method 
AERIUS Calculator is used for calculation nitrogen emissions from economic activity and their 

deposition in Natura 2000 areas. The model outcomes can be used in a permit application, or 

when submitting a notification for activities with certain nitrogen aspects. AERIUS consists of 

six products, which were already introduced earlier (AERIUS, 2020). Even though the model is 

very complex, it is experienced quite user-friendly. AERIUS is continuously improving, based 

on innovation, scientific experiences, user experiences in pilots and recommendations in 

reviews to minimalize uncertainties, and provide a better link with changing user 

requirements. 

 

The following paragraphs will emphasize on the information requirements of the input in 

AERIUS for results that guide as substantiation for projects/activities in the framework of the 

Nature Protection Law (Wnb). All the information that is required to explain the calculation 

tool is gathered from the official instruction document of the AERIUS calculator (PAS-bureau, 

2020). AERIUS is capable of importing all types of emission sources, which are identified as 

point-, line-, and area-sources. To be more user-friendly, AERIUS has defined several common 

types of sources across different industries (agriculture, traffic). The principle for a diffusion 

model, in this case, NOx and NH3, is that as many as possible location source characteristics 

are included. These characteristics are highly dependent on the calculation of the deposition 

at the end, which is essential for the application of a permit. In most cases, source 

characteristics are pre-programmed in AERIUS, but sometimes initiators can depart from 

these and add their own. In both circumstances, the initiator has to substantiate its decisions, 

so that authorities can decide whether it is reasonable. 

 

In AERIUS, it is not possible to conduct information for an activity with temporary status. 

Therefore, it is required to enter a year in which the deposition should be calculated. For 

construction projects, the calculation year that is entered in AERIUS is, in most cases, the 

first year of construction. In this period, the NOx emission of a construction project is often 

the highest. 

 

Before collecting the required information for the calculation, it is important to essential the 

area’s delimitation. The delimitation starts with considering emissions sources within the 

project area. Additionally, projects/activities can also result in increased traffic and transport. 

In most situations, it can be expected on forehand whether an increase in traffic and transport 

is an indirect project effect. When this is the case, the emissions of additional traffic and 

transport attraction should be included in the calculation For defining the correct emission of 

this indirect effect, the traveled distance should be known. However, there is discussion about 

the length of this distance because it remains unclear to which distance of a project the 

emissions must be considered as a result of the activity. There are no criteria or standards for 

this situation; however, in all cases, it is expected that a decent substantiation is included. To 
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give an example, only increased road traffic and transport until the first main roadway is 

included in the project emissions (PAS-bureau, 2020).  

 

Now, the information that is required for the calculation must be gathered. The diffusion 

calculations that will be executed by AERIUS requires specified input. These different variables 

are called sources, with corresponding source characteristics. In essence, AERIUS requires the 

following information for each source: 

 

• Type of emission source (point, line or area) 

• Magnitude of emission (kg NOx and/or NH3 a year) 

• Emitting height (for example, the height of an emitting pipe) 

• Distribution of the emitting height (only for line and area sources) 

• Heat content 

 

As already mentioned, AERIUS used default settings for common industries. The user cannot 

adjust these default settings. By manual input in other industries, the user is responsible for 

collecting and entering location-specific source characteristics. It is expected that the user 

defines these characteristics as detailed as possible. In the process of defining the correct type 

of source, AERIUS requires the user to determine the dominant process that is responsible for 

the diffusion of emissions. Therefore, it should be decided for each source, whether it is a 

point-, line-, or area-source. It is worth mentioning that non-road mobile machinery should 

be categorized as area sources. Additionally, the exact location of a source has to be defined 

by using a square meter grid (National Triangulation). Through this, the user can locate the 

center of the source quite accurately (PAS-bureau, 2020).  

 

The emitting height is the measured height from ground level to the source. For example, the 

emitting height of a chimney is measured from the top of the chimney till the ground level on 

which the chimney is located. In this example, the height from ground level to ceiling is not 

valid. However, it is worth mentioning that constraints like valves and filters that influence the 

flow of polluted air are not considered yet. Additionally, the speed of the outflow is also not 

taken into account.   

 

The distribution of the emitting height only has the be entered it the calculator for line- and 

area-sources. For these sources, the distribution is identified as the degree in which the 

emitting height can vary from the average emitting height. The default value for the 

distribution is the default value of the emitting height divided by two.  

 

The heath content of a source influences the increase of emissions and therefore is relevant 

in diffusion calculations, as for deposition calculations. Within areas, it is possible to calculate 

the heat content by using the built-in calculator. However, in some situations, users could 

prefer calculating this in for example in Microsoft Excel. For this, the following equation can 

be used: 
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In which: 

• Qw =  heat content (MW) 

• A  =  outflow surface (m
2

) 

• v = outflow speed (m/s) 

• T = temperature of emission (degree Celcius) 	
• 11,85 = ambient air temperature, Dutch average (degree Celcius) 

 

With ‘temperature of emission’ (T), the flue gas temperature is meant, measured at the point 

where the gas leaves the outflow opening. 

 

The outflow surface is expressed in m
2

 and determined by using the following equation: 

 

 

In which:  

 

• A =  outflow surface (m
2

) 

• p =  3.1415927 

• r = radius of outflow opening (m
1

), the radius is 0.5 * diameter 

 

In some situations, the outflow speed is known according to, for example, supplier 

information. However, in cases when this information is not available, it should be calculated 

by using the flow rate. The outflow speed is calculated by using the following equation: 

 

 

In which: 

 

• v = outflow speed (m/s) 

• V = flow rate (Nm
3

/s) 

• A = outflow surface (m
2

) 

• T = emission temperature in Kelvin (K) 

 

Sector traffic and transport 
AERIUS Calculator includes the NOx emission factors as released by the Dutch Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Water management. The RIVM is responsible for NH3 emission factors. 

According to these factors, users can determine road emissions by entering the number of 

vehicles in AERIUS. Subsequently, AERIUS calculates road emissions.  Within the sector traffic 

and transport, a line source must be entered. The length of the specific line-source is 

dependent on the extent of the emission. The road emission calculations are dependent on 

the following factors: 

 

• Maximum speed (not required for urban and country roads) 

• Type of vehicle 

• Number of vehicles 
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• Percentage of congested traffic 

 

The type, number of vehicles, and the percentage of congested traffic are derived from a 

traffic model or according to a traffic engineering research. The number of vehicles is based 

on working days (Monday-Friday), and in AERIUS, a distinction is made between week and 

weekend days.  

 

Sector non-road mobile machinery 
Non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) is the collective term used to refer to all machines with 

a combustion engine that do not come under the categories of road vehicles, sea-going vessels 

or aircraft. This group also includes diesel trains, inland vessels, generators and construction 

machines. Mobile machines excluding ships, trains and aircraft) are responsible for a 

substantial proportion of the NO2 air-quality problems (TNO, 2018). The emissions, which are 

the result of NRMM, are dependent on the  applicable emission standards  for that particular 

type of machinery or equipment. These standards are specified in terms of stage classes. For 

calculating the emissions, the user has to enter the fuel use per stage class. These stage classes 

are dependent on the year of manufacturing of the vehicle and the engine power. In 

paragraph 2.3.1. more attention is paid to stage classes.  In most situations, this information 

is available. However, when this information is unknown, the user should calculate the 

emissions or select the worst-case scenario. It should be noticed that in the sector industry, a 

distinction is made between the contested emission factor and a not-contested emission 

factor. A not-contested emission factor applies to a process in which no additional measures 

are taken to reduce NOx emissions. On the contrary, a contested emission factor can be used 

when measures are taken to reduce NOx emissions. The AERIUS Calculator only is capable of 

handling contested emission factors. Therefore, when there is only a not-contested emission 

factor available, this must be converted according to the following equation:  

 

When determining the type of source for NRMM, the user should decide whether the 

equipment or machinery is settled on a fixed spot or working area. In the case of a fixed route, 

the user can specify the source like a line. When the equipment is active in a specific area, the 

user should select an area source. For example, a tower crane is specified as a point source.  

In a situation where a tower crane is used at several locations during a construction project, 

the user should enter more than one point source for each location. 

 

Sector living and labor 
In most situations, specific emission information in this sector is not available. Then, default 

values have to be used for the calculation. The default values for NOx emission are based on 

the average gas usage for heating, warm water, and cooking for each different type of 

dwelling. Nowadays, new dwellings are built without a gas connection, which means that at 

this point, the user can enter zero. Table 5 presents the most recent data about NOx and NH3 

emission per type of dwelling for new and existing dwellings. Additionally, recently built 

dwellings are increasing traffic, and the emission that is the result of this, is not included in 

the default numbers for the type of dwellings.   
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Table 8: NOx emissions per type of dwelling (RIVM, 2018) 

Emission per dwelling NOx in kg/year NH3 in kg/year 

New dwellings Apartment 1.11 0.00 

Row house 1.55 0.00 

Corner house 1.83 0.00 

Semi-detached house 2.17 0.00 

Detached house 3.03 0.00 

Old dwellings Apartment 1.25 0.47 

Row house 2.00 0.47 

Corner house 2.42 0.47 

Semi-detached house 3.09 0.47 

Detached house 3.59 0.47 

 

Stage classes 
Vehicles in the sector non-road mobile machinery are subdivided into stage classes. AERIUS 

Calculator uses the amount of fuel used by a particular stage class to determine the NOx 

emission. In the table 6, the stage classes are presented with information about the fuel use 

(diesel) and NOx emission factor according to the stage class and the engine power.  

 

Table 9: Fuel use and emission factors per stage klass in g/Kwh (Lambrecht, 2014) 

Type Technology 

Engine power in kW 

<18
1

 18-37 37-75 75-130 130-560 560-1000 

Fuel <1980 300 300 290 280 270 270 

Fuel 1981-1990 285 281 275 268 260 260 

Fuel 1991-STAGE I 270 262 260 255 250 250 

Fuel STAGE I   260 255 250 250 

Fuel STAGE II  262 260 255 250 250 

Fuel STAGE IIIa  262 260 255 250 250 

Fuel STAGE IIIb   260 255 250 250 

Fuel STAGE IV   260 255 250 250 

NOx <1980 12 18 7.7 10.5 17.8 17.8 

NOx 1981-1990 11.5 18 8.6 11.8 12.4 12.4 

NOx 1991-STAGE I 11.2 9.8 1.5 13.3 11.2 11.2 

NOx STAGE I   7.7 8.1 7.6 7.6 

NOx STAGE II  6.5 5.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 

NOx STAGE IIIa  6.2 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 

NOx STAGE IIIb   3.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 

NOx STAGE IV   0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

 
                                                        

1

 <18 kW there is no emission standard.  
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Appendix B - Interviews 
Het onderzoek waar deze interview aan bijdraagt geeft meer inzicht in de mogelijkheden en 

belemmeringen voor de reductie van NOx tijdens de realisatiefase van het bouwproces. 

Vanuit de Nederlandse wetgeving is er op 29 mei 2019 bepaald dat het Programma Aanpak 

Stikstof niet meer mag dienen als onderlegger voor het verlenen van vergunningen voor 

activiteiten die stikstof uitstoten. Het gevolg is dat iedere activiteit, in dit geval een 

bouwproject, met een NOx emissie hoger dan 0.00 mol/ha/jaar een natuurvergunning (Wet 

Natuur Bescherming, Wnb) moet aanvragen. Activiteiten en projecten moeten hun NOx 

uitstoot aantoonbaar maken middels de AERIUS Calculator, en als deze te hoog uitpakt, 

dienen maatregelen te worden genomen om de emissiewaarden te reduceren. Veel 

sectoren zijn door deze regel getroffen, waaronder ook de bouwindustrie. Hoewel de 

bouwindustrie maar een minimale bijdrage heeft aan de totale NOx emissie, dienen er toch 

maatregelen te worden genomen. De problematiek in Nederland heeft de continuïteit van 

talloze bouwwerken in gevaar gebracht, en daarom is het vanaf nu het streven om bij 

nieuwe projecten, waar er van tevoren rekening kan worden gehouden met de mogelijke 

gevolgen, deze problemen te voorkomen. Zowel in mijn literatuuronderzoek, in de media en 

rond om je heen is het te merken dat er niet gelijk een oplossing is nadat er aan de noodrem 

is getrokken. De overheid neemt verschillende maatregelen om NOx emissie op nationaal 

niveau te reduceren, maar om toekomstbestendig te blijven, dienen onder andere 

bouwbedrijven hier ook aan mee te doen. 

Om het fundamentele probleem te vereenvoudigen stel ik in mijn onderzoek voor om een 

decision support system te ontwikkelen waarin maatregelen voor de reductie van NOx  zijn 

opgenomen. Er dient een overzicht te worden opgesteld waarin alle bronnen van NOx 

emissie worden weergegeven, om zo ook gepaste maatregelen te introduceren. Vervolgens 

wordt er een inventarisatie gedaan en worden er per sub-categorie prioriteiten, kenmerken, 

kosten en prestaties gedefinieerd. Op basis van ingevoerde project-specifieke informatie 

worden dan de best-mogelijke maatregelen voor dat project uitgerekend. Het eindresultaat 

is een lijst van maatregelen welke het best toepasbaar zijn, met additionele informatie. Het 

wil niet zeggen dat de resultaten altijd de beste oplossing zijn, maar de gebruiker krijgt zo 

een overzicht van alle informatie die ertoe doet en kan vervolgens een weloverwogen keuze 

maken uit verschillende alternatieven.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Functie/vakgebied  

Interview 1 Adviseur vergunningen Heijmans 

Interview 2 Reducerende oplossingen Heijmans 

Interview 3 Materieeldienst Heijmans 

Interview 4 Ecoloog Heijmans 

Interview 5 Duurzaamheidsexpert W.F. 

Interview 6 Duurzame oplossingen SKOON 

Interview 1 Adviseur vergunningen Heijmans 
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De volgende vragen zijn algemeen en dienen per respondent te worden beantwoord 

 

1. Wat is uw huidige functie? 

Adviseur vergunningen senior. 

 

2. Wat zijn uw dagelijkse werkzaamheden 

Heel breed, van vergunning management, vergunningaanvragen, advies, risico’s in 

kaart brengen, stikstofberekeningen maken en adviseren.  

 

Desondanks de minimale bijdrage van de bouwindustrie op de totale NOx emissie in 

Nederlands, heeft het toch grote impact op de continuïteit van de werkzaamheden. 

 

3. Wat zijn in uw ogen, de belangrijkste bronnen van NOx emissie tijdens de 

realisatiefase. 

De meeste emissies komen van machines die voor funderingswerk worden gebruikt 

en hijskranen. Dit is de grootste bron omdat juist dit soort materieel heel lang 

meegaat, en daardoor hebben deze machines vaak een bouwjaar van voor 2000. 

Nieuwe machines met betere duurzaamheidsprestaties zijn in aanschaf heel duur (>1 

miljoen euro), en deze machines zijn heel degelijk, waardoor ze lang meegaan en 

waardoor vervanging niet snel nodig is. 

 

4. Bent u van mening dat deze bronnen aanzienlijk gereduceerd kunnen worden om 

uiteindelijk naar zero NOx emissie te gaan? 

Op termijn is het zeker mogelijk, alleen zware machines hebben vaak ook veel 

vermogen, wat nodig is bij deze werkzaamheden. Het wordt verwacht dat op dit 

moment, elektrische machines en accu’s de hoge vermogens van zware diesels niet 

kunnen evenaren. Waterstof zou misschien wel een oplossing kunnen zijn in de 

toekomst. 

 

De overheid neemt verschillende maatregelen om NOx emissie op nationaal niveau te 

reduceren, maar om toekomstbestendig te blijven, dienen onder andere bouwbedrijven hier 

ook aan mee te doen. 

 

5. Wat voor maatregelen zijn er binnen Heijmans bij u bekend voor de reductie van 

NOx? 

a. In transport: 

Transport is niet zozeer bepalend in de AERIUS berekening, de uitstoot op de 

bouwplaats van alleen transport is ongeveer 10% gemiddeld. Daar is niet de 

winst te behalen, alleen tenzij je heel dicht nabij een Natura 2000 gebied aan 

het bouwen bent. Transport is dus niet echt maatgevend.  

b. In gebruik van groene energie tijdens de bouw: 

Weet ik niet, daar heb ik geen zicht op. 

c. Bouwmethodes: 
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Dat weet ik niet direct, alhoewel dit wel een zeer interessant onderwerp is 

om te onderzoeken. Welke winst kunnen we behalen met het ontwerp, alleen 

voor lopende projecten is dit traject al gepasseerd.  

d. NOx opnemen/afvangen tijdens de bouw: 

Heijmans is bezig met een pilot. We zijn bezig met een filter die stikstof uit de 

lucht haalt. De luchtfilter moet je zien als een container die aan de rand van 

een bouwplaats staat en omgevingslucht aanzuigt, de lucht filtert, en 

vervolgens weer schone lucht uitstoot.  

a. Zijn er nog andere manieren volgens u om NOx te reduceren tijdens de 

realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

In AERIUS kan stikstof op bepaalde manieren worden berekend, op basis van 

het brandstof verbruik en op basis van draaiuren. Hierop kan ook op worden 

gereduceerd. Brandstof verbruik is in de regel gunstiger dan de draaiuren. De 

draaiuren of het verbruik van brandstof invoer is een aanname. Of deze 

aanname in de praktijk hoger of lager is, is niet bekend. Het is ook lastig om 

dit te meten, niet omdat we dit niet willen meten, maar de uitvoerder heeft 

meer dan genoeg taken, en daar komt deze dan nog bij. Maar het is 

interessant om hier meer inzicht in te hebben. Zeker met oude machines 

kunnen de aannames nog wel eens uit elkaar liggen.  

 

6. In hoeverre worden de maatregelen voor de reductie van CO2 samen genomen met 

de reductie van NOx, aangezien deze beide veel raakvlakken hebben? 

Ik heb daar geen zicht op. CO2 is technisch makkelijker te berekenen. Stikstof 

berekenen kan hetzelfde als CO2 berekenen. Alleen op basis van gegevens van CO2 

een NOx berekening maken is niet te doen. Daarbij gaat het bij stikstof om de 

depositie waarde, en bij CO2 om de emissie waarde. Lagere CO2 kan als gevolg 

hebben dat er meer NOx vrijkomt.  Een verbrandingsmotor heeft een hogere 

temperatuur wat leidt tot lagere CO2 emissie, en een hogere NOx.  

 

2. Welke project-specifieke eigenschappen hebben volgens u de meeste invloed op de 

emissiewaarden tijdens de realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

Omvang, aantal woningen van een project. Hoe groter het project, hoe complexer en 

hoe groter de impact en dus hoe meer te nemen maatregelen. De meeste 

materieelinzet komt van onderaannemers en die wordt meegenomen in onze 

berekening. Een berekening met al het gebruikte materiaal is eigenlijk een ‘mission 

impossible’.  

 

3. Waar ligt volgens u de ruimte voor verbetering t.o.v. huidige processen binnen uw 

bedrijf voor het reduceren van NOx emissies van een bouwproject? 

Bronmaatregelen: schoner materieel, maar dit is alleen een optie als er veel geld 

beschikbaar is om nieuw materieel aan te schaffen. Verder is het erg interessant om 

efficiënter te werken, en bouwmethodes met bijbehorende impact te onderzoeken.  

In plaats van lichter bouwen, kan je ook andersom denken. Je kan er ook voor kiezen 

om zwaarder materieel in te zetten voor lichtere werkzaamheden, zodat deze niet op 
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vol vermogen draaien. Je kan het vergelijken met een sportwagen met veel 

vermogen, die in hele lage toeren rijdt.  

De volgende vragen zijn alleen van toepassing voor deze respondent.   

 

4. In welke mate denkt u dat urgentie en eisen vanuit de opdrachtgever invloed gaan 

hebben op de innovatieve oplossingen van de bouwwereld? 

Ik denk dat dit goed is, want dan kan je jezelf onderscheiden als aannemer. Alleen 

het project moet zich hier uiteraard wel voor lenen. Als het wordt beloond (ENVI), 

dan zet dit natuurlijk innovaties in gang. Het zal altijd duurder bouwen worden, maar 

als het wordt beloond, wie zijn wij om daar niet in mee te gaan.  

 

5. Verwacht u dat er in de toekomst moet worden gestreefd naar zero NOx emissie voor 

bouwprojecten en is dit volgens u haalbaar? 

Voor woningbouw en utiliteitsbouw is dit op termijn zeker haalbaar, alleen in 

infrastructuur is dit bijna niet te realiseren door hoge mate van inzet van zwaar 

materieel.  
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De volgende vragen zijn algemeen en dienen per respondent te worden beantwoord 

 

1. Wat is uw huidige functie? 

Chief Risk Officer 

 

2. Wat zijn uw dagelijkse werkzaamheden 

Bedrijfsbrede risicoprofielen binnen Heijmans, reducerende oplossingen.  

 

Desondanks de minimale bijdrage van de bouwindustrie op de totale NOx emissie in 

Nederlands, heeft het toch grote impact op de continuïteit van de werkzaamheden. 

 

3. Wat zijn in uw ogen, de belangrijkste bronnen van NOx emissie tijdens de 

realisatiefase. 

Tijdens de realisatiefase van bouwprojecten zijn de belangrijkste bronnen ten 

gevolge van verbrandingsmotoren die langere tijd op een locatie aanwezig zijn. 

Voornaamste boosdoeners zijn grondwerk, heistellingen en boorstellingen.  

 

4. Bent u van mening dat deze bronnen aanzienlijk gereduceerd kunnen worden om 

uiteindelijk naar zero NOx emissie te gaan? 

Als je puur naar stikstof kijkt, en je hebt machines van stage 4/5 beschikbaar en 

auto’s met een euro 6 motor, dan hebben deze nagenoeg geen stikstof uitstoot. Op 

het moment dat je naar elektrificatie van materieel park kun je ook nog andere 

winsten behalen. De uitdaging ligt wel in de beschikbaarheid van de duurzame 

motoren. Verder zijn er ontwikkelingen met DeNox, NoNox apparaten welke d.m.v. 

ureum, ad blue, oudere motoren kunnen upgraden naar betere stageklassen.  

 

 

De overheid neemt verschillende maatregelen om NOx emissie op nationaal niveau te 

reduceren, maar om toekomstbestendig te blijven, dienen onder andere bouwbedrijven hier 

ook aan mee te doen. 

 

 

5. Wat voor maatregelen zijn er binnen Heijmans bij u bekend voor de reductie van 

NOx? 

a. In transport: 

De basis begint bij transport bij het inzetten van euro 6 motoren. Verder 

wordt er gekeken naar alternatieven voor brandstofmotoren (elektrisch, 

waterstof). Er zijn additieven voor de brandstoffen waardoor uitstoot 

verminderd wordt. Transporthubs kunnen worden gebruikt om zo min 

mogelijkheden transportbewegingen rondom de bouwplaats creëren.  

b. In gebruik van groene energie tijdens de bouw: 

Ja, we proberen groene energie in te kopen, maar dat moet je wel een 

aansluiting op de bouw hebben. Projecten die niet binnenstedelijk zijn of 

Interview 2 Reducerende oplossingen Heijmans 
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i.v.m. leidingstructuur is het niet altijd vanzelfsprekend dat er een aansluiting 

mogelijk is. Aggregaten op basis van zonnepanelen en batterijen, NoNox 

achtige apparaten op aggregaten, keten met zonnepanelen. 

c. Bouwmethodes: 

Het ligt aan welk type project. Bij woningbouw hebben wij hier bijvoorbeeld 

wel invloed op, en dan kan dit erg interessant zijn. Bij utiliteitbouw is dit een 

ander verhaal.  Dit zijn vaak eenmalige panden waarbij het ontwerp al 

klaarligt.  

d. NOx opnemen/afvangen tijdens de bouw: 

Ja we zijn bezig om te kijken naar stikstof happers/filters. Deze zitten nog in 

een experimentele fase. Er zijn bedrijven die claimen dat ze dat kunnen. 

Volkerwessels heeft bijv. de NoNox filter, maar die ik bedoel is anders. Dit is 

echt een soort van container die omgevingslucht filtert.  

a. Zijn er nog andere manieren volgens u om NOx te reduceren tijdens de 

realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

Om stikstof te reduceren kom je op twee dingen uit: emissie van 

verbrandingsmotoren en hoeveel stikstof kun je uit de lucht halen. Je kan ook 

compenseren, door middel van natuurherstel (plantensoorten die stikstof op 

nemen, daar waar biodiversiteit problemen ondervindt maatregelen nemen 

om de effecten van stikstof te niet te doen. Dit is niet echt preventief, maar 

meer een correctieve maatregel. Zulke maatregelen hebben wij natuurlijk wel 

minder invloed op. In een gebiedsontwikkeling kunnen wij hier wel een rol in 

spelen. 

  

6. In hoeverre worden de maatregelen voor de reductie van CO2 samengenomen met 

de reductie van NOx, aangezien deze beide veel raakvlakken hebben? 

Dat wordt wel gedaan alleen er zit een tijdsverschil. CO2 wordt ook steeds 

belangrijker alleen vraagt een hogere investeringsgraad en het vraagt 

materieelstukken die onvoldoende voor handen zijn. Daar waar het gaat om NOx, 

wat actueler is, kan met schonere motoren al grote stappen worden gestapt.  

 

7. Welke project-specifieke eigenschappen (omvang, bouwtijd etc) hebben volgens u de 

meeste invloed op de emissiewaarden tijdens de realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

Er is altijd verschil, werk je op een locatie of op een lijn (infrastructuur). Lijnen zijn 

moeilijker om maatregelen te nemen. Vaste locatie is gemakkelijker, vaste 

torenkranen, vaste aansluitingen, vaste power-packs. Onderscheid zit ook in welke 

fase maatgevend is. Woning en utiliteit is de bouwfase maatgevend, dat kunnen wij 

zelf beïnvloeden. Bij infraprojecten is de gebruiksfase maatgevend, en die kunnen wij 

niet beïnvloeden 

 

8. Waar ligt volgens u de ruimte voor verbetering t.o.v. huidige processen binnen uw 

bedrijf voor het reduceren van NOx emissies van een bouwproject? 

Ten eerste is het een stuk afstemming. In AERIUS Calculator kan je alles recht 

rekenen, maar dan moeten de materieelstukken wel voor handen zijn; 
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beschikbaarheid. De optimalisatie van de planning van deze afstemming is absoluut 

het eerste winstpunt. Daarnaast, als het mogelijk is om versneld te investeren in het 

materiaalpark is de vraag of wij klanten hebben die hiervoor willen betalen. Oudere 

machines kunnen ook worden geüpgraded met NoNox-achtige filters 

 

De volgende vragen zijn alleen van toepassing voor deze individuele respondent.   

 

9. Heb jij weet van nieuwe technieken die er aan komen m.b.t. tot NOx reductie? 

Stikstofhapper, de zeecontainer die lucht zuivert. Alleen het is nog niet aantoonbaar 

toegepast op deze manier, maar dat is wel een ontwikkeling die eraan komt. Er zijn 

ontwikkelingen met additieven in brandstof waardoor de uitstoot naar beneden gaat. 

Ze zijn er wel, alleen het moeilijke is de aantoonbaarheid hiervan. En voor de rest 

alles wat te maken heeft met elektrificatie van de bouwsector.  

 

10. Werkt Heijmans met andere bedrijven samen om hiervoor oplossingen te bedenken  

soortgelijke bedrijven om hier over te brainstormen? 

In die zin werken we niet met onze concurrenten samen aan een oplossing. We 

kijken wel naar wat andere partijen doen, wisselen af en toe gegevens uit, maar we 

werken niet echt samen.  

 

11. Hoe gaat het in zijn werk als een project twee hoofdaannemers heeft?  

Als je hoofdaannemer bent ben je verantwoordelijk voor een project. Als het gaat om 

NOx uitstoot, en dat is een item van een project, dan moet de hoofdaannemer hier 

zorg voor dragen. Op het moment dat je een onderaannemer inkoopt, dan neem je 

dit mee in je voorwaarden en zorg je dat deze hieraan voldoet. 
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De volgende vragen zijn algemeen en dienen per respondent te worden beantwoord 

 

1. Wat is uw huidige functie? 

Senior inkoper materieeldienst 

 

2. Wat zijn uw dagelijkse werkzaamheden 

Momenteel met name kijken naar vernieuwingen m.b.t. stikstofverhaal en 

verduurzaming van materieel.  

 

 

Desondanks de minimale bijdrage van de bouwindustrie op de totale NOx emissie in 

Nederlands, heeft het toch grote impact op de continuïteit van de werkzaamheden. 

 

3. Wat zijn in uw ogen, de belangrijkste bronnen van NOx emissie tijdens de 

realisatiefase. 

Zoals ik meekrijg uit de taskforce PAS binnen Heijmans, merken wij met name dat 

heistellingen en grondverzet de grootste veroorzakers zijn van stikstof uitstoot. 

 

4. Bent u van mening dat deze bronnen aanzienlijk gereduceerd kunnen worden om 

uiteindelijk naar zero NOx emissie te gaan? 

Het kan geminimaliseerd worden, maar of het echt naar zero gaat, dat wordt een 

uitdaging omdat met name de grote vervuilers lastig zijn om aan te pakken.  

 

De overheid neemt verschillende maatregelen om NOx emissie op nationaal niveau te 

reduceren, maar om toekomstbestendig te blijven, dienen onder andere bouwbedrijven hier 

ook aan mee te doen. 

 

5. Wat voor maatregelen zijn er binnen Heijmans bij u bekend voor de reductie van 

NOx? 

a. In transport: 

Vrachtwagens met Euro 6 motoren geven een zeer beperkte uitstoot van NOx 

en fijnstof en Euro 6 diesels geven reductie op CO2. Er zijn ook hybride 

vrachtauto’s, waarbij naast een dieselmotor een accupakket met 

elektromotor is geïnstalleerd, om binnenstedelijk (of nabij Natura 2000) te 

rijden zonder emissie. Daarbij zijn er ook volledig elektrische vrachtauto’s, 

welke zonder verbrandingsmotor zijn ontwikkeld. Echter hebben deze een 

zeer beperkte actieradius en zware ladingen zijn een uitdaging. Waterstof 

vrachtauto’s daarentegen zijn nog volop in de ontwikkeling. Deze kunnen een 

redelijke actieradius hebben, alleen zijn tankmogelijkheden zeer beperkt en is 

de productie van waterstof d.m.v. grijze stroom niet erg duurzaam. Productie 

op groene stroom zal nog een vlucht moeten krijgen.  

b. In gebruik van groene energie tijdens de bouw: 

Interview 3 Materieeldienst Heijmans 
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Voor kleine graafmachines komen er de eerste ontwikkelingen voor ombouw 

van diesel naar elektrisch. Fabriek elektrische machines (mini-gravers) op accu 

beginnen te komen en lijken te toekomst te hebben i.r.t. dagproductie en 

oplaadmogelijkheden. Verder heeft CAT al een 25 tons accumachine, maar 

die is nog niet volledig doorontwikkeld. Opladen in het veld wordt de grootste 

uitdaging. Vanuit de bouwwereld is de verwachting dat grote machines op 

basis van accu niet de oplossing zal zijn, maar dat ontwikkelingen met 

waterstof of varianten hierop de toekmost heeft voor het grotere materieel.  

 

Daarnaast zijn we in gesprek met verschillende partijen welke accupakketten 

leveren naast een stroomaansluiting of aggregaat op de bouwplaats. Hierdoor 

is een kleinere stroomaansluiting benodigd, of minder brandstofverbruik voor 

de aggregaat. Deze kunnen ook gevoed worden door zonnepanelen (hybride 

aggregaten). Bovendien zijn er ook waterstof aggregaten op mierenzuur 

(hydrozine) 

c. Bij bouwmaterieel: 

Er zijn verschillende nabehandelingssystemen d.m.v. AdBlue inspuiting. De 

temperatuur (200-300 graden), tijdsfactor en de hoeveelheid AdBlue die 

wordt ingespoten is kritisch. Door deze methode is het mogelijk om oudere 

motoren op te waarderen naar een betere NOx emissienorm. Verder is 

VolkerWessels bezig met het ontwikkelen van de NoNox filter voor stationaire 

machines, waarbij de uitlaat van een machine via een slang wordt verbonden 

met een containerunit waar nabehandeling plaatsvindt. Meerdere machines 

kunnen hierop worden aangesloten, echter zit het probleem hem in het op de 

juiste temperatuur houden van de uitlaatgassen in de unit.  

Daarbij zijn er ook nabehandelingssystemen voor mobiele, bestaande 

machines. Bijvoorbeeld een SCR nabehandeling op bestaande machines 

(Mourik) 

d. NOx opnemen/afvangen tijdens de bouw: 

We zijn bezig met stikstofhappers, hiermee worden filterunits (containers) 

bedoeld welke buitenlucht aanzuigen, deze filteren, en hier vervolgens de 

NOx uit halen. Er zijn meerdere partijen die aangeven dit te kunnen, maar de 

harde resultaten zijn nog niet helemaal duidelijk. Er zijn verschillende types: 

Envinity, Orange Climate, Heijmans Bodemspecialismen en Euromate (de 

laatste wordt niet meer verder ontwikkeld vanwege een te laag rendement) 

b. Zijn er nog andere manieren volgens u om NOx te reduceren tijdens de 

realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

Het toepassen van HVO heeft mogelijk een reductie tot 90% CO2, maar helaas 

is er bijna geen reductie m.b.t. stikstof. Njordpower is een startup die claimt 

een additief te hebben welke kan worden toegevoegd en welke de stikstof 

reduceert tot mogelijk meer dan 50%. Een kanttekening bij deze zaken is dat 

de aantoonbaarheid van deze maatregel moeilijk is.  
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6. In hoeverre worden de maatregelen voor de reductie van CO2 samengenomen met 

de reductie van NOx, aangezien deze beide veel raakvlakken hebben? 

We hebben CO2 niet direct naar de achtergrond geschoven, maar op dit moment 

speelt NOx wel meer. Ze hebben direct met elkaar te maken (verbranding van 

brandstoffen). Wij zijn druk aan het kijken naar andere technieken, elektrificeren, 

waterstof etc. om beide emissies aan te pakken. We zijn bijvoorbeeld bezig met HVO, 

dat reduceert tot 90% CO2, alleen hierbij komt nog steeds stikstof vrij.  

 

7. Waar ligt volgens u de ruimte voor verbetering t.o.v. huidige processen binnen uw 

bedrijf voor het reduceren van NOx emissies van een bouwproject? 

Er moet kritisch worden gekeken naar bouwprocessen, de manier van bouwen moet 

anders. Wat gebeurt er nu op een bouwplaats: er wordt gestart met 

werkzaamheden, en de netwerkaansluiting wordt pas aangevraagd als we al een hele 

tijd bezig zijn. Als er al vanaf het begin stroom licht, hoeft er geen diesel aggregaat te 

draaien. Om materieelgebied valt er ook veel te realiseren, door bijv. gebruik van 

nabehandelingsinstallaties.  

 

De volgende vragen zijn alleen van toepassing voor deze individuele respondent.   

 

8. Hoe is de verdeling van eigen materieel en ingehuurd materieel? 

Wij hebben zelf ongeveer 1000 materieelstukken, de hele linie, en ongeveer 75% 

huren we in.  

 

9. In hoeverre heeft u de keuze om materieel in bijvoorbeeld STAGE 5 te kiezen? 

Het is redelijk beperkt, wij hebben bij een aantal partijen deze vraag weggelegd, wij 

zijn bezig met het bouwen van een database om inzicht te krijgen welke machines 

onze onderaannemers werkelijk hebben. Hier staat ook informatie over vermogens, 

emissienormen in. We merken dat ongeveer 20-25% conform de laatste emissienorm 

is. Dat dit percentage zo laag is, heeft onder andere te make met de levensduur van 

een machine.  

 

10. Welke types elektrisch materieel zijn er beschikbaar 

We hebben zelf een 100 tons elektrisch gestuurde boorstelling. Het volledige 

platform is elektrisch op zowel 700, 750 volt, gelijkstroom of 380 wisselstroom. Wij 

kunnen werken d.m.v. een aggregaat voor de voeding. Daarnaast kunnen we ook 

gebruik maken van voorzieningen van de opdrachtgever. Onlangs hebben we 

gewerkt met de big batterij box van Brainport. Verder hebben we weinig elektrisch 

materieel, buiten standaard trilplaten of doorslijpers. We hebben zelf recent een 

order geplaatst voor een fabriek minigraver op accu. Daarnaast wordt er extern af en 

toe gebruik gemaakt van kleine elektrische laadshopjes of minigravers. Een 

graafmachines is er ook, alleen deze kost factor 3 vergleken met de dieselversie en je 

kan er maar een uurtje 6/7 mee werken.  

 

a. Wat is jouw praktische mening hierover?   
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Kleinere vermogens zijn de toekomst, en grotere vermogens zullen naar mijn 

mening op waterstof draaien. Dieselmotoren hebben ook gigantische 

innovaties ondergaan de laatste tijd, dus wat er eigenlijk wordt uitgestoten is 

heel weinig.  

 

11. Heb je een kosten overzicht van wat machines per uur kosten en brandstofverbruik, 

arbeid? 

Dat ligt heel erg aan de machine en aan de inzet. Als je hier gegevens over wil weten 

kunnen we beter nog een keertje afspreken, dan kijken we hier samen naar.  

 

12. Wat is jouw mening over start-stop systemen? 

Dat doen we al jaren. Sowieso is het voor nieuwe motoren een must, en het scheelt 

aanzienlijk in brandstof verbruik. Laadschoppen draaien tot 45% van de tijd 

stationair. Vanaf 2007 hebben wij zulke systemen al in de machines. Op een aantal 

machines hebben wij de mogelijkheid om te kijken wat hij nou daadwerkelijk doet. 

Dit gaat door middel van een black box, zodat we kunnen zien of ze aan of uit staat. 

Dit wordt dagelijks gedaan, en dit is met name voor het track en trace verhaal en 

voor het aansturen van periodiek onderhoud. Helaas zijn er maar een paar machines 

waar we de volledige gegevens automatisch uit kunnen lezen, dus we hebben niet 

echt een realistisch beeld over de werkelijke uren die een machine gedraaid heeft. 

Daarom zijn de aannames die in AERIUS worden ingevoerd ook te discussiëren.  

 

13. Is de vervanging van katalysators van eigen materieel iets wat periodiek wordt 

gehandhaafd? 

Wij doen dit gewoon volgens de richtlijnen, en dit is afhankelijk van type machine. 

Roetfilters dan weer wel, die moeten regelmatig worden schoongemaakt.  
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De volgende vragen zijn algemeen en dienen per respondent te worden beantwoord 

 

1. Wat is uw huidige functie? 

Oprichter van SKOON 

 

2. Wat zijn uw dagelijkse werkzaamheden 

Vooral mensen introduceren in de elektrificatie van bezigheden, in dit geval mensen 

begeleiden met de elektrificatie in de bouw. Te voorpellen wat er mogelijk is en 

samen zitten met bedrijven om te kijken hoe een combinatie van een batterijpakket 

en andere energieleveranciers voor een schonere bouw zorgt.  

 

Desondanks de minimale bijdrage van de bouwindustrie op de totale NOx emissie in 

Nederlands, heeft het toch grote impact op de continuïteit van de werkzaamheden. 

 

3. Wat zijn in uw ogen, de belangrijkste bronnen van NOx emissie tijdens de 

realisatiefase. 

Op basis van gegevens die wij van klanten zien maken wij uit dat de meeste NOx 

emissie vaak afkomstig is van twee bronnen. Dit zijn vaak de generatoren, omdat 

deze vaak heel veel draaiuren maken (stationair) en ten tweede rupsgraafmachines, 

omdat deze ook veel grote voorkomen.  

 

4. Bent u van mening dat deze bronnen aanzienlijk gereduceerd kunnen worden om 

uiteindelijk naar zero NOx emissie te gaan? 

Ja dat gebeurd nu al. Volledige elektrificatie is de oplossing.  

 

De overheid neemt verschillende maatregelen om NOx emissie op nationaal niveau te 

reduceren, maar om toekomstbestendig te blijven, dienen onder andere bouwbedrijven hier 

ook aan mee te doen. 

 

5. Wat voor maatregelen zijn er bij u bekend voor de reductie van NOx? 

a. In transport: 

We zijn met verschillende partijen in contact over elektrische vrachtwagens. 

Om die aan te schaffen zijn de kosten vrij hoog. Er zijn verschillende 

subsidiepotjes beschikbaar. En over het algemene is dat niet alleen voor 

transport maar ook voor op de bouwplaats zelf. We zijn de overheid aan het 

pushen voor nog meer subsidies, om zo snel mogelijk oud materieel af te 

schrijven om nieuw materieel versneld aan te kunnen schaffen.  

b. In gebruik van groene energie tijdens de bouw: 

Laten we eerst onderscheid maken in een bouwplaats met en zonder 

bouwaansluiting. Met aansluiting kun je heel gemakkelijk groene stroom 

gebruiken. We zien vaak dat die bouwaansluiting grote batterijen oplaad en 

Interview 4 CEO SKOON 
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vervolgens wordt er door machines elektriciteit uit de batterij getrokken op 

momenten dat piekvermogens nodig zijn. Als je geen bouwaansluiting hebt 

heb je nog de mogelijkheid om geladen batterijen naar de locatie te 

transporteren of om lokaal energy op te wekken door middel van 

bijvoorbeeld zonnepanelen. Een derde, lange termijn optie is waterstof, maar 

dit staat nog redelijk in de kinderschoenen.  

 

We werken met grote mobiele accu’s, hierbij houden we de state of health 

altijd in de gaten, en kijken we of deze nog geschikt zijn voor hoge 

piekmomenten, of dat deze beter gebruikt kunnen worden voor lagere 

spanningen op een langere termijn. We zijn dus continue aan het rekenen om 

de batterij zo optimaal mogelijk in te zetten zodat deze niet kapot gaat en 

langer mee gaat om de emissie van de productie te minimaliseren. Technisch 

gezien kunnen we een SKOON box 20 jaar gebruiken.  

 

c. Bij bouwmaterieel: 

Elektrificatie, binnen elektrificatie heb je tweemogelijkheden. Een om met 

batterijen te werken en een om met baterijen en waterstof te werken. In 

beide gevallen is je aandrijving en motoren elektrisch. Het gaat er allen om 

welke energiedrager je eraan koppelt.  

d. NOx opnemen/afvangen tijdens de bouw: 

Daar zijn inderdaad een paar oplossingen voor, vooral in het aanzuigen van 

lucht om deze vervolgens te laten reageren met titaniumdioxide, zodat de 

NOx in poedervorm wordt omgezet. Of je hebt zoals VolkerWessels en andere 

partijen een tail-pipe solution. Tail-pipe solutions vangen alle uitgestoten 

lucht op en filteren deze alvorens de lucht wordt vrijgelaten. Daar zien we dat 

ze uitdagingen hebben met efficiency van de machines. De doorstroom van 

de lucht, de druk op de tail-pijp 

c. Zijn er nog andere manieren volgens u om NOx te reduceren tijdens de 

realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

De bedrijven die gaan winnen in dit veld gaat compleet anders nadenken over 

hun energiehuishouding. Elektrificatie gaat geheid gebeuren, alleen de 

winnaars gaan dat op zo’n manier doen dat ze een combinatie weten te 

vormen een gelimiteerd aantal batterijen in een machine, een aantal mobiele 

batterijen naast de machine en een aantal grotere batterijen op de 

bouwlocatie zelf. Zo creëer je een ecosysteem van verschillende maten van 

energieopslag en dat is ook waar wij ons mee bezig houden. Wij hebben een 

goed beeld van wat de verschillende energiegebruiker zijn, wat zijn de 

piekmomenten en hoe valt het af te stemmen i.c.m. met alle andere 

machines. Dus in een zin, hoe kunnen we met zo weinig mogelijk batterijen 

een bouw laten draaien zonder te operationele werkzaamheden te hinderen.  

 

6. In hoeverre worden de maatregelen voor de reductie van CO2 samengenomen met 

de reductie van NOx, aangezien deze beide veel raakvlakken hebben? 
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Er liggen enorme kansen voor de bouw om grote stappen de maken op beide 

gebieden. In de klimaatdoelstellingen van de bouw was CO2 al een groot onderwerp, 

maar andere emissies zoals fijnstof SO2 en NOx worden ook steeds vaker genoemd. 

Als fossiele verbranding wordt voorkomen, door elektrificatie, zijn deze allemaal van 

de baan.  

 

7. Welke project-specifieke eigenschappen (bouwtijd, bouwplaats) hebben volgens u de 

meeste invloed op de emissiewaarden tijdens de realisatiefase van een bouwproject? 

Of er een bouwaansluiting is of niet. Verder hoeveel m2 heb je beschikbaar op de 

bouwplaats, afhankelijk hiervan weet je hoeveel ruimte je hebt voor extra batterijen, 

zonnepanelen, kabels te trekken. Je wil natuurlijk zo min mogelijk kabels trekken. De 

complexiteit van de bouwplaats is ook heel belangrijk. Als je op dit moment een 

elektricien een bouwplaats laat voorzien van bekabeling voor een volledige 

elektrische bouw, dan trekt hij alle kabels vanuit een vast punt. Als je dit wilt 

voorkomen is batterijen de oplossing. Hierdoor bespaar je honderden meters kabel.  

 

8. Waar ligt volgens u de ruimte voor verbetering t.o.v. huidige processen binnen uw 

bedrijf voor het reduceren van NOx emissies van een bouwproject? 

Ik denk dat de informatievoorziening heel erg belangrijk is. In de bouw is het heel 

normaal dat er bepaalde aannames worden gedaan. Als de informatie goed is, 

worden aannames zoals er is te weinig elektrisch materieel, er zijn te veel kabels 

nodig voor elektrificatie. Hoe beter dit wordt, hoe sneller we emissie loos bouwen.  

 

De volgende vragen zijn alleen van toepassing voor deze individuele respondent.   

 

9. Ik hoor op verschillende plaatsen dat elektriciteit niet voor alle apparatuur een 

oplossing is i.v.m. minder vermogen. Hoe kijk jij daartegenaan? 

Op onze website zie je verassend veel van elektrisch materieel. We hebben op veel 

materieel op diesel en elektrisch vergleken, en op projecten die we tot nu toe 

hebben doorgerekend hebben we 90% kunnen elektrificeren.  

 

Het huidige materieel vervangen door elektrisch is natuurlijk niet iets dat van de een 

op de andere dag kan gebeuren, mits er enorm veel geld beschikbaar is. Daarom zijn 

wij ook veel bezig met het kijken naar hoe we bestaand materieel kunnen retrofitten 

naar elektrisch materieel. Dan verlies je de waarde van de ‘diesel’ niet, en gebruik je 

hem toch deels elektrisch. Je hebt de optie om hydraulische machines te retrofitten, 

dat is het makkelijkst, of retrofit van mechanische machines, dat is iets moeilijker, 

maar de materieeldienst van Heijmans zal daar geen moeite mee hebben.  

 

10. SKOON werkt met het sharen/delen van accu’s’. Welke kosten komen hierbij kijken? 

Je hebt altijd huurkosten. En bij kosten grootte kun je het hier ongeveer mee 

vergelijken: als je een bouwaansluiting nodig hebt en deze langer dan een week 

gebruikt, dan is een accu pack goedkoper dan een diesel aggregaat laten draaien.  
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Appendix C – Analytic Hierarchy Process 
According to the findings mentioned in paragraph 3.3.1., the Analytical Hierarchy Process was 

selected as the most suitable and reliable theory. Referring to the earlier defined system 

requirements, the AHP method is capable of prioritizing groups of alternatives, allows 

imprecise input (qualitative and quantitative data), and the system is scalable and flexible. 

Besides, the AHP system (figure 29) can deal with a high level of complexity and produces 

reliable results, compared to other systems. The AHP method is used to derive a ratio scale 

from both discrete and continuous paired comparisons. In a problem situation, one needs a 

hierarchic or a network structure to represent the problem and pairwise comparisons to 

establish relations within the structure. The problem descends from a main goal, down to 

criteria, subdivisions of criteria, and finally to the alternatives from which the choice is to be 

made (Saaty T. , 1987) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The AHP method as visualized in figure 29 intends to makes the decision support system 

approachable for different stakeholders. The method consists of the following three key 

components: 

 

• Goal: what is the main goal that will be achieved by the decision support system? 

• Criteria: what are the requirements of the alternatives (choices) to reach the 

defined goal? 

• Alternatives: which choices meet the defined criteria?  

 

In this method, the best choice will be the alternative that will meets the criteria in the best 

possible way. It should be noted that criteria can be divided into sub-criteria. For example, the 

criteria ‘cost’ can be subdivided in ‘purchase price’, ‘maintenance costs’ and ‘resale value’.  

Such expansion of the model will increase complexity; however, the model will be more 

accurately in terms of a larger set of criterias which are used for determining the best 

Figure 29: Generalized hierarchy for the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

(Sander, 2007) 
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alternative. Saaty (1987) stated the general rule that the hierarchy should be complex enough 

to capture the situation, but small enough to be sensitive to changes.  

 

The implementation of the AHP system can be further explained by four steps: 

1. Computing criteria weights. 

2. Computing the matrix of option scores. 

3. Ranking the options (^). 

4. Consistency check 

 

1. Computing the criteria weighs 

 

The AHP model starts with creating a pairwise comparison matrix ('). This matrix consists of  

# ∗#, where # is the number of evaluation criteria considered. Each cell in the matrix (TëP), 

represents the importance of criteria _ relative to criteria o. It should be noticed that when 

TëP > 1, the	_ criteria is more important that the o criteria. A value of TëP < 1 will result in 

the	_ criteria being less important that the o criteria. For entering values in the pairwise 

comparison matrix, 9-point scale has to be used (table 10).  Additionally, the importance of 

two criteria can be defined equally likewise (TëP = 1). The entries TëP and TPë  should satisfy 

the following constraint: 

 

TëP ∗ TPë = 1	 (1) 
 

Table 10: A summary of Saaty's nine-point scale (Saaty T. L., 1977) 

Intensity of 
importance (îïñ) 

Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance  and  are equally important 

3 Weak importance of one 

over another 

 is slightly more important than   

5 Essential or strong 

importance 

 is more important than  

7 Demonstrated importance  is strongly more important than   

9 Absolute importance  is absolutely more important than  

 

Thereby, Tëë = 1 is always the case for all _. This is quite obviously, because in words, this 

indicates that in the matrix, the relative importance of criterion _	over criterion _ should 

always be 1. However, the relative importance is distributed amongst the criteria according 

to the nine-point scale presented in table 10.  

 

Then, when matrix (') is developed, it is possible to derive the normalized pairwise 

comparison matrix  ('GE=O) from matrix (') by making the sum of the entries on each column 

equal to 1. Each entry TëP of the matrix ('GE=O) is computed by the following equation: 
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TëP = 	
TëP

∑ 'JPO
Jóv

	 (2) 

	 
 

Finally, the criteria weight vector (�), that is an # dimensional column vector, is built by 

calculating the average of entries on each row of 'GE=O. 

	

�ë = 	
∑ TëJ
O
Jóv

#
è	 (3) 

 

 

2. Computing the matrix of option scores 

 

The next step is setting up the matrix of option scores (X), which is computed as a ^ ∗ # real 

matrix. Each cell in the matrix (ÄMë), represents the score of the option 0 with respect to the 

criterion _. A pairwise comparison matrix (I(ë)) is therefore first be built for each of the # 

criteria _ = r, … ,#. Matrix I(ë) is a ^ ∗ ^ real matrix, where ^ is the number of options 

evaluated. All entries IMô
(ë)

 of the I(ë) matrix represent the evaluation of option 0 compared to 

option ℎ with respect to the criterion _. When a cell shows a value larger than 1, thus when 

IMô
(ë) > 1, then option 0 is better than option ℎ, while IMô

(ë) < 1 indicated that option 0 is worse 

than option ℎ. If two options are determined as equal with respect to criterion _, then entry 

IMô
(ë) = 1. The first constraint is that IMM

(ë) = 1	for all 0 and furthermore, the entries IMô
(ë)

 and 

IôM
(ë)

 should satisfy the following constraint: 

 

IMô
(ë) ∗ IôM

(ë) = 1	 (4) 
 

After the two constraints are met, the AHP method applies to each matrix (I(ë))	the two-step 

procedure as described for the pairwise comparison matrix ('). In other words, this divides 

each entry by the sum of the entries in the same column, then averaging the entries on each 

row and obtaining the score vectors X(ë), _ = r, … ,#. This part (X(ë))	now contains the scores 

of the evaluated options with respect to criterion _. The score matrix (X) is obtained as: 

 

X = [	Äv …	ÄO	]	 (5) 
1. Ranking the options (^) 

At this point, the criteria weight vector (�) and the score matrix (X) are computed, and the 

AHP methods obtains a vector (z) of global scores by using the following equation: 

 

z = X ∗ �	 (6) 
 

 

The AHP represents a global score to the option 0, and this is the final step because the 

different set of options/alternatives can now be ordered in decreasing order.  
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Appendix D – MCAM test-case



Sheet: “Questions”

Sheet: “Project-specific information”



Sheet: “Importancy Matrix (20%)”

Sheet: “Biggest Polluters (80%)”



Sheet: “Weight per criteria”



Sheet: “Normalization”

Sheet: “Weighted sum method”



Appendix E – Reasoning IM and BP


